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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

In science, the principle of the 3 R’s (replace, reduce, refine) by Russel and Burch (Russel & 

Burch 1992 (special edition) is established and required to be applied according to the EU 

Directive (2010/63/EU). The principle of the 3 R’s describes that research should be conducted 

to replace animal experiments with alternative methods or to optimize existing methods to re-

duce the number of animals used. In 2020 in Germany, approximately 1.9 million animals were 

used for scientific research. Thereof, about 71% of the animals were mice (Bundesinstitut für 

Risikobewertung 2021). Given that it is reasonable to assume that existing animal experiments 

cannot yet be fully replaced in the near future, animals will continue to be used in scientific 

experiments. Therefore, it is imperative to refine the conditions of husbandry as well as the 

experimental conditions to reduce pain, suffering, and harm to the minimum. An important 

element of such improvements is to include the perspective of the animal. Therefore, methods 

have to be developed to minimize external influences, e.g. by the experimenter, as much as 

possible. One possibility to refine experimental conditions is to conduct animal experiments in 

an automated and home-cage based manner. 

1.1 Advantages of home-cage based systems 

The use of automated and home-cage based test systems offers many advantages. One ob-

vious advantage is that the animals can be tested in their familiar environment. They do not 

have to be removed from their home-cage for the experiment and placed in a separate test 

device. This, in turn, leads to a decreased influence of the experimenter on the animals, since 

handling of the animals is reduced. Furthermore, the animals do not have to be actively sepa-

rated from their social group. Both, handling and separation, have been shown to have a neg-

ative influence on animal welfare and thus a negative impact on scientific data (Manouze et al. 

2019; Gouveia & Hurst 2013; Hurst & West 2010; Krohn et al. 2006). Reducing the influence 

of the experimenter and performing animal experiments in automated and home-cage based 

set-ups can also lead to the production of repeatable data since the observer bias is omitted 

(Voikar & Gaburro 2020; Krackow et al. 2010). 

If the experiments are automated and home-cage based, the time required for the experi-

menter (to carry out the experiments him- or herself) is significantly decreased, since the per-

manent presence of an experimenter is not necessary. Furthermore, it is not necessary to 
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adjust the day/night rhythm of the animals to that of humans. Therefore, the animals can be 

tested in their active phase, which is the dark phase in laboratory mice.  

Another advantage is, that the animals enter the test-cage, which is connected to the home-

cage through a gate, in a self-determined manner. Therefore, a high motivation of the animals 

can be assumed, which in turn might have a positive effect on the data itself. 

1.2 Potential applications for automated and home-cage based systems 

So far, there are some possibilities to record experimental data automatically within the home-

cage. Infrared systems, for example, were used to measure activity (e.g., Park et al. 2021; 

Ticher & Ashkenazi 1995) or video based systems were used to measure home-cage behavior 

(e.g., Jirkof et al. 2013; Miller et al. 2011; Steele et al. 2007). Transmitters were used to monitor 

heart rate or temperature over a longer period of time (e.g., Kramer et al. 2004; Späni et al. 

2003). Radiofrequency identification (RFID) based systems were used to measure activity 

(Kahnau et al. 2021; Weegh et al. 2020) or to determine the position of individual animals 

within their home-cages (Mieske et al. 2021; Freund et al. 2013; Lewejohann et al. 2009) or 

for preference testing (Habedank et al. 2022; Hobbiesiefken et al. 2021). But also for severity 

assessment, home-cage based experiments can be carried out. Weegh and colleagues, for 

example, used an RFID based system to be able to conclude from voluntary wheel running to 

well-being. They observed group housed female mice of a colitis model and showed a rela-

tionship between reduced activity and reduced well-being (Weegh et al. 2020).  

Another RFID-based test system is the IntelliCage (IC, TSE-Systems, Germany). The IC is an 

automated as well as home-cage based test system, in which learning behavior of mice can 

be investigated (e.g., Kahnau et al. 2021; Voikar et al. 2018; Endo et al. 2011; Krackow et al. 

2010). The IC consists of four conditioning corners in which water can be granted or denied, 

allowing for variety of cognitively challenging tasks. The IC served as a home-cage based test-

cage in the experiments presented here.  

1.3 Aim of the dissertation 

The initial aim of this dissertation was to develop and conduct automated and home-cage 

based experiments to evaluate the burden of commonly used behavioral tests from the ani-

mals' point of view. These findings should serve the researchers but also the authorities to 

better assess the burden of animal experiments and to keep the burden on the animals as low 

as possible. In order to include the animal's perspective, it is necessary to investigate not only 

physiological parameters such as heart rate or stress hormones, but especially the behavior 
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of the animals. Chapter 2 describes different behavioral methods that can be used for severity 

assessment. 

Chapter 3 presents the use of the IC in a long-term study to investigate the influence of re-

peated home-cage based cognitive stimulation on physiological parameters and social struc-

ture of male mice. The study shows the feasibility of keeping male mice in groups for a long 

period of time while obtaining individual data. 

However, individual mice were observed to push and pull each other out of the IC conditioning 

corners. Since this may influence the learning performance of the animals, additional compart-

ments were added to the IC. 

The next step - the extension of the IC for further home-cage based experiments - required a 

considerable amount of time. The technical requirements as well as experimental methods had 

to be developed and validated first, since the experiments presented here have not been per-

formed automated and home-cage based before.  

For these experiments, the IC was extended by a gate (AnimalGate, AG, TSE-Systems, Ger-

many) and one more cage. The aim was to develop an automated and home-cage based 

Consumer Demand and a Cognitive Bias test for mice. The principle of the Consumer Demand 

test allows to investigate the strength of preferences as well as aversions to let the mice work 

for access to selected goods (chapter 4). With the Cognitive Bias test, we were able to inves-

tigate the emotional state of animals as this test investigates how decisions depend on expec-

tations of future events (chapter 5). Both tests have the potential to assess the wants and 

needs as well as burden of housing conditions and/or behavioral tests.   
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Simple Summary: In 2017, 9.4 million animals were used for research and testing in the European
Union. Animal testing always entails the potential for harm caused to the animals. In order to
minimize animal suffering, it is of ethical and scientific interest to have a research-based severity
assessment of animal experiments. In the past, many methods have been developed to investigate
animal suffering. Initially, the focus was on physiological parameters, such as body weight or
glucocorticoids as an indicator of stress. In addition, the animals’ behavior has come more into focus
and has been included as an indicator of severity. However, in order to obtain a comprehensive
understanding of animal suffering, an animal’s individual perspective should also be taken into
account. Preference tests might be used, for example, to “ask” animals what they prefer, and providing
such goods in turn allows, among other things, to improve housing conditions. In this review, different
methods are introduced, which can be used to investigate and evaluate animal suffering and well-being
with a special focus on animal-centric strategies.

Abstract: It has become mandatory for the application for allowance of animal experimentation to
rate the severity of the experimental procedures. In order to minimize suffering related to animal
experimentation it is therefore crucial to develop appropriate methods for the assessment of animal
suffering. Physiological parameters such as hormones or body weight are used to assess stress in
laboratory animals. However, such physiological parameters alone are often difficult to interpret
and leave a wide scope for interpretation. More recently, behavior, feelings and emotions have come
increasingly into the focus of welfare research. Tests like preference tests or cognitive bias tests give
insight on how animals evaluate certain situations or objects, how they feel and what their emotional
state is. These methods should be combined in order to obtain a comprehensive understanding of
the well-being of laboratory animals.

Keywords: severity assessment; animal welfare; refinement; preference test; cognitive bias

1. Introduction

In 2017, 9.4 million animals were used for research and testing purposes in the European Union.
Mice were the most commonly used experimental animal species (61%), followed by fish (13%) and rats
(12%) [1]. These animals were used either in basic research or translational and applied research
but also for regulatory use and routine manufacture of medical products [1]. It is acknowledged
that all animal research shall be conducted under the premise of the 3Rs (Reduce, Replace, Refine)
according to Russell and Burch [2]. In light of the longstanding debate on the ethical acceptability
of animal experiments, it is a moral imperative that all experiments, regardless of the species used,
be double-checked for opportunities to use alternative methods. In addition, only as few animals as

Animals 2020, 10, 1136; doi:10.3390/ani10071136 www.mdpi.com/journal/animals
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absolutely necessary shall be used. Finally, all animal research that cannot be reduced or replaced must
seek the best possible refinement to be ethically acceptable. In order to minimize the burden laid on
animals, it is of ethical and scientific interest to have valid methods for determining animal suffering
in animal experiments. Furthermore, and this is important to note, the suffering of the animals can
have a profound negative impact on the experimental data. Only if the extent of the suffering is
known it is possible to use this information to both strengthen animal welfare and improve the results
and validity of future experiments. Animal welfare measures the status of a subjectively perceived
quality of life of an individual and is notably hard to access and disentangle [3]. Thereby, animal welfare
comprises various aspects, such as animal life quality, health status, biological function, and subjective
feelings [4–7]. Apart from objectively measurable deterioration, animal welfare is also affected by
the capacity of animals to cope with environmental challenges [8]. Overall, various factors such
as social interaction, housing conditions, human handling or laboratory procedures affect animal
welfare [9]. It is noteworthy that these different factors can simultaneously influence animal welfare in
a non-linear way: Although positive social interaction does not directly influence the perception of
pain, it can improve the overall welfare of, e.g., injured animals [3]. All this has to be taken into account
for assessing the severity of procedures as well as the potential refinement measures for eliciting
positive affective states [10].

In the European Union Directive 2010/63/EU, Article 38, 39, 54 and Annex VIII it is specified that
all procedures involving laboratory animals have to be classified into one of four categories describing
the severity of the procedure. These categories are “mild”, “moderate”, “severe” and “non-recovery” [11].
In the European Union in 2017, 51% of all procedures using animals in research and testing were
classified as “mild”, 32% were classified as “moderate”, 11% as “severe” and 6% as “non-recovery” [1].
While “non-recovery” naturally means damage to the animal, paradoxically there is little concern here
for the welfare of the animals, since with the death of the animal the capacity for suffering itself is
also ended. However, experiments classified in any of the other three categories are under scrutiny
regarding the severity of the conditions imposed on the animals so that the defined limits are not
exceeded. For the classification of animal suffering, score sheets are used to assess pain, suffering or harm
during animal experiments. In planning an animal experiment, all expected burdens have to be defined
within these score sheets along with all measures which will be taken to reduce animal suffering. Score
sheets should be efficient, easy to follow and adapted to the specific experiment. In addition, researchers
and caretakers using score sheets should be well trained to unequivocally recognize and score any
changes in animal welfare [12]. Ullmann and colleagues outlined recommendations for the preparation
and usage of such score sheets [13]. The score sheets shall include all experiment-specific considerations,
for example, van de Meer and colleagues created a score sheet for severity assessment of transgenic
mice [14], and Lang and colleagues for osteotomy models in rats and mice [15]. Rix and colleagues used
a score sheet for mice, which were given various chemotherapeutic agents, to study the applicability of
this score sheet [16]. Only changes in body weight indicated a change in well-being of mice. Since body
weight reduction could also be a side effect of chemotherapy the authors suggested to improve score
sheets for experiments with chemotherapy trials by including behaviors such as nausea and fatigue into
the scoring [16].

Indications of animal suffering can be derived from physiological parameters. Some studies
showed that the body weight decreased during distress [17–19]. Rats which were restrained on three
consecutive days showed a decreased food intake leading to a decreased body weight compared to
non-restrained rats. This reduction was eminent for over 40 days after restraining [18]. However,
it should be noted that body weight can be influenced, for example, by tumor growth or fluid
accumulation, thus possibly masking any stress-related body weight reduction [20].

Other physiological stress parameters are glucocorticoid stress hormones, which increase in
the body as a result of suffering or stress [21]. Glucocorticoids or their metabolites are commonly
measured in blood [22], feces [23] or in hair samples [24]. Leenaars and colleagues performed a mapping
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review to analyze the frequencies of corticosterone sample types in mice and the different analysis
techniques [25].

Such physiological parameters could provide indications of changes in well-being. However,
the interpretation does not always seem to be easy. For example, factors such as duration and intensity
of changes in physiological parameters must be taken into account [3]. It is also important to record
the nature of the situations in which these changes occur. Glucocorticoids, for example, also increase in
situations that are not considered to be related to suffering such as mating [26]. Nevertheless, a lack
of changes does not necessarily mean that the animal has an unchanged well-being [10]. Therefore,
it is deemed useful to extend severity assessment to other parameters like behavior, preferences,
or the emotional state.

2. Including the Animal’s Behavior

Some experiments, for example, those involving surgical procedures or the application of
pharmaceuticals, potentially inflict pain and suffering [27–31]. Treatment-induced suffering can be
assessed through a comprehensive behavioral observation. Especially comfort-related behaviors such
as nesting and burrowing are used to assess the animal’s burden as it is assumed that comfort behaviors
decrease in the presence of pain, suffering, or harm [31,32]. Jirkof and colleagues pointed out that
nest-building is part of thermoregulation in small rodents, therefore, complex nest-building behavior
could be an indication of unfavorable temperature conditions [10]. Häger and colleagues developed
a model, in which wheel running was used to assess the severity level for mice in a colitis model. It was
shown that the activity in the running wheel is indeed a useful indicator of compromised welfare in
mice with a decrease in wheel running associated with increasing severity [19]. Other behaviors like
twitching and writhing directly indicate pain [30,33,34]. For example, Roughan and colleagues showed
that after surgery, pain behavior was significantly less expressed in rats which were given analgesia
compared to rats without analgesia treatment. Based on this knowledge, they developed a pain scoring
method for abdominal surgeries [33]. As direct observations are very time consuming and involve
the risk of an observer bias, Roughan and colleagues used commercially available software-supported
video observations to analyze activity behavior. The software identifies various behaviors such as
walking, digging or stretching [35].

Another method for pain assessment is the Grimace Scale, developed first in mice by Langford
and colleagues [36]. In this method the facial field of an animal is photographed and evaluated
according to certain parameters (e.g., ear position, whiskers, etc.). Overall, this results in a score
indicating the level of pain. In other studies, the Grimace Scale was used to assess the effectiveness
of analgesics and the influence of repeated anesthesia [24,30,34,37]. The Grimace Scale is a useful
method to measure suffering in laboratory animals, although this method is time consuming and there
is also the possibility of an observer bias. Therefore, methods are being developed that perform images
and video analysis automatically [38–40].

Abnormal behaviors such as stereotypies can also be an indication of animal suffering. Stereotypies
are constant and repeated sequences of movements that do not seem to have any obvious utility [41],
and can be developed under impoverished environmental conditions, but also as a result of fear or
frustration [42]. Powell and colleagues showed that deer mice housed under standard conditions
developed stereotyped behaviors earlier and in a higher rate compared to deer mice housed under
enriched conditions [43]. Stereotypies may indicate poor well-being but for a profound assessment
it is important to consider the frequency of stereotypic behavior, the situations when they occur
and the individual characteristics of each animal [42,44].

3. Preference Tests

The physiological and behavioral parameters outlined above are important indicators of animal
suffering. However, there is still a large scope for interpretation from the human perspective. It is
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therefore necessary to develop methods that include the animal’s perspective in order to gain a more
comprehensive understanding of severity assessment and animal welfare.

One such animal-centered method is preference testing. Preference tests allow the animal to
choose between different goods for a defined period of time. The good that is selected more frequently
or for a longer period of time is considered the preferred one. Preference tests have been used frequently
and in different ways [45]. However, it should also be noted that choices can be influenced by previous
experiences or the current motivational state of the animal [46,47]. For example, Dawkins showed
that hens normally preferred litter-floored cages without food rather than wire-floored cages with
food. However, if hens previously had no access to food, the hens preferred the wire-floored cage with
food [48].

In order to optimize animal husbandry, preference tests can be used to determine which type of
cage design or arrangement animals prefer. Among other things, the amount of bedding provided in
the home cage was examined: Freymann and colleagues showed by means of preference tests that
a larger amount of bedding is preferred by mice over home cages with less bedding. The authors
also showed that mice with a large amount of bedding had lower corticosterone titers than mice with
less bedding. However, the behavior (e.g., agonistic behavior, locomotion, nest-building, grooming)
did not seem to be influenced by the amount of bedding [49]. The preference test was also utilized
to determine preference for enrichment items. Lewejohann and Sachser showed that an enriched
cage with hiding and climbing possibilities is preferred by male mice over a standard cage without
enrichment items [50]. Banjanin and Mrosovsky examined running wheels made of different materials
for rodents and showed that mice had a high preference for plastic mesh flooring over metal rods [51].

The Conditioned Place Preference Test (CPP) is mostly used to investigate the effects of drugs [52,53].
The CPP is based on classical (Pavlovian) conditioning, in which a previously neutral stimulus
(conditioned stimulus, e.g., floor pattern or odor) is associated with an event eliciting a motivational
response (unconditioned stimulus, e.g., drug vs. vehicle). Conditioning itself takes place by confining
the animals alternately to two distinct compartments, of which each contains a different neutral stimulus
of the same modality (e.g., a pattern of dots vs. a pattern of stripes). In one compartment, the animal is
then also exposed to the unconditioned stimulus. In this manner the neutral stimulus is associated
with the unconditioned response, and thus becomes a conditioned stimulus. After conditioning,
the previously neutral condition should induce the same response as the unconditioned stimulus [54].
Thereby, preference or avoidance can be assessed without using the unconditioned stimuli themselves
in order to avoid direct negative effects or habituation to the stimuli. These findings can also be helpful
in evaluating animal experiments associated with pain in relation to animal suffering. For example,
the CPP has already been used to examine the effect of analgesic drugs [55,56] and has also been used
to show, for example, that fish prefer an appetitive stimulus over being chased with a net [57]. In young
mice it has been shown that social proximity is rewarding [58]. However, expanding the CPP to
a general animal welfare assessment tool has proven to be difficult because results are easily influenced
by additional motivations, e.g., spending time in a more familiar environment, or foraging instead of
paying attention to the presented stimuli [59].

In addition, if an animal has made a choice and a preferred good has been determined, this does
not necessarily mean that this choice is objectively the best choice for the animal. For example, many
animals tend to show a strong preference for saccharin despite the lack of caloric gain, or a preference
for alcohol regardless of the negative health consequences. A preference for a certain good also does
not necessarily imply that if the animal does not have access to this preferred good that the animal will
suffer [60]. This is especially true for luxury items or goods that can be easily surrogated by alternative
goods. Therefore, it is reasonable to examine the quality of the tested goods more closely, for example,
by using the consumer demand test.
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4. Consumer Demand

Consumer demand tests can be used to determine the strength of preference for a preferred good.
Vice versa, this test may also be useful to determine the strength of an aversion. The consumer demand
test is based on the concept to “work” for access to a preferred good or for avoiding an aversive
stimulus. In experimental consumer demand tests animals have to pay a certain price to obtain a good.
This can be realized by introducing a workload or obstacles that has to be overcome. Work can be
implemented, for example, by pressing a lever or a switch [50,61], or by an obstacle like water or
an adjustable weight barrier [62,63].

The derived data can be illustrated as a consumer demand curve with the specified price on
the x-axis and the amount consumed on the y-axis (Figure 1). Consumer demand theory predicts that
the amount consumed is negatively affected by the price. However, the range of change is influenced
by the value of the respective good. For necessary goods, price increases have only a minor effect on
the quantity of goods consumed, while for luxury goods, price increases affect largely the consumed
quantity. With regard to animal welfare, particular emphasis is placed on the ultimate needs necessary
for survival and reproduction. In the language of consumer demand, the ultimate needs would be
similar to necessities, with the animal willing to pay almost any price to get this good. On the other
hand, lower consumption of a good when the price is raised indicates that such a good is less valued
and reflects a luxury, which is less important with regard to animal welfare [26,64]. Importantly,
Dawkins pointed out that needs without an obvious influence on survival could still be of significant
value to the individual animal [48,64]. As an example, she mentioned a caged bird, whose free-living
conspecifics migrate in autumn. In free-living birds, migration increases survival, whereas a caged bird
does not need to migrate to survive because it is sufficiently supplied. Nevertheless, the evolutionary
developed urge to migrate may be that strong as to cause suffering if the behavior cannot be performed.

Figure 1. Consumer demand curves. The consumption is based on the actual demand and price.
While necessities are consumed to a considerable extent regardless of price, luxury goods can easily be
dispensed with, if the price becomes too high.

By training the animals to work for the access to certain goods, the preferential strength
and the grade of necessity of this good can be determined by increasing the price. Therefore, consumer
demand testing is a useful method for animal welfare research and severity assessment [45,48,64].

Sherwin used the consumer demand test to demonstrate the strength of preference for a running
wheel or additional space in mice. The mice had to learn to press a switch several times to gain
access to a running wheel, an extended tunnel or a complex tunnel system [65]. With increasing
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costs, the number of visits to the two tunnel systems decreased. However, the number of visits for
the running wheel was unchanged. In the study by Lewejohann and Sachser, mice had to learn to
press a lever to access an enriched cage. The mice pressed the lever up to 16 times, showing a high
willingness to work for an enriched cage [50].

In order to use the consumer demand test, it has to be noted that the willingness of the animals to
work depends on whether or not an adequate alternative is available. In addition, it has to be ensured
that the animals have indeed learned how to get the goods, and a decrease in consumption is not
due to deficits in associative learning. Notably, the animals have to be trained sufficiently to press
a lever or a switch, and this training itself can be very time consuming. The animals are often placed
in a separate cage so that they are trained and tested outside their familiar environment. It is also
important to consider whether or not the animals are trained and tested during their active phase as
this has a profound influence on the motivation for training and testing. Overall, a home cage-based
test environment would be preferable as the animals could perform the training phase and consumer
demand test during their active phase and in their familiar environment. This in turn could reduce
many factors that might negatively affect the data.

5. Cognitive Bias Test

Recently, the cognitive bias test has been developed that promises to be a suitable method
for animal welfare research and severity assessment. This test is also a test that allows examining
the animal’s perspective. In brief, the test investigates the influence of previous experiences on
the expectation of future events. Humans and also animals which have experienced negative events
tend to have a “pessimistic” expectation regarding future events, meaning they expect additional
negative events and react more hesitantly towards new situations. On the other hand, humans
and animals are “optimistic” towards future events, if they had more positive experiences or are
less worried [66]. The cognitive bias test thus reflects the current emotional state of an individual.
Determining the emotional state of laboratory animals can contribute to the improvement of housing
and testing conditions. This can lead to more valid data, which also might lead to better transferability
of the results.

The emotional state is influenced by cognitive processes and, conversely, the emotional state
influences cognitive processes [66,67]. Cognitive abilities enable humans and animals to orient
themselves and adapt to their environment. Via a combination of cognition and the emotional
components, information is collected and memorized with regard to its valence. This relationship is
taken advantage of using the cognitive bias test.

So far, a number of different cognitive bias tests have been presented for different species such as
rats, mice, horses, sheep, or honey bees [68–73]. The tests follow the principle of conditioning animals
for scalable stimuli like tones or colors (Figure 2). Animals must learn that they receive a reward
(e.g., tasty food) for the stimulus at one end of the scale and that they receive a punishment (e.g., air
puff) for the other stimulus on the other end of the scale. After the conditioning phase the animals are
exposed to experiences potentially influencing their emotional state. Such conditions may be changes
in their home cage environment or experiences due to animal experimentation. Thereafter the actual
cognitive bias test follows. For this test an ambiguous stimulus, which is calibrated in the middle
of the scale between the positive and negative stimuli, is presented and the reaction toward this
ambiguous stimulus is measured. If the response to the ambiguous stimulus is fast, the animal seems to
anticipate a reward. This behavior is interpreted as an “optimistic” emotional state. If the animal does
not response or the response to the ambiguous stimulus is rather reserved, the animal’s behavior is
interpreted as “pessimistic”. This in turn indicates that the animal expects a punishment and the recent
experiences seem to have had a negative influence on the emotional state.
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reward. After successful conditioning, an ambiguous stimulus, which is calibrated in the middle of 
the scale between the positive and negative stimuli, is presented to test the cognitive bias. A “Go” 
behavior is interpreted as “pessimistic” and a “No Go” behavior as an “optimistic” emotional state. 

One often-discussed aspect of the cognitive bias test is whether the test should be carried out 
according to a Go/No Go or a Go/Go principle, whereby “Go” would require an animal to actively 
reaching out (e.g., moving towards/away a reward/punishment) and “No Go” would require the 
animal to passively wait to receive a reward or avoid any action in order to be spared from 
punishment. Jones and colleagues found that rats reached the learning criterion when they had to 
actively approach a reward and passively avoid a punishment (i.e., “Go/No Go”). Vice versa, the 
learning criterion was not reached when applying a paradigm with “Go” to avoid punishment and 
“No Go” to receive a reward. Interestingly, mice behaved differently. Mice reached the learning 
criterion for the “Go” to avoid a punishment and “No Go” to receive a reward principle [74]. 
However, it is discussed whether the “No Go” behavior is less influenced by a negative emotional 
state, but rather by a lower motivation in general [75,76]. 

In addition, conclusions about the emotional state or “optimistic”/“pessimistic” behavior have 
to be made carefully as other factors might influence the animal’s behavior. For example, animals 
which receive an air puff as a punishment for the negative stimulus could become accustomed to it 
and, as a result, might show less avoidance behavior and react as they would for the rewarding 
stimulus. This would lead to results indicating a more optimistic behavior, although the cause 
would not be a positive experience, which such an experiment was meant to evaluate. Moreover, it is 
also possible that animals which experience a negative situation could perceive the ending of this 
situation as positive. In the final test (after the negative situation) the results then would also 
indicate optimistic behavior although the situation itself was negative. Thus, cognitive bias tests 
always have to be interpreted cautiously and in relation to the context. More information about 
critical methodological aspects of the cognitive bias test can be found in the reviews of Bethell, 

Figure 2. Cognitive bias test. During the conditioning phase the animals learn that one stimulus is
associated with a punishment while the other stimulus is associated with a reward. In this Go/No Go
example, the animals have to actively avoid a punishment (“Go”) or stay (“No Go”) to receive a reward.
After successful conditioning, an ambiguous stimulus, which is calibrated in the middle of the scale
between the positive and negative stimuli, is presented to test the cognitive bias. A “Go” behavior is
interpreted as “pessimistic” and a “No Go” behavior as an “optimistic” emotional state.

One often-discussed aspect of the cognitive bias test is whether the test should be carried out
according to a Go/No Go or a Go/Go principle, whereby “Go” would require an animal to actively
reaching out (e.g., moving towards/away a reward/punishment) and “No Go” would require the animal
to passively wait to receive a reward or avoid any action in order to be spared from punishment. Jones
and colleagues found that rats reached the learning criterion when they had to actively approach
a reward and passively avoid a punishment (i.e., “Go/No Go”). Vice versa, the learning criterion
was not reached when applying a paradigm with “Go” to avoid punishment and “No Go” to receive
a reward. Interestingly, mice behaved differently. Mice reached the learning criterion for the “Go” to
avoid a punishment and “No Go” to receive a reward principle [74]. However, it is discussed whether
the “No Go” behavior is less influenced by a negative emotional state, but rather by a lower motivation
in general [75,76].

In addition, conclusions about the emotional state or “optimistic”/“pessimistic” behavior have
to be made carefully as other factors might influence the animal’s behavior. For example, animals
which receive an air puff as a punishment for the negative stimulus could become accustomed to
it and, as a result, might show less avoidance behavior and react as they would for the rewarding
stimulus. This would lead to results indicating a more optimistic behavior, although the cause would
not be a positive experience, which such an experiment was meant to evaluate. Moreover, it is also
possible that animals which experience a negative situation could perceive the ending of this situation
as positive. In the final test (after the negative situation) the results then would also indicate optimistic
behavior although the situation itself was negative. Thus, cognitive bias tests always have to be
interpreted cautiously and in relation to the context. More information about critical methodological
aspects of the cognitive bias test can be found in the reviews of Bethell, Gygax, or Roelofs [77–79].
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The cognitive bias test has already been used to examine the influence of housing conditions on
the emotional state. Harding and colleagues developed the first cognitive bias test, and conditioned rats
to either press or not press a lever when hearing various tones. Rats which were housed under aversive
unpredictable housing conditions (e.g., reversing dark/light cycle, damped bedding) pressed the lever
less often than rats which were housed under normal conditions. This response to the ambiguous
stimulus was interpreted as “pessimistic” and showed that unpredictable housing conditions had
a negative influence on the emotional state of rats [68].

In another test, rats had to associate grades of sandpaper (fine or rough) with reward or punishment.
The data indicated that rats which were housed first in standard cages without enrichment and then
transferred to enriched cages showed an “optimistic” bias compared to rats which were housed
permanently in non-enriched cages [80]. Similar results were given in a study with a depression-like
phenotype in rats. Rats which were housed unenriched and then transferred to enriched cages showed
a shift to an “optimistic” bias [69].

The first cognitive bias test for mice was developed by Boleij and colleagues in 2012. The mice
were conditioned to various odor cues [70]. A spatial cognitive bias test for mice was developed by
Kloke and colleagues in 2014 [81], showing that mice lacking a functional serotonin transporter tended
to be more pessimistic compared to wild type mice.

Past studies have shown that the cognitive bias test is a useful method to examine the emotional
state and the expectation regarding future events in animals. Therefore, this test also seems to be
a suitable method for animal welfare research and severity assessment. The cognitive bias test can
also be used to evaluate housing and experimental conditions of laboratory animals, and allows
the animal’s point of view to be taken into account for adaptation, refinement and improvement.
However, there are also disadvantages within the previous approaches. For example, in the above
mentioned test designs, the actual test run could only be carried out once while training proved to be
very time-consuming. Therefore, an automated touchscreen-based test design was developed [82].
As more trials per session can be performed in an automated test, the number of ambiguous trials per
session can be better balanced. This is important to prevent the animals from learning that there is no
reward or punishment for ambiguous stimuli [79,83], and it is possible to repeat the cognitive bias test.
In addition, automated data collection avoids an observer bias, allowing neutral data evaluation [84].
However, in this touchscreen-based approach it is still necessary to place the animals in a separate test
apparatus for training and testing. Therefore, an automated and home cage-based cognitive bias test
would be of great advantage. Both the test itself and the conditioning could be carried out without
the influence of handling, during the active phase of the animals and in their familiar environment.
This would reduce external influences which could affect the cognitive bias of the animals.

6. Conclusions

The number of animals used for experimental purposes is still alarmingly high. This becomes
particularly clear when surplus animals are counted in addition to the pure laboratory animal
numbers [85]. It is therefore imperative for all researchers that 3R measures must continue to be used to
further reduce these figures. With regard to animal welfare, all animals under human supervision must
be taken into account. Especially for all surplus animals, animal welfare can sometimes be improved
more easily [3].

Just as researchers can ask themselves what it takes to live a good life, subjective feelings are also
of great importance for animals. Subjective experiences are linked to the behavior and physiology
of the animal and should not be considered separately [86]. Sandøe states that well-being cannot be
assessed by scientific methods alone. He therefore suggests that animal researchers and philosophers
should work together to define and evaluate well-being [86].

In the case of animal experiments, animal welfare must be a top priority in addition to the scientific
objective. It is therefore essential to assess the severity of procedures involving laboratory animals
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as objectively and accurately as possible. However, depending on the nature of the experimental
and husbandry conditions, pain, suffering, or harm might be subtle and thus not easy to quantify.

Under laboratory and experimental conditions, animals are restricted in the development of their
natural behavioral repertoire, and a wide range of husbandry conditions can be improved to refine
the welfare of laboratory animals [3]. Animal experimental research basically involves procedures that,
depending on the experiment, are associated with more or less pain, suffering or damage. Therefore,
all procedures should be continuously examined for refinement possibilities to minimize suffering.
Indeed, continuous monitoring of the health status of laboratory animals can make a huge contribution
to reducing animal suffering [19,30,33–36]. All in all, there is still much room for improvement in
the welfare of laboratory animals for those animal experiments that cannot be replaced in the foreseeable
future. This certainly also includes promoting positive animal welfare in laboratory animals [10] rather
than merely avoiding negative impacts.

Improving animal welfare requires methods to assess severity, of which several major approaches
are discussed in this article. In addition to objectively measurable parameters, the animals’ perspective
must be taken into account. Science can only indirectly ask the animals what they want or do not
want (preference tests) or how much they want or do not want (consumer demand tests) certain goods.
Science can also ask the animals only indirectly how their emotional status is within or after a specific
situation (cognitive bias test). However, these approaches offer the possibility to better understand
laboratory animals in their entirety, which can also lead to better animal research and results as there is
growing evidence that impaired well-being affects the quality of data collected in animal studies [87].
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Laboratory mice are predominantly used for one experiment only, i.e., new mice are
ordered or bred for every new experiment. Moreover, most experiments use relatively
young mice in the range of late adolescence to early adulthood. As a consequence, little
is known about the day-to-day life of adult and aged laboratory mice. Here we present
a long-term data set with three consecutive phases conducted with the same male
mice over their lifetime in order to shed light on possible long-term effects of repeated
cognitive stimulation. One third of the animals was trained by a variety of learning tasks
conducted up to an age of 606 days. The mice were housed in four cages with 12
animals per cage; only four mice per cage had to repeatedly solve cognitive tasks for
getting access to water using the IntelliCage system. In addition, these learner mice
were tested in standard cognitive tests outside their home-cage. The other eight mice
served as two control groups living in the same environment but without having to solve
tasks for getting access to water. One control group was additionally placed on the
test set-ups without having to learn the tasks. Next to the cognitive tasks, we took
physiological measures (body mass, resting metabolic rate) and tested for dominance
behavior, and attractivity in a female choice experiment. Overall, the mice were under
surveillance until they died a natural death, providing a unique data set over the course
of virtually their entire lives. Our data showed treatment differences during the first phase
of our lifetime data set. Young learner mice showed a higher activity, less growth and
resting metabolic rate, and were less attractive for female mice. These effects, however,
were not preserved over the long-term. We also did not find differences in dominance
or effects on longevity. However, we generated a unique and valuable set of long-term
behavioral and physiological data from a single group of male mice and note that our
long-term data contribute to a better understanding of the behavioral and physiological
processes in male C57Bl/6J mice.

Keywords: laboratory mice, cognition, IntelliCage, lifetime observation, resting metabolic rate
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INTRODUCTION

Cognition comprises information processing mechanisms which
enable decision making, i.e., perception, memory, and learning
(McEwen, 2007; Gruszka et al., 2010; Roelofs et al., 2016).
Cognitive abilities thereby enable adaptation to the social and
physical environment of an individual. Especially complex or
constantly changing environments are better coped with and
exploited more successfully by species and individuals with an
increased cognitive performance (e.g., Sol and Lefebvre, 2000;
Lee, 2003; Dunbar and Shultz, 2007; Boucherie et al., 2019).
Accordingly, a higher cognitive ability holds the potential to
favor reproductive success and survival (Papini, 2002; Dukas,
2004). However, cognition is also associated with costs as
the processing of information requires nervous tissue, which
is energetically expensive to develop and maintain (Laughlin
et al., 1998; Niven and Laughlin, 2008; Hollis and Kawecki,
2014). Adding up on this constitutive investment are the
induced costs of building and maintaining particular memories
(Snell-Rood, 2013). The trade-off between costs and benefits
of cognition can elegantly be demonstrated by the fact that
cognitive abilities are usually not maxed out under natural
selection. Indeed, evidence from many different species shows
that cognitive abilities can be substantially improved by artificial
selection (e.g., Tryon, 1940; Brandes, 1988; Mery and Kawecki,
2002). In most habitats, however, it is generally assumed
that natural selection prevents a permanent improvement of
cognitive abilities due to trade-offs with other fitness related
traits (Buchanan et al., 2013). Thus, an evolved species has
a cognitive range within which an individual must incur the
corresponding physiological costs depending on the energetic
expenditure of brain activity. Studies linking cognition directly
to physiological, reproductive, or survival traits are limited (e.g.,
Cole et al., 2012; Huebner et al., 2018). Therefore, we still
know little about how these trade-offs actually shape cognitive
abilities or, on an individual level, affect how an individual
uses its cognitive abilities. Here, we follow a cohort of male
mice throughout life with the aim to study the effects of a
cognitively demanding life on different aspects of physiology,
reproduction, and survival.

By provisioning an environment which constantly held new
cognitive challenges to some but not all of the mice, we wanted to
test for the consequences of such different lifestyles. Based on the
above mentioned trade-offs, cognitively stimulated mice might
have a reduced or slower growth and in addition or alternatively
a higher energy turn-over as compared to non-stimulated mice.
The energy consumption of an individual can be determined
by measuring its metabolic rate, i.e., oxygen uptake and carbon
dioxide release, indicating how much energy is produced by
aerobic respiration (Brown, 2004). While a direct influence of
learning performance or use of cognitive abilities on metabolic
rate to our knowledge has not yet been investigated, the metabolic
rate in this study was measured four times throughout the
mice’s life. We wanted to investigate a possible relation between
different learning environments suggesting a higher metabolic
rate in males which were cognitively stimulated repeatedly
throughout their lives.

Besides these possible physiological contrasts between the
differently stimulated mice, we assessed an aspect of reproductive
success. Only male mice were included in the study and we
tested them twice in a female choice task where potential mates
were allowed to freely choose to spend time in close proximity
with individuals of the different testing groups. Some studies in
insects and vertebrates have shown that females choose mates
with better cognitive skills reflected in males’ courtship behavior,
performance in foraging or in diet-dependent morphological
traits [reviewed in Boogert et al. (2011)]. Additionally, males
of species with a complex and competitive sexual environment
may have to process complex sensory information and display
learned abilities in courting females (Byrne and Rice, 2006;
Dukas, 2006; Griffith and Ejima, 2009). In an experimental
evolution study in fruit flies cognitive performance of males
declined under the absence of sexual selection (Hollis and
Kawecki, 2014). Consequently, we might suggest an impact of
the different learning environments applied to our tested mice
in relation to their attractiveness toward females. Still, as their
potential differences in cognitive abilities are not directly on
display in our testing context, it is difficult to predict whether
the females are able to include these traits in their decisions.
In addition to female choice, male-male competition is a core
principle of sexual selection. In order to measure whether or
not the cognitive stimulation affected intrasexual competition, we
performed direct observations of aggressive behavior within the
social groups of male mice.

Measuring longevity is a straightforward way to test if the
learning environment has fitness consequences. Under natural
conditions, longevity may be directly influenced by differences
in foraging success or predator avoidance (e.g., Madden et al.,
2018). Accordingly, higher cognitive abilities have repeatedly
been found to be positively linked to survival in the wild
(see Morand-Ferron, 2017 for an overview). However, under
captive conditions, differences in predator avoidance or foraging
success are unlikely to occur because animals are usually
protected from predation and provided with food ad libitum.
Nevertheless, the link between physiological condition and
cognitive function could affect longevity even under captive
conditions, especially if differences in early environments
influence physiological and cognitive development through
phenotypic plasticity (Pravosudov et al., 2005; Loi et al., 2017).
Accordingly, replicate populations of fruit flies selected for an
improved learning ability have shown a pronounced reduction
in longevity and conversely, lines selected for extended longevity
showed a reduction in learning ability (Burger et al., 2008). Our
tested mice were kept over their whole lifespan enabling us
to directly test for an effect of the applied learning treatment
on longevity. In accordance with former laboratory studies,
we expect a reduced lifespan in mice kept under cognitively
stimulating conditions as compared to the non-stimulated mice.
Besides this direct measurement of longevity, we investigated the
telomere length of the mice at a later stage in life. Telomeres
comprise of repeated and non-coding DNA strands forming
the ends of each chromosome and have been linked to rates
of aging and age-related diseases in aging human and non-
human individuals (Von Zglinicki, 2002; Brouilette et al., 2003;
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Benetos et al., 2004; Martin-Ruiz et al., 2006). In addition, several
studies such as for example by Yaffe et al. (2011) showed that
telomere length can also serve as a marker for cognitive aging
in humans with shorter telomeres going along with reduced
cognitive abilities. While the effects of stressful environments on
telomere length and cognitive decline are well described, it is
not yet known if an environment that imposes elevated cognitive
processes like applied in our study can affect telomere lengths.

Considering all the above, we hypothesize that cognition
in male mice throughout life affects physiology (body
mass development, metabolic rate), sexually selected traits
(competitive ability, male attractiveness), and longevity
(measured by actual survival and telomere length) across
life. A unique feature of our study is that mice were kept in
groups in a home-cage based test apparatus, the IntelliCage (IC,
New Behavior) system. This way, individual testing paradigms
could be applied to each animal enabling us to form social groups
that contained both, learner and non-learner mice. Previous
studies show that mice are able to solve learning tasks within
the IC and also other parameters such as activity patterns can be
measured within the system (Galsworthy et al., 2005; Mechan
et al., 2009; Krackow et al., 2010; Endo et al., 2011; Voikar et al.,
2018). Home-cage based test systems offer the advantage of
testing animals without daily interference of researchers and in
accordance with the animals natural activity phases over a long
period of time [reviewed in Voikar and Gaburro (2020)].

Before going into further detail, we wish to emphasize that
this study comprises data from three initially independent Master
theses which all focus on the costs of cognition. We reverted to
the same group of mice in all theses which allowed us to compile
a unique lifetime observation data set presented in the current
study. In this set-up, we consequently had to face slight variations
in experimental procedures due to the changing experimenters
whereas the same overarching research question allows the data
to be presented as a single long-term study with three consecutive
phases. In summary, we present a unique and comprehensive
lifetime observation of 48 male mice, which to our knowledge has
no comparison in the present literature record.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals and Housing Conditions
48 male C57BL/6J mice (Charles River, Sulzfeld, Germany)
arrived at Osnabrück University at the age of 21 days. The mice
were randomly separated in four housing groups, 12 mice per
cage, which were kept stable over the lifetime of the mice. One
day after arrival, the mice received an RFID transponder (radio
frequency identification ISO FDX-B 2.12 × 12 mm, Planet ID
GmbH, Essen, Germany), which was implanted subcutaneously
into the neck area under isoflurane anesthesia. Each social group
of 12 mice was further randomly assigned to one of three
treatment groups: The learner mice (L), which had to solve
various cognitive tasks, the non-learner (NL), which had no tasks
to solve, and the equipment control group mice (EC), which also
had no tasks to solve, but were exposed to handling similar to that
of the L mice during testing. For visual identification, each mouse

was assigned a unique two-color code which was applied to the
tail skin with lacquer painting pens (edding 750).

During their growth phase up to an age of 73 days, body mass
was measured every 3 days. Adult mice were weighted weekly
during the process of cage cleaning up to an age of 757 days,
except for a non-experimental phase between 192 and 302 days
of age. During handling (tail-handling), the tail color-codes were
additionally renewed if necessary. The mice were kept at 22 ± 2◦C
at 56 ± 15% humidity. The dark/light cycle was 12 h each, with
light hours between 8:00 am and 8:00 pm. Pellet food (Altromin
International, 1314) was available ad libitum at all times. At the
age of 325 days, the mice moved to another animal facility within
the university. The housing conditions were similar but with an
additional half hour of sunrise simulation and the last half hour
of the light cycle simulating sunset. Within these facilities mice
were kept in different cage types throughout their life as described
in detail below. Mice were kept in standard home-cages after the
last experiment until they died a natural death. However, to keep
animal welfare standards mice were euthanized as soon as signs
of pain or suffering were detected.

IntelliCage
The IntelliCage (IC, NewBehavior) is a home-cage in which
various cognition tasks can be applied to individual animals with
minimal invasion by experimenters. Each IC contained bedding
(Allspan, Olympia, 2 cm high), paper as nesting material and four
red mouse houses (“TheMouseHouse;” Tecniplast) for shelter.
The houses were placed directly under a central feeding rack.
Water was available in eight dispensers arranged in the four
cage corners (Figure 1). Each corner is only accessible to one
mouse at a time. Each corner contains a presence sensor, one
RFID antenna and an airpuff valve for mild punishment (0.5 bar).
Access or denial to water can be granted to individual animals
identified via an implemented RFID sensor, enabling individual
operant conditioning in group housed animals. Each corner
contains a nosepoke-sensor and a door per water dispenser. The
doors can be opened by a nosepoke detected by the nosepoke-
sensor. By assigning mice access to individual corners or water
dispensers at certain times or in certain orders, tasks of different
levels of difficulty could be applied. Nosepokes at non-rewarded
dispensers were punished with a 1 s and 0.5 bar airpuff in
certain conditions.

During their stays in the IC, different programs of various
difficulty were applied to the L mice allowing and denying access
to different corners or water dispensers (Table 1). As water
was only offered in the cage corners, we assume that the mice
were primarily entering the corners for fluid intake. Accordingly,
attempts to visit corners and drink at certain water dispensers
reflects the animals’ foraging effort. Therefore, we use the term
“foraging behavior” to describe the behavior of corner visiting
for getting access to water. The IC tasks got more and more
difficult over time including patterns in which the rewarded
corner or side within a corner changed after each successful
drinking event, like for example to the opposite corner or in a
clock- or anticlockwise manner. The difficulty of the IC tasks
was increased by allowing the L mice access to water in all four
corners, but the L mice received an airpuff in addition to water in
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic figure of an IntelliCage from the top with four
conditional corners marked by numbers. Each corner contains a radio
frequency identification antenna (gray), a presence-sensor (black), an airpuff
valve (light blue) and two water dispensers (dark blue). In the cage center four
shelters (red) are arranged under the food rack.

TABLE 1 | Learning IntelliCage tasks assigned to learner mice within
the IntelliCage.

IC Program test duration (days)* IC phase

Cornerlearning 1 14 1

Shuttling 1 12 1

Clockwise 1 11 1

Anticlockwise 1 14 1

Clockwise 2 9 1

Sidelearning 14 1

Cornerlearning 2 13 1

Shuttling 2 7 1

Clockwise 3 9 1

Anticlockwise 2 19 1

Clockwise 4 6 1

Anticlockwise 3 13 1

Clockwise 5 10 1

Complexclockwise 1 10 2

Complexshuttling 14 2

Complexanticlockwise 1 12 2

Clockwise 6 3 3

Complexclockwise 2 2 3

Complexanticlockwise 2 8 3

*See Supplementary Material for exact times in hh:mm:ss.

three (incorrect) corners. Only in one (correct) corner, drinking
was possible without receiving an airpuff. But drinking within
the correct corner on the incorrect side leads to a corner change
(for example clock- or anticlockwise). If the L mice drank on
the correct side within the correct corner, the correct corner did
not change (see Supplementary Material for full details on all IC
cognition tasks). Some of the IC tasks were repeated, adding up
to 51 learning tasks applied to the L mice in the IC. Both the NL

and EC mice had access to water at all times but were punished
by an airpuff if they stayed for longer than 15 s in a single corner
to avoid a mouse occupying a corner and blocking the access for
other individuals for too long. In addition, while the NL and EC
mice had 15 s to drink, the L mice in the different IC tasks had
8–10 s to drink water within the correct corner or on the correct
side. In order to drink again, all mice had first to leave the corner
and re-enter it or visit another corner. In total, the mice were
kept in the ICs in three phases of different lengths (Table 1, IC
phase 1 = 32 tasks, IC phase 2 = 16 tasks, and IC phase 3 = 3
tasks). Even though the L mice had less time within the correct
corner to drink and were not able to drink in all corners without
punishment relative to the NL and EC mice, we compared the
foraging behavior of the three treatment groups with each other.
This was carried out by analyzing the number of corner visits that
were performed (per week) by the mice. A visit was evaluated as
soon as a mouse entered a corner, the RFID antenna registered
the RFID transponder of the mouse and at the same time the
presence sensor registered the presence of the mouse.

Standard Home-Cage
Mice were kept in type IV Macrolon cages (59 cm × 59 cm
× 20 cm) per social group. Food and water were available
ad libitum. Each home-cage contained two red houses, a
plastic tube, and paper for nesting and bedding. No tests were
applied directly in the home-cage, but mice were transferred to
different tests over short time periods during their stays in the
home-cage (for an overview of the timeline see Figure 2 and
Supplementary Table 1).

Barnes Maze Test
The Barnes maze test (BM) was carried out to test for spatial
learning performance of L mice outside the IC. It uses the natural
aversion of mice to open and exposed areas (Crawley, 1985) and
measures how many errors they make to escape from such an
area over the course of multiple trials. We used a round gray
plastic platform of 100 cm diameter mounted about 120 cm
above the ground as the exposed area. The platform contained
12 holes of 4 cm diameter evenly distributed along its edges,
which could be closed via opaque black plexiglass lids. One hole
could be connected via a 4 cm diameter PVC tube to a cage
(Makrolon type III, filled with bedding transferred from the cage
the mouse was housed in) placed under the platform. Visual cues
(a bottle, a cloth, a metal stand, and a box) arranged around
the platform served as spatial orientation cues. The test was
performed during the light phase at 22 ± 1◦C and with 54 ± 4%
humidity in the experimental rooms. The illumination on the
platform was 10–20 lux. Prior to each trial, the platform was
cleaned with ethanol (70%).

For each trial, a single L mouse was placed in a start-cylinder
(diameter: 10.5 cm, high: 21 cm) in the middle of the platform
for 1 min. After this acclimatization phase, the start-cylinder was
removed and the trial started. The number of attempts to enter
covered holes to escape from the platform were evaluated from
video recordings (Logitech HD webcam, Software: VirtualDub
Version 1.9.11) to investigate learning performance. The BM test
was performed twice at the age of 92 and 573 days. In the first run
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FIGURE 2 | Body mass of mice over their lifetime. Shown are the mean body masses of the three treatment groups. At 305 days of age, the mice moved to another
animal facility. Repeated experiments were conducted: IC, IntelliCage; FC, female choice test; BM, Barnes maze test; RMR, resting metabolic rate; TLM, telomere
length measurement. When not in the ICs, the mice were kept in standard home-cages within their social groups.

each trial lasted 5 min. Each mouse performed ten trials, two trials
per day with an inter-trial interval of 30 min on five consecutive
days. In the second run the test was performed in a different room
and with different positions of the escape hole and the spatial
cues surrounding the platform, but the same apparatus with the
same illumination conditions was used. For the second run, each
mouse performed six 3-min trials, two trials per day with an inter-
trial interval of 30 min over three consecutive days. In both runs,
if a mouse did not find the open hole within the given time, it
was gently guided to the escape hole by the researcher’s hand. To
control for a possible handling-effect, each L mouse was assigned
to an EC mouse. After the L mouse finished the BM test, the
assigned EC mouse was placed on the platform of the maze for
exactly the same time it took the L mouse to find the open hole.
Contrary to the L mouse, the matched EC mouse could not escape
from the platform, as all 12 holes were closed with the black
opaque plexiglass.

For further cognitive stimulation outside the IC, a T-maze test,
a tone conditioning test (carried out during the first IC phase) and
a labyrinth experiment (after the third IC phase) were carried out.
However, the results of these tests were not sufficiently conclusive
to be included in this work due to methodological problems (e.g.,
we only know now why the T-Maze did not work: Habedank et al.,
2021). Nevertheless, it is important to mention that the control
group had other experiences outside the home-cage besides the
BM test (for more information about the test procedure see
the supplements).

Female Choice Tests
To test for possible differences of attractiveness to females
between the three treatment groups of mice, the males were

subjected to two female choice tests (FC), one at an age of
152 days (shortly after IC phase 1) and a second one at an age
of 590 days (several months after IC phase 3). Females used in
the first test were C57BL/6J mice naive to cognitive experiments
(N = 16) and 152 days old. Females in the second test were the
first generation offspring of C57BL/6J X BALB/C and subjected
to cognitive tests including an IC phase themselves prior to the
choice tests (N = 12, each female conducted a maximum of two
choice tests). At the time of testing the females were 304 days old.
The estrus status was not determined. Nevertheless, we must note
that the estrus status may affect the female’s behavior. In each test,
one female was introduced into a type III Makrolon cage filled
with fresh bedding for a 1 h habituation time. Accordingly, three
males, one of each treatment group were randomly placed in
three similar cages divided in half by a perforated clear plexiglass
wall. The female’s cage was connected to the three empty half
compartments of the males’ cages via PVC tubes. The location
of the female and the time spent with each male over the
course of 24 h was automatically recorded using light barriers
installed in each tube.

Observations of Agonistic Behavior
To test whether the outcome of agonistic encounters between
mice within each social group was influenced by the treatments,
live observations on fighting behavior were conducted. Mice
within the social groups in general lived rather peacefully
together throughout their whole lives. At no time any mouse had
to be removed from a group due to social incompatibility. The
only times when agonistic behaviors occurred more frequently
were during the weekly cage cleaning events, when mice were
transferred to clean cages. Cage cleaning and accordingly live
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observations of agonistic behavior took place once a week
between 08:30 am and 11:30 am. The mice of one social group
were placed in random order into an observation cage containing
only fresh bedding, food, and water. One minute after all mice
were placed in this cage, they were observed by an experimenter
for 30 min. Within this time, the mice usually calmed down
and agonistic behavior almost ceased to occur. The experimenter
noted down the IDs of mice involved in fights as well as who
won and lost each fight. The behavior fight began as soon as two
mice began to circle one another with body contact. During a
fight, the mice pushed one another with their paws and bodies
or bit, sometimes even pushing the opponent with its back to
the ground. Fights could be accompanied by vocalizations, too.
A fight ended when one of the two opponents turned its head
away from the other. The loser mouse was the one which turned
away first. Fights between three or more mice were not included
in the data set, as identification of individuals as well as the
determination of winners and losers were less straightforward.
Observations of agonistic behaviors were done when the mice
were between 373 and 759 days old.

Resting Metabolic Rate
To test whether the different treatments of mice led to
differences in their metabolism, respirometry measurements
were repeatedly taken throughout their life. Respirometry is
a method for determining the total energy turnover of an
organism. The release of carbon dioxide is determined in
relation to oxygen absorption. This allows determining the
metabolic rate of an organism. The resting metabolic rate
(RMR) measurement was carried out at the Department of
Animal Behavior at Bielefeld University. The measurement was
performed at 20 ± 1◦C under low light conditions in an open
flow system by measuring the oxygen consumption and carbon
dioxide production with a continuous inflow (45 l/h, Mass Flow
Meter FM-360, Tylan Corp., Torrance, CA, United States) of
external fresh air. External air was transferred under ambient
pressure to two transparent Plexiglas measuring chambers
(14 cm × 20.5 cm × 14 cm), which were placed in a climate
chamber (Rubarth Appaerate, Laatzen, Germany) and contained
paper (for excretion absorption) but no water or food. Both
chambers were located in a way that animals could not see,
hear, or smell each other. For drying, the air was first pumped
to two cooling devices (M&C Cooler, Ratingen, Germany) and
then transferred to a molecular sieve. The oxygen consumption
and carbon dioxide production were analyzed by an O2 analyzer
(Oxzillar FC, Sable Systems, Henderson, NV, United States) and
CO2 analyzer (Maihak AG, Hamburg, Germany). As a control,
we compared dried outside air against the carbon dioxide and
oxygen concentrations measured in the outflow of the metabolic
chambers, in which the test animals rested. An initial control
period of 10 min was used to assure the stability of the system.
Over a period of 2.5 h, each animal’s oxygen consumption and
carbon dioxide production were measured across six periods of
10 min each. Between measurements, 1-min control intervals
were interspersed to allow correction for system drifting if
necessary. The specific RMR (KJ/(d∗kg)−1) was calculated from
the 3-min interval with the lowest, stable oxygen consumption

throughout the measurement periods. Within the apparatus,
two animals were measured simultaneously between 08:30 am
and 05:00 pm. The evening before the measurement the mice
were separated in type III Macrolon cages (with nesting and
bedding, water and food from the home-cage) to habituate them
to being separated during measurement. Directly before and
after the measurement, body mass was measured. After RMR
measurement, the mice were placed back into their home-cages.
The RMR was measured four times, at an age of 138, 308,
482, and 665 days.

Telomere Lengths Measurement
To investigate whether repeated cognitive stimulation affects the
length of telomeres, from all 44 mice still alive (15 L mice,
14 NL mice and 15 EC mice) at an age of 699 days, a blood
sample was taken from the tail vein. Previous studies showed
a link between telomere length and aging, age-related diseases
or cognitive aging (Von Zglinicki, 2002; Brouilette et al., 2003;
Benetos et al., 2004; Martin-Ruiz et al., 2006; Yaffe et al., 2011).
By repeated cognitively stimulating the L mice, we assumed
a difference in telomere length between the three treatments.
Therefore, in our study telomere length should serve as a
longevity marker (in addition to the classical survival analysis).
DNA was extracted out of the leukocytes according to the
instructions of the UltraClean R© Blood DNA Sample Kit (Non-
Spin, MO BIO Laboratorie, Inc.) and used in a telomere real time
quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT qPCR) performed
with a BioRad PCR system consisting of the BioRad CFX96TM

RealTime System as optical reaction module and BioRad C1000
TouchTM Thermal Cycler following Cawthon et al. (2003) and
Callicott and Womack (2006). From each sample DNA and
from a control DNA (single copy gene 36B4), three replicates
were prepared. The dilutions of the sample DNA were: 100,
20, 4, 0.8, and 0.16 ng/5 µl. The dilutions of the control DNA
were: 20, 4, 0.8, 0.16, and 0.032 ng/5 µl. In addition, a zero-
control (Null Template Control-NTC) was prepared with three
replicates. 10 µl GoTag R©qPCR Master Mix, 1.8 µl telg-Primer,
1.8 µl telc-Primer and 1.4 µl PCR-water were added to the
DNA samples. 10 µl GoTag R©qPCR Master Mix, 1.8 µl forward-
Primer, 1.8 µl reverse-Primer and 1.4 µl PCR-water were added
to the control samples. The relative telomere length was then
determined from the CT value of the sample DNA and the CT
value of the control DNA.

Data Analysis
The following data analysis and visualization was performed with
R (R Core Team, 2020; version 3.4.2) and Python (version 3.8),
using the panda package (version 1.2.3).

Body Mass Measurement
For body mass analysis four linear mixed effects models (package
nlme, Pinheiro et al., 2020) with weight (log transformed),
housing condition (housed in the IC vs. housed in the home-
cage) and age set as fixed effects were calculated for each of
the three IC phases and in the home-cage. Animal ID served
as a random effect. Model assumptions were checked visually
by Q–Q plots and by plotting fitted versus residual values.
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To test for effects between treatment groups within housing
conditions, pairwise post hoc comparisons were conducted
(package emmeans, Lenth, 2020).

IntelliCage
For each task in the IC, the performance of the L mice was
determined by calculating the ratio of successful trials over all
trials. For experiments where the task depended on a corner
condition (i.e., choosing the correct corner), visit events were
used as a measure for a trial, whereas for experiments where the
task depended on a side condition (i.e., choosing the correct side
within a corner), nosepoke events were used as a measure for
a trial. A criterion of cognition was met when the proportion
of successful trials within a task for a mouse was higher than
1.25 times chance level (e.g., 31.25% correct for cornerlearning),
demonstrating that there was an understanding of the task.

The foraging behavior (number of corner visits) in the IC was
analyzed in a Poisson GLMM (package lmerTest, Kuznetsova
et al., 2017) including treatment group and phase as fixed effects
and animal ID as random effect. To test for effects between
treatment groups and between phases, a pairwise post hoc analysis
with Tukey adjustment was conducted (package emmeans). Due
to technical issues of the first part of the first IC phase, the changes
in task objective during “cornerlearning 1” did not consistently
change at the specified timestamp. Instead, for some L mice the
correct drinking corner changed at a different moment than for
other mice. Therefore, we decided to ignore the first 30 min of
each “cornerlearning 1” task.

Barnes Maze Test
The two runs of the BM were evaluated separately, as they differed
in execution (first run: 10 trials of 5 min each, second run: 6 trials
of 3 min each). The number of errors was analyzed in a Poisson
GLMM (package lme4, Bates et al., 2015) including errors and
trial as fixed effects and animal ID as random effect. To test for
effects between trials, a pairwise post hoc analysis with Tukey
adjustment was conducted (package emmeans). Residuals of the
model were visually inspected for homogeneity of variances and
normal distribution by using QQ plots.

Female Choice Tests
Including only females which choose one of the males (i.e., which
spent less than 50% of time alone in the starting cage and/or had
less than 5% difference in the amount of time spent with their
first versus second choice male) in the analysis, it comprised of
14 (out of 16) choices in the first test and 12 (out of 16) choices
in the second test, respectively. For these females, we calculated
the percentages of time spent with each specific male from the
whole time a female spent in cages with males. These percentages
were then analyzed in a GLMM (package lme4) including male
treatment group, cage orientation within the test set-up and male
mass rank (1–3) within the trio of males as fixed effects and
female identity as random effect. In addition, we ran a model
in which male mass rank was replaced by mean-centered male
body mass to test for the effect of male body mass within the
given set of males for each test and, more generally, across all
tested males. When the model indicated a significant main effect
of male treatment or cage, we conducted a post hoc comparison

on the fixed effect using the false-discovery rate to adjust p-values
(package emmeans).

Observation of Agonistic Behavior
The number of fights each mouse was involved in during the
whole time period of life observations was calculated along with
the number of fights this individual won. For each of the two
variables, we ran a GLM (package lmerTest) to test the effect of
treatment, cage and mean weight over the observation period.

Resting Metabolic Rate
For RMR analysis a linear mixed model (package lme4) was
carried out with RMR, treatment and RMR test run as fixed effects
and an interaction of treatment and RMR test run. Animal ID
served as a random effect. If the model indicated a significant
effect of treatment or test run, we conducted a pairwise post hoc
analysis with Tukey adjustment (package emmeans).

Telomere Length
By the time of blood collection for telomere length measurement
(699 days of age), 44 out of 48 mice were still alive (15 L
mice, 14 NL mice, 15 EC). A linear model was conducted
to analyze a possible effect of treatment on telomere length.
Treatment was set as fixed effects (continuous effects). To
obtain normally distributed data, the relative telomere length was
transformed by logarithms.

Survival Analysis
For survival analysis, a Cox proportional-hazards model (Coxph)
was calculated (package survival; Therneau and Grambsch,
2000). Treatment and telomere length were included as fixed
effects in this model.

RESULTS

Description of Learning Outcomes
IntelliCage
The L mice were cognitively trained during three IC phases
requiring them to perform various learning tasks to get access to
water as reward (see Supplementary Information). To confirm
that the mice were indeed cognitively stimulated by the tasks,
their performance on each task was investigated. The mice
performance was evaluated by calculating the percentage of
successful trials over the entire task duration. To illustrate an
example of the learning behavior of the group and the magnitude
of inter-individual variability of the mice, the learning curve for
the first learning task (cornerlearning 1) is shown in Figure 3A.
A summary of task performance for the first IC phase per
mouse is given in Figure 3B. The learning criterion was set to
1.25 × chance level. If a mouse did not reach this threshold,
we assumed this mouse did not understand the underlying task’s
structure. Each mouse was able to learn at least 24 out of the
32 tasks, demonstrating that the mice were overall cognitively
stimulated. The average performance of the mice per task is
summarized in Figure 3C for the first IC phase.

During the second and third IC phase, more complex tasks
were presented, which are shown in Figure 4. Again, the learning
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FIGURE 3 | Performance during the first IntelliCage phase. (A) Average performance (±standard deviation, n = 16) of all L mice for the first day of the cornerlearning
task, divided in intervals of 10 trials per interval. Since the least active mouse performed less than 90 trials, only the first eight intervals are shown. The increase of
performance over time reflects learning in the mice. (B) Number of tasks for which the L mice successfully achieved the learning criterion. The black horizontal line
represents the total number of tasks. (C) Average performance (±standard deviation, n = 16) per learning task. Changes in task type are separated by alternating
white and gray background color. The learning tasks are represented in chronological order. The dashed lines in panels (A,C) represent the chance level of correct
performance in each task.

curve for the first learning task (complexclockwise 1) is shown
in detail in Figure 4A. In contrast to the learning performances
during the first IC phase, during the second and third IC phases
the mice often did not achieve the learning criterion (Figure 4B).
As illustrated in Figure 4C, the mice performed roughly at chance
level for the tasks.

In Figure 5 the daily foraging behavior of the three treatment
groups in the IC are shown (see Supplementary Figure 1 for
the daily number of licks per treatment group). During the first

phase, the foraging behavior of the L group was significantly
higher (GLMM, p < 0.001) than the other groups. During the
second and third phase the foraging behavior of the L and NL
groups was almost identical (GLMM, p > 0.05), whereas the
difference in foraging behavior between the EC and L group and
EC and NL group were significantly different (GLMM, p = 0.0025
and p < 0.0014, respectively, for phase 2, p = 0.03 and p = 0.029,
respectively, for phase 3). Furthermore, all treatment groups
were significantly less active in subsequent phases (GLMM,
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FIGURE 4 | Performance during the second and third IntelliCage phase. (A) Average performance (±standard deviation, n = 16) of all L mice for the first 550 trials of
the Complexclockwise 1 learning task, divided in intervals of 50 trials per interval. (B) Number of tasks for which the L mice successfully achieved the learning
criterion. The black horizontal line represents the total number of tasks. The purple and black bars represent successful tasks during phase 2 and 3, respectively.
(C) Average performance (±standard deviation, n = 16) is given by the error bar data points. Changes in task are separated by alternating white and gray
background color. The learning tasks are represented in chronological order. The horizontal dashed lines in both panels (A,C) represent the chance level of correct
performance in each task. The vertical dashed line in panel (C) represents the separation between IC phase 2 and 3.

p < 0.001) except for the NL treatment group phase 2 and 3
(p > 0.05).

Barnes Maze Test
Spatial orientation and memory were investigated using the
Barnes maze twice. L mice were able to learn and improve their
performance in both runs (Figure 6). In the first run, the mice
made significantly more mistakes in the first trial compared with
all following trials (GLMM, p < 0.001, post hoc comparison).

The second run showed a similar picture for the number of
errors made. The steepest decrease was observed between trial 1
and 2 (GLMM, p < 0.001).

Effects on Physiology/Body Maintenance
Body Mass
Body mass of the mice was measured between 21 and 757 days
of age with a gap between day 192 and 302 (Figure 2). At the
beginning of the study the mean body mass was 12.37 g, at the
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FIGURE 5 | Foraging behavior. Number of visits per day during the three IntelliCage phases. The X-axis represents the age of the mice (in days). The average value
of the three different treatment groups are shown for the three IntelliCage phases.

FIGURE 6 | Number of errors made in the Barnes maze test. Since the two runs were carried out differently (number of trials and length of trials), a separate
statistical evaluation was carried out. First run, dark purple line: n = 16; age = 92 days; second run, purple line: n = 16, age = 573 days.

end of the measurement 34.12 g. When the mice were housed
in the IC’s for the first time, the body mass differed between L
and NL mice (GLMM, post hoc comparison, t = −2.71, p = 0.025)
while there was no difference between L and EC mice (GLMM,

post hoc comparison, t = 1.08, p = 0.531) or between NL and
EC mice (GLMM, post hoc comparison, t = −1.63, p = 0.243).
When the mice were housed in the IC for the second and third
time as well as in their home-cages, no treatment effect on weight
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was detected (GLMM, post hoc comparison, IC phase 2: EC vs. L:
t = −0.88, p = 0.659; EC vs. NL: t = −0.70, p = 0.764; L vs. NL:
t = −0.17, p = 0.984; IC phase 3: EC vs. L: t = −0.27, p = 0.960; EC
vs. NL: t = −0.24, p = 0.969; L vs. NL: t = −0.03, p = 1; home-cage:
EC vs. L: t = −0.03, p = 1; EC vs. NL: t = −0.91, p = 0.640; L vs.
NL: t = −0.89, p = 0.657).

Resting Metabolic Rate
A total of four measurements were performed to investigate the
influence of learning treatment on RMR. When the mice were
housed in the IC’s, the RMR differed in the GLMM post hoc
comparisons between L and EC mice (Figure 7, first RMR
measurement: t = 2.58, p = 0.04), while there was no difference
between L and NL (t = −1.16, p = 0.25) or EC and NL (t = 1.43,
p = 0.24). When the mice were housed outside the IC’s, no
treatment effect was detected (GLMM, post hoc comparisons,
second RMR measurement: L and EC: t = −1.08, p = 0.61; EC
and NL: t = −0.24, p = 0.81; L and NL: t = 0.84, p = 0.61;
third RMR measurement: EC and L: t = −0.92, p = 0.61; EC
and NL: t = −0.84, p = 0.61; L and NL: t = 0.07, p = 0.94;
fourth RMR measurement: EC and L: t = 0.003, p = 0.8, EC
and NL: t = −0.68, p = 0.75, L and NL: t = −0.68, p = 0.75).
While the RMR did not differ between the first two (GLMM,
t = 0.42, p = 0.68) and last two measurements (GLMM, t = 0.53,

FIGURE 7 | Resting metabolic rate (RMR) over time. RMR was measured four
times (138, 308, and 482 days of age n = 48, 665 days of age n = 44). The
analysis showed a treatment effect on RMR with an age of 138 days between
EC and L mice (t = 2.58, p = 0.04). RMR increased significantly between the
second and third measurement (|t| > 7.0, p < 0.001; *p < 0.05,
***p < 0.001).

p = 0.68), it increased significantly between the second and third
measurement (GLMM, t = 7.0, p < 0.001).

Effects on Sexually Selected Traits
Female Choice Tests
In the first female choice test, statistical analyses did not indicate
a cage bias (GLMM, t = 1.03, p = 0.31), or an effect of
male weight calculated as either body mass (GLMM, t = 0.40,
p = 0.69), measured directly before the test, or mass rank within
the trio of males (GLMM, t = −1.01, p = 0.32). Female mice
preferred NL males over L males (GLMM, post hoc comparison,
t = 2.47, p = 0.036, Table 2) and EC males (GLMM, post hoc
comparison, t = 2.41, p = 0.036) but did not differentiate
between EC and L males (GLMM, post hoc comparison, t = 0.14,
p = 0.89).

The second mate choice test likewise indicated no cage bias
(GLMM, t = 0.49, p = 0.62) and no effect of body mass (GLMM,
t = 0.55, p = 0.60) or mass rank within a trio (GLMM, t = 0.45,
p = 0.66) on the choice of the females. In contrast to the first
mate choice test, we found no indication for a preference of
males of a specific treatment group (GLMM, t = 0.55, p = 0.58,
Table 2).

Observations of Agonistic Behavior
Each cage of mice was observed for 26 h in which mice were
involved in a mean number of 48 ± 4 fights. Mice of the L group
were involved in fights significantly more often than the NL
mice (GLM, post hoc comparison, p = 0.011) while no difference
was found between NL and EC mice (Table 2). Additionally,
heavier mice were more likely involved in fights (GLM, z = 3.94,
p < 0.001). While heavier mice at the same time were more likely
to win fights (GLM, z = 0.02, p = 0.034), no effect of treatment was
found with regard to winning or losing fights (GLMM, post hoc
comparisons, EC - L: z = −1.23, p = 0.434, EC-NL: z = −0.49,
p = 0.875, L - NL: z = 0.71, p = 0.756).

Effects on Longevity
Telomere Length
For telomere length measurement 44 out of 48 mice were still
alive. From these 44 mice 15 were L mice, 14 NL mice, and 15
EC mice. The treatment (Figure 8) did not influence the relative
telomere length of the mice at an age of 699 days (linear model,
adjusted R2 = 0.04, F = 1.84, p = 0.17).

Survival Analysis
On average, the mice reached an age of 835 days. The shortest
living mouse (EC) died at an age of 547 days, the oldest one
reached an age of 1,218 (NL) days. Calculating a Coxph model,
we investigated whether treatment or telomere length at the
age of 699 days influenced longevity (Figure 9). All 44 mice
which reached this age were included in the analysis. The model
revealed no influence of the treatment on survival (EC vs. L:
z = −0.6, p = 0.548; EC vs. NL: z = −1.8, p = 0.072; L vs. NL:
z = −1.2, p = 0.231) and also no linkage between telomere length
and survival (Coxph, z = 0.3, p = 0.780).
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TABLE 2 | Effects of IntelliCage treatment on sexually selected traits.

Task Behavioral response EC NL L

Female choice I (age: 172 days) % time spent with male 29.7 ± 5.0 44.2 ± 5.2 26.1 ± 5.1

Female choice II (age: 603 days) % time spent with male 26.9 ± 8.7 35.7 ± 8.8 37.4 ± 8.7

Observations of agonistic behavior # of fights involved 47.9 ± 5.8 42.8 ± 5.8 52.9 ± 5.8

# of fights won 23.6 ± 4.2 22.7 ± 4.5 25.6 ± 2.9

Estimates in bold font indicate a significant difference from other treatment levels.

FIGURE 8 | Relative telomere length of male mice at the age of 699 days
(n = 44 mice, 15 = L, 14 = NL, 15 = EC).

DISCUSSION

In this study we provide a unique observation of mice throughout
their lives, from the juvenile stage to the natural death of the
animals. By observing the mice during three consecutive phases,
we obtained a lifetime data set. Our aim was to investigate if and
how periods of cognitive stimulation affect animals on short term
and over their lifetime. To produce cognitive stimulation, we used
an automated IC system in which some mice in the social group
were constrained by specific learning paradigms to where they
could access water. Based on these environmental differences,
we investigated a multitude of behavioral and physiological traits
throughout the animals’ lives as well as potential effects on
longevity. Despite some problems with the automated testing
system, the exposure of young mice to cognitive stimulation
resulted in several immediate behavioral and physiological effects
such as elevated foraging behavior, slower growth and a lower
RMR. However, these effects did not manifest in long-term
consequences. Re-exposing mice to new learning routines later

in life did not result in similar learning success as in young mice.
Accordingly, we also did not observe behavioral or physiological
differences resurfacing during these later stages of cognitive
stimulation. The explanation for no differences later in life
could be that the second and third IC phases were much
shorter compared to the first phase. Originally, it was planned
to cognitively stimulate the L mice repeatedly, so as to induce
a cognitively demanding life. Since the first phase resulted
in a more obvious stimulation compared to the second and
third phases, we assume that the first phase (while the mice
were young) had a greater impact than the two shorter IC
phases at later ages.

Several differences between the groups emerged during the
first IC phase, when L mice were cognitively stimulated and most
successful in learning. The L mice showed a higher foraging
behavior in this phase, possibly resulting from searching for the
correct drinking corner, while the NL and EC mice had access
to water in all corners at all times. In addition, the L mice had
less time to drink per visit than the EC and NL mice. The doors
within the correct corners opened after a nosepoke for L mice for
8–10 s (depending on the IC program). For EC and NL mice the
doors in all corners opened for 15 s after a nosepoke. To drink
sufficiently, the L mice therefore had to visit the correct corners
more often. The higher foraging behavior might have contributed
to the slower weight gain compared with NL mice. However, the
body mass of EC mice was comparably lower as for the L mice. At
this time of life, the individual weights of mice are most variable
(Eisen, 1976) and experiencing early life stress (Clutton-Brock
et al., 1992; Lindström et al., 2005; Douhard et al., 2013) as well as
the development of increased cognitive capacity (Kotrschal et al.,
2015) have been shown to be accompanied by slower growth
rates. L and EC mice were repeatedly placed on test set-ups by tail
handling, which is known to increase stress and anxiety (Gouveia
and Hurst, 2013; Ghosal et al., 2015). Since the NL mice were
the least affected by experimental procedures, had unrestricted
access to water, and were not cognitively stimulated, they likely
had the most energy available to invest in growth, which resulted
in a higher body mass gain. No difference in weight gain between
the L and EC mice might indicate that the experienced stress in
these two groups of mice might have been more influential as
compared to a direct influence of the cognitive stimulation on the
growth rate of the mice. The failure to find the same difference
in older mice can be due to the much shorter duration of the
IC phases 2 and 3.

By measuring the RMR, we examined a further physiological
parameter and assumed that cognitively stimulated mice might
have a higher energy turnover compared to non-stimulated
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FIGURE 9 | Survival analysis. The data show no treatment effect (EC = equipment control group, L = learner, NL = non-learner) on survival (p = 0.43). Dashed lines
indicate median length of survival for each treatment group.

mice. The RMR was measured at four different time points
but differences between treatments were only found for the
first measurement, when the mice were housed within the ICs.
The L mice had a lower RMR compared to the EC mice,
while EC and NL mice did not differ from each other. RMR
is often referred to as the energetic cost of an organism’s self-
maintenance (McNab and Eisenberg, 1989; Speakman et al.,
2004). Schubert et al. (2008) showed that increased foraging
behavior resulted in reduced body mass and RMR. The L mice
in our study also showed higher levels of foraging behavior
and reduced body mass and RMR. The reduced RMR could be
explained by an energy-saving strategy (Moe et al., 2007; Mathot
et al., 2009), since a low RMR is commonly associated with
demanding life-stages (e.g., under environmental stress or during
reproduction). However, the energy-saving strategy did not seem
to be necessary for a longer period of time, as the RMR differences
were no longer present in the following measurements. This
could be due to the fact that there were no more differences
in foraging behavior or body mass. The underlying reason may
be that the L mice were no longer successfully learning in the
following IC phases. Interestingly, the RMR in all treatments
increased with age.

Aging is characterized by declines in all physiological
processes and concomitant changes in body composition. Age-
related changes in body composition and physiological function
are commonly reflected in a reduced metabolic rate in older
individuals (Tzankoff and Norris, 1977; Piers et al., 1998).
However, mixed patterns have been described depending on
the species observed, the type of metabolic rate and the
environment investigated (Elliott et al., 2015). Effects of the
physical environment, the sex and the food availability have

not been investigated systematically yet and the mechanism of
metabolic aging is not well understood yet (Moe et al., 2007;
Elliott et al., 2015). Here, we found an increase in metabolic
rate with age, comparable to what has been found in rats
from an age of 18 months on (McCarteer and Palmer, 1992).
Nevertheless, the increase in RMR from 308 to 482 days of
age is quite steep and we cannot exclude the possibility that
other, external influences had an effect on the measurements.
For example, while room and experimental conditions during
the RMR measurements were kept constant, the animals had
been relocated to another holding facility in between. We
made sure that temperature, humidity and air pressure were
comparable but it might have been that mice reacted to factors
that escaped our perception.

In addition to the influence of cognitive stimulation on
physiological processes, we investigated whether and how
cognitive stimulation affects male attractiveness and dominance.
Some studies showed that females of different species chose based
on morphological features (Bischoff et al., 1985; Mateos and
Carranza, 1995; Kodric-Brown and Nicoletto, 2001), scent marks
(Ramm et al., 2008) or by cognitive performance [reviewed in
Boogert et al. (2011)]. The question in our study was, whether
or not male mice which were cognitively stimulated were also
preferred by females. On the contrary, our results showed that
female mice preferred NL mice, which were never cognitively
stimulated like L mice or additionally stressed by tail handling
like EC and L mice. Female mice did not differentiate between
L and EC mice. Since females’ choices were not influenced
by the body mass of the males and they could not directly
assess the males’ cognitive abilities in the mate choice test, other
factors have to be considered. Several volatile substances in
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male mice urine have been shown to provide mate assessment
signals (Stopka et al., 2012). Scent production is known to be
associated with male social status, stress level, and other factors
of the physical environment, thus allowing females to assess
male quality (Novotny et al., 1985, 1990). The attractiveness of
the scent mark is influenced by the quality and quantity of its
compounds (Drickamer, 1992; Zala et al., 2004). Gosling et al.
(2000) showed that high intensities of scent marks are costly
in terms of body mass loss and loss of dominance status. As
our L mice already had higher energy demands (higher activity,
reduced body mass, and RMR), there may have been less energy
available for the production of costly signals. The EC mice
may have been stressed by the additional handling by being
placed on test set-ups through tail handling without having the
opportunity to escape this situation (like the L mice) which may
also have had a negative effect on the chemical signals produced.
Thus, the L mice and EC mice may have had a lower quality
and/or quantity of scent marks and were therefore less attractive
for female mice.

In our study the female mice only differentiated between the
treatment groups during the first FC test. There was no female
choice during the second FC. One explanation could be that there
might not have been a detectable difference between treatments
from the perspective of the females. This would be plausible as
the L mice did not learn the tasks in the second and third IC
phase which was accompanied by the fact that the treatments
did not result in measurable physiological differences. Therefore,
the females may not have been able to distinguish between the
groups. Or the male mice were generally unattractive because
of their age (592 days) regardless of the treatment. The post-
reproductive phase appears to be strain-dependent and begins
in wild mice by reduced fertilization from 570 days [reviewed in
Brust et al. (2015)]. If this is also true for C57BL/6J mice, old age
could possibly influence the female’s choice during the second
FC test. Finally, future experiments where females can directly
assess the learning capabilities of male mice are needed to more
clearly assess the validity of the influence of cognitive stimulation
on female choice.

One further important factor in increasing attractiveness is
the social rank of a male. But unfortunately, the social rank of
the male mice in our study was not investigated during the first
IC phase and the first FC test where the females differentiated
between the groups. The observations recorded later showed
that none of the three treatment groups differed with regard
to winning or losing fights. However, the L mice were overall
involved in more fights. Whether they also initiated them and
thus have a greater potential for aggression cannot be determined
with our data. However, it should be noted that fighting behavior
was rare and only observed during cage cleaning. There was
no need to remove individual mice from the groups at any
time due to aggressive behavior and resulting injuries. We
would argue that the relatively small environment and large
number of males may simply not enable building territories and
rank hierarchies.

In addition to physiological and fitness related costs of
cognition we examined the influence of repeated cognitive
stimulation on longevity. Therefore, we investigated

telomere lengths in aged mice (699 days). It is known from
the literature that the length of telomeres is associated
with disease, loss of cognitive abilities, and longevity
(Blasco et al., 1997; Lee et al., 1998; Rudolph et al., 1999;
Cawthon et al., 2003; Benetos et al., 2004; Martin-Ruiz et al.,
2006; Yaffe et al., 2011). Repeated cognitive stimulation might
have led to higher energetic costs and compensation of these
costs in terms of a reduced investment in other energetically
costly physiological processes, which might reflect in shorter
telomere lengths and lifespans. However, we did not find such
an effect in our mice. Even though mice of the EC and L group
both showed lower growth rates during the first IC phase, they
caught up later in life, as it has been observed numerous times
across many species under improving conditions (Metcalfe and
Monaghan, 2001). Similarly, investment in other physiological
processes may have been postponed rather than fully neglected
if they became apparent due to the different environments
experienced, especially during early life in the mice of this
study. Still, both, early conditions experienced in life as well
as compensation strategies (Metcalfe and Monaghan, 2001;
Burton and Metcalfe, 2014) can hold long-term costs. The fact
that we could not identify such costs may lie in the continuous
availability of ad libitum food throughout the mice’s life, which
may have helped our animals to successfully catch up without
suffering from long term consequences of the experienced early
environment. In addition, one could argue that introducing
cognitive tasks into the life of laboratory mice serves as cognitive
enrichment, i.e., the possibility to use evolved cognitive skills
to solve problems and control aspects of the environment
(Clark, 2017). Cognitive enrichment is known to increase
neuroplasticity properties and increase neural connectivity
[reviewed in Petrosini et al. (2009)] and it possibly reduces
boredom related abnormal behavior. This seemingly protects
against the development of age-associated cognitive decline and
functional impairments even in the presence of brain pathologies
in laboratory rodents (Stern, 2002; Milgram et al., 2006).

As already mentioned earlier, during the first IC phase, the
cognitive stimulation induced observable changes in behavior
and physiology, while during the second and third IC phase,
the L mice did not learn successfully within the IC. In addition,
the L mice had to solve fewer cognitive tasks in the second
and third IC phases compared to the first IC phase. Therefore,
we might assume a cognitively demanding start in life rather
than a cognitive demanding life in our study. This was reflected
in our results. While differences in behavior and physiological
processes were detected in young mice during the first IC
phase, these differences were no longer present in the following
measurements. Therefore, it is not surprising that no effects on
longevity could be detected. Both the telomere length and the
survival analysis showed no treatment differences.

Previous studies have already demonstrated that the IC is a
useful tool for investigating learning behavior (Galsworthy et al.,
2005; Mechan et al., 2009; Krackow et al., 2010; Endo et al., 2011;
Voikar et al., 2018). As mentioned earlier, the L mice reached the
learning criterion in the IC tasks only during the first phase. In
the following phases, however, the cognitive stimulation was not
successful. The tasks during the first IC phase were supposedly
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easy to learn and similar to those of other IC studies. In contrast,
the tasks during the second and third phase were chosen to be
more complex and were conducted at an older age of the mice.
We exclude that the L mice had severe age-related cognitive
decline, as we were able to show that the L mice in the BM were
also learning at the age of 573 days. This indicates that aged
mice indeed are capable of showing reasonable performances
which is also in accordance with literature data (Mechan et al.,
2009). In addition, we retrospectively noticed that although the
mice received an airpuff as punishment for visiting the wrong
corner they still drank in these corners. This was unexpected
as we assumed that they would avoid the airpuffs as is known
from other experiments. So most likely they did not perceive
the airpuff as a severe punishment, habituated after repeatedly
being exposed to this stimulus, and accordingly developed a more
relaxed attitude. Mice are known for notoriously using alternative
strategies in tasks laid out by humans (Habedank et al., 2021).
For example, in cognitive testing the use of semi-successful but
often simpler strategies is common but often corrected for by
the experimenter right away. Using an automated testing system
prevented us from quickly noticing that the mice adopted an
alternative strategy to solve some of the tasks and accordingly
we could not adjust the experiment. Working with an automated
system is advantageous in terms of not stressing the animals, for
example by separating them from their social group or being in
contact with a human experimenter on a regular basis. At the
same time it leads to delayed feedback making it harder to detect
flaws in the setup and execution of experiments, especially while
these are running.

We demonstrated that the IC system, as an automated and
home-cage based test system, is a useful method to keep mice
with different treatments in one social group. Furthermore,
the system worked extraordinarily well even for group housed
male mice, which are often housed singly to prevent overt
aggression. Hence, our setting supports calls of the current
legislation (e.g., EU directive 2010/63) to house mice in social
groups whenever possible. To keeping the mice within the
ICs, they were well habituated to the test procedure and
it was possible to observe the mice in their natural active
phase. While the mice had to be handled for all tests outside
the IC system, which is presumably associated with stress,
the IC experiments themselves could be carried out without
disturbance by the experimenter. We also showed that using
the same group of mice repeatedly allowed us to perform
experiments without treating laboratory mice as disposable
goods like it is still common practice (Brust et al., 2015).
This approach also reduces the overall number of experimental
animals and is in accordance with the 3Rs (reduce, refine,
and replace). In summary our data suggest that the IC system
is a highly useful tool to conduct unique home-cage based
long-term studies in social settings. In addition, our study
showed that cognitive stimulation induces reversible short-
term changes in behavior and physiology. We could not detect
any long-term effects on behavior or physiology. Similarly,
we also did not find persisting effects on sexually selected
traits such as dominance or mate choice and no effects on
longevity. To our best knowledge, our study provides the first

unique long-term data set from male mice and we hope that
this will guide future sustainable and responsible studies in
laboratory animal science.
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Abstract
From the preference of one good over another, the strength of the preference cannot automatically be inferred. While money 
is the common denominator to assess the value of goods in humans, it appears difficult at first glance to put a price tag on 
the decisions of laboratory animals. Here we used consumer demand tests to measure how much work female mice expend 
to obtain access to different liquids. The mice could each choose between two liquids, one of which was free. The amount 
of work required to access the other liquid, by contrast, increased daily. In this way, the value of the liquid can be deter-
mined from a mouse's microeconomic perspective. The unique feature is that our test was carried out in a home-cage based 
setup. The mice lived in a group but could individually access the test-cage, which was connected to the home-cage via a 
gate. Thereby the mice were able to perform their task undisturbed by group members and on a self-chosen schedule with 
minimal influence by the experimenter. Our results show that the maximum number of nosepokes depends on the liquids 
presented. Mice worked incredibly hard for access to water while a bitter-tasting solution was offered for free whereas they 
made less nosepokes for sweetened liquids while water was offered for free. The results demonstrate that it is possible to 
perform automated and home-cage based consumer demand tests in order to ask the mice not only what they like best but 
also how strong their preference is.

Keywords Home-cage · IntelliCage · Group housing · Mice · Consumer demand · Preference test

Introduction

In economics, the principle of consumer demand is used 
to determine the best possible price of a product in order 
to achieve the highest possible profit. In contrast, the con-
sumer demand test is used with animals as an operant task 
to assess the value of goods from the animal’s point of view 
by examining the motivation to obtain or to avoid goods 
(Cooper, 2004; Lea, 1978). This is achieved by examining 

how much work animals are willing to perform to obtain 
goods or to avoid them. In this context, work performance 
can be equated with the paid price (Lea, 1978). By deter-
mining which price is paid for which goods by the animals, 
it is possible to determine the strength of the preference 
(Kirkden, Edwards, & Broom, 2003) with a higher price 
indicating a stronger preference. In addition, demand curves 
can be used to determine which goods are necessary or luxu-
rious. Therefore, a consumer demand curve is plotted on 
logarithmic axes depicting the relation of the quantity con-
sumed by the increase of price. Naturally, the amount of 
consumption is negatively influenced by the price, i.e., with 
increasing costs the consumption decreases (Dawkins, 1988; 
Lea, 1978). For necessary goods, which ensure survival or 
increase fitness, the slope is hardly influenced by the price, 
the so-called price elasticity is low. However, if the slope is 
strongly influenced by the price, this indicates that the goods 
are of little importance or even luxury goods (Cooper, 2004; 
Dawkins, 1988; Kirkden et al., 2003).

In past studies, animals had to press a lever (Ladewig 
et  al.,  2002; Lewejohann & Sachser, 2000) or a switch 
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(Sherwin & Nicol, 1997) in order to receive a reward. The 
number of lever presses or the energy required to move the 
switch was used as the equivalent to price. Other obstacles 
such as a water-filled passageway (Sherwin & Nicol, 1996) 
or weighted one-way doors (Warburton & Mason, 2003) 
were also used to make access to the goods more costly.

Laboratory animals were often trained and tested indi-
vidually in the consumer demand test. Therefore, the ani-
mals were either placed in an experimental setup for a few 
hours per day (Ladewig et al., 2002; Sørensen et al., 2004) 
or for several days consecutively, using the experimental 
setup as a home-cage (Manser et al., 1998; Sherwin, 1998; 
Sherwin & Nicol, 1996, 1997; Timberlake, 1984; Warburton 
& Nicol, 1998). However, by removing animals from their 
home-cages and keeping them individually during testing, 
the animal’s well-being may be negatively affected (Krohn 
et al., 2006; Manouze et al., 2019). This in turn could have 
a negative effect on the motivation of the animals to work 
during the consumer demand test and thus affect the experi-
mental data. Therefore, it seems advantageous to utilize a 
consumer demand test that allows testing animals that live 
in groups and in their home-cage with minimum influence 
of the experimenter. To the best of our knowledge, the first 
group-housed consumer demand test for mice was devel-
oped by Sherwin (Sherwin, 2003, 2004, 2007) who inves-
tigated the influence of cage mates on motivation for addi-
tional space. Mice were kept in groups, in which only one 
mouse was trained and thus had access to additional space. 
As the price increased, the trained mice continued to work 
for the access to additional space. However, the number 
of visits and time spent decreased as the price increased. 
The author argued that additional space seems to be an 
important resource regardless of the presence of cage mates 
(Sherwin, 2004).

To test all animals within a social group and to obtain indi-
vidual data, radio frequency identification (RFID) technology 
can be used. Past studies showed that the IntelliCage (IC) is 
a valid home-cage based and automated test setup to analyze 
activity and learning behavior in mice (Endo et al., 2011; 
Galsworthy et  al.,  2005; Kahnau et  al.,  2021; Krackow 
et al., 2010; Mechan et al., 2009; Voikar et al., 2018). In 
addition, the IC allows determining the amount of consump-
tion of liquids and identifying preferences if more than one 
liquid is presented at the same time.

Animals’ relative preferences for goods have been tested 
using preference tests. They offer the opportunity to deter-
mine which goods are preferred, as the animals themselves 
can choose between different goods. Especially with regard 
to animal welfare, it is useful to determine the value of the 
goods used for improving the living conditions of animals 
(Dawkins, 1983, 1988, 1990). Preference tests have been 
widely used in mice, for example, to investigate which bed-
ding and nesting material or enrichment items are preferred 

(Ago et al., 2002; Banjanin & Mrosovsky, 2000; Chmiel & 
Noonan, 1996; Freymann et al., 2017; Van Loo et al., 2004, 
2005; Patterson-Kane, Harper, & Hunt, 2001; Van De Weerd 
et al., 1998). There are several different approaches to per-
form a preference test (Habedank et al., 2018), but usually a 
binary choice test is performed with two differing goods on 
offer. Whenever one of these goods is consumed more fre-
quently, or more time is spent with it, it is considered as the 
preferred one. By combining multiple binary choice tests, it is 
possible to compare several goods against each other, result-
ing in a scaling with a defined order. In a previous preference 
test, we were able to determine a ranking of the liquids (first 
preference test: 0.2 mM sucrose solution > 10 mM NaCl 
solution = tap water > 0.4 mM sucrose solution > 10 mM 
HCl solution, second preference test: almond milk > apple 
juice > tap water > 10 HCl solution > 3 mM quinine solu-
tion) which were also used in this study (the data for this 
ranking is part of the R package simsalRbim https:// talbo tsr. 
com/ simsa lRbim/ index. html). However, such a scaling is just 
an indicator of the preference under the assumption that all 
goods are equally accessible. A scaling cannot give informa-
tion on how much the goods are needed, i.e., a scaling does 
not determine the strength of the demand for or against a 
certain good. In order to determine the strength of preference 
for different liquids, we carried out consumer demand tests 
using a home-cage based automated setup.

It has already been shown that mice and rats enter a test 
system, e.g., an automated radial eight-arm maze or a rodent 
virtual reality (VR) maze, independently from their home-
cage through an RFID controlled gate system (Kaupert 
et al., 2017; Mei et al., 2020; Rivalan et al., 2017; Winter & 
Schaefers, 2011). In the present study, the setup consisted of 
a home-cage that was connected via a gate (AnimalGate) to 
the test-cage (the IC). The IC contained four computerized 
corners with two liquid dispensers each. Because of the gate, 
only one mouse was in the IC at a time. This was necessary 
to allow the individual mice to work undisturbed by group 
members when accessing the liquids. Otherwise, it would 
have been possible that the mice interfered with each other 
directly, for example by pushing each other from the corner 
of the IC. Given that the home-cage was connected to the 
test-cage, the mice were basically free to choose when to 
work for access to the liquids. Since only one mouse could 
enter the IC at a time, the remaining mice had to wait within 
the home-cage until the occupant of the IC had left it again. 
This made it possible to test the mice with minimal influence 
of the experimenter during their active phase, i.e., when they 
spontaneously decide to do so and a high level of motivation 
can be assumed accordingly.

The main objective of this study was to evaluate the fea-
sibility of an automated consumer demand test in a home-
cage using the IC system. With this system, we obtained 
individual data from all mice kept in one social group and 
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we were able to determine different strengths of preferences 
for different liquids. We expected that the ranking of the 
liquids would reflect that of the earlier study but provide 
a more detailed view on the strength of the preference of 
the tested liquids. Knowing how rewarding or how aver-
sive certain liquids are perceived is a prerequisite for refine-
ment of conditioning experiments. In addition, our group 
has suggested before that animal welfare can be improved, 
particularly outside of the actual experiment, by provid-
ing rewards (Lewejohann et al., 2020). Finally, taking the 
mouse's perspective in estimating the strength of preferences 
of goods will guide future experiments in refining housing 
and experimental conditions.

Animals and methods

Animals and housing conditions

The pre-test of this study with 11 mice was pre-registered 
in the Animal Study Registry (anima lstud yregi stry. org, 
doi:10.17590/asr.0000131). The implementation of the con-
sumer test presented here was based on the experience of 
the pre-test and was not additionally pre-registered. For the 
present study, a total of 12 female C57BL/6J mice (Charles 
River, Sulzfeld, Germany) were used. To ensure maximum 
genetic and epigenetic independence between individuals, 
all mice had different mothers and foster mothers. The mice 
arrived at the institute at an age of 28 to 34 days. During the 
consumer demand test, the mice were 10 to 19 months old 
(from November 2019 until August 2020). At the time of 
testing, the mice were already familiar with the test setup of 
the consumer demand test because they had participated in 
the development of a home-cage based cognitive bias test 
(pre-registered as doi:10.17590/asr.0000121). All mice were 

handled by the tunnel handling method (Plexiglas, 17.5 cm 
in length, 4 cm in diameter, for a video tutorial on mouse 
handling see https:// wiki. norec opa. no/ index. php/ Mouse_ 
handl ing). Four mice had to be killed due to health issues 
unrelated to the experiment, and one mouse was found dead 
(Table 1). The mice were removed from the data analysis of 
the current run. Even before the experiment, all mice showed 
fur and whisker trimming behavior, which is commonly 
found in C57BL/6 mice (Sama et al., 2000).

The room temperature and the humidity of the housing/
testing room was 22°C ± 3°C and 55% ± 15%, respectively. 
The dark/light cycle was set to 12/12 hours. Because of the 
switch from winter to summer time, the light switched on 
at 7:00 am (MET/CET) in winter months and at 8:00 am 
(MEST/CEST) in summer months. Half an hour before 
the light phase, a sunrise was simulated by a wake-up light 
(Philips HF 3510, 100–240 vac, 50–60 Hz, Philips Con-
sumer Lifestyle B.V. Netherlands). Over 30 min, the light 
intensity gradually increased until it reached full intensity at 
7:00 am or 8:00 am, respectively. The room lights switched 
on at 7:00 am or 8:00 am and the wake-up light switched 
off after 1.5 h. The wake-up light was positioned in one 
corner on the ground of the room with the light shining in 
the direction of the test setup. The daily visual inspection of 
the mice was performed between 8:00 and 10:00 am. Once 
a week, the mice were weighed, inspected for health, and 
tail-colored (Edding 700, colors: red, black, white, silver, 
yellow) for individual visual identification. On the same 
day, the experimental setup including the home-cage was 
cleaned. All nesting, bedding materials and other enrichment 
items were replaced, but a small handful of bedding was 
transferred from the old home-cage to the new home-cage.

For testing within the IC system, it is necessary to 
implant RFID transponders. Since there were some tran-
sponder losses after previous transponder implantations (see 

Table 1  Experimental schedule. Four mice had to be killed due to health issues and one mouse was found dead

n = number of mice present in the runs and included in data evaluation. Dilutions were made with tap water. Abb. abbreviations
* in days

Run Abb. Working corner Free corner n Age* Duration*

1 WQ Tap water Quinine hydrochloride dihy-
drate, 1.3 mM

12 316 64

2 AW Almond milk, Alnatura, 
Almond Drink, unsweetened, 
1:3 dilution

Tap water 11 387 20

3 WN Tap water NaCl, 10 mM 11 427 9
4 S0.4W Sucrose, 0.4 mM Tap water 11 444 15
5 WH Tap water HCl, 10 mM 10 469 24
6 JW Apple juice, Sachsenobst Apple 

juice clear, 1 :3 dilution
Tap water 10 510 24

7 WW Tap water Tap water 7 540 9
8 S0.2W Sucrose, 0.2 mM Tap water 7 561 10
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supplements), we optimized our procedure. We assumed that 
the injection site was manipulated by the mice themselves 
or by group members in such a way that transponder loss 
occurred. In order to prevent this, the mice received an anal-
gesic (meloxicam 1mg/kg, Meloxidyl by CEVA) the evening 
before instead of 2 h before the transponder implantation. 
The duration of the analgesic effect lasted until at least 3 h 
after implantation, but not until their active phase in the fol-
lowing evening/night. The mice received RFID transponders 
(Euro ID, FDX-B, ISO 11784/85) under isoflurane anesthe-
sia (induction of anesthesia: 4 l/min 4%; maintenance of 
anesthesia: 1 l/min 1–2%) at an age of 35 to 41 days. No 
transponder was lost following this optimized procedure.

All 12 mice were housed as one social group in an auto-
mated and home-cage based test setup (Fig. 1). The test 
setup consisted of a home-cage connected to a test-cage 
(IntelliCage, TSE-Systems, Germany) via a gate (Animal-
Gate, TSE-Systems, Germany). This allowed the mice to 
be tested over a long period of time, in their active phase. 
The home-cage was equipped with 3–4 cm bedding (spruce/
fir, 2.5–5 mm, JRS Lignocel FS, Germany), two red houses 
(“TheMouseHouse”, Tecniplast, Italy), nesting mate-
rial (eight paper tissues, six cotton rolls, six nesting paper 
stripes), four wooden bars to chew on, food ad libitum (LAS 
QCDiet, Rod 16, autoclavable, LASvendi, Germany), and 
one transparent handling tube (4 cm in diameter, 17.5 cm 
long). In order to gain access to water or the test liquids, 
the mice had to pass through the gate individually. The gate 
allowed only one mouse at a time to pass from the home-
cage to the test-cage. This was made possible by three doors, 

one RFID antenna and eight infrared barriers within the 
gate. The doors remained closed until the mouse returned 
to the home-cage. The separation allowed the mice to be 
tested individually and undisturbed by group members. This 
also implies that the remaining mice in the cage had to wait 
until the one mouse left the IC again. The gate also con-
tained a scale, which measured the weight of each mouse 
on each passage to the IC. Each corner of the IC had one 
RFID antenna and one presence sensor for individual mouse 
identification. The presence sensor detected changes in tem-
perature. If there was a temperature change within the IC 
corner and a transponder was detected by the RFID antenna 
at the same time, this event was counted as a visit. Each 
corner also comprised two water dispensers. Each dispenser 
had one lickometer, which measured the number of licks. 
The access to the liquids could be denied or granted through 
doors for each dispenser. By performing a nosepoke on the 
nosepoke-sensors on each door, the doors could be opened 
by the mice. With the Designer software of the IntelliCage 
Plus software package the access permissions to certain cor-
ners within the IC could be defined for each mouse. In addi-
tion, the required number of nosepokes for the access to the 
liquids could also be defined using the Designer software.

Consumer demand test

For our consumer demand test, the strength of preference 
or aversion was tested for eight different liquids in eight 
sequential “runs”. During single runs, one liquid was offered 
in both liquid dispensers of one IC corner for which the mice 

Fig. 1  Automated and home-cage-based test setup. The test setup 
consisted of a test-cage (IntelliCage), a gate (AnimalGate) and a 
home-cage. The IntelliCage contained bedding but no nesting or 
food. Within the IntelliCage each of the four corners was equipped 
with two water dispensers, one radio frequency identification (RFID) 

antenna, one presence-sensor, and one air-puff valve (air puffs were, 
however, not used during the consumer demand test). The Animal-
Gate contained three doors, eight infrared barriers, one scale and one 
RFID antenna. The home-cage contained bedding, nesting, two shel-
ters, and food which was available ad libitum 
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had to make an increasing number of nosepokes every day 
(working corner). In both liquid dispensers of an adjacent 
corner the access to a second liquid was offered for the con-
stant price of one nosepoke (free corner). This ensured that 
the mice did not suffer from thirst and had the possibility 
to drink at any time. To test the strength of preference, the 
mice had to work in four runs to gain access to supposedly 
positive tasting liquids (almond milk, apple juice, two sugar 
solutions) while at the same time water was offered in the 
free corner. To test aversion, the mice had to work in three 
runs to gain access to water while at the same time suppos-
edly bad tasting liquids (bitter, sour, or salty-tasting solu-
tions) were offered in the free corner.

In both working and free corners, the mice were able to 
drink for 10 s after making the required number of nose-
pokes. To drink again, the mice first had to leave the cor-
ner, re-enter it, and make the required number of nosepokes 
again. This ensured that while the price of access to the liq-
uids changed, the quantity to be consumed per single access 
was constant. The working and free corner were the same 
for all mice but new positions were chosen after each run. 
This ensured that the new working corner for a new liquid 
was not used in the previous run.

The new free corner was again adjacent to it. In all runs, 
the two remaining corners were initially inactive. When a 
mouse did not execute the required number of nosepokes in 
the working corner for 2 days in a row, the additional two 
corners became active while the working and free corner 
became inactive for this mouse. The mice noticed such a 
change almost immediately. In the now active corners, the 
access to water was free (one nosepoke to open the door). 
This allowed excluding individual mice from the experi-
mental conditions of a given run of the consumer demand 
test without having to remove them from their social group 
while the other mice could continue working for an increas-
ing price.

Further on, the names of the single runs (eight runs in 
total) are abbreviated as follows: The first letter represents 
the liquid for which the mice had to work in the working 
corner (Table 1). The second letter represents the liquid that 
was available in the free corner. If the mice had to work in 
the working corner for access to, for example, almond milk 
while water was offered in the free corner, this run is abbre-
viated as AW. The A represents 3:1 dilution almond milk 
with tap water, the W represents tap water.

The sequence in which the paired liquids were presented 
was the same for all mice such that all mice experienced the 
same odors in the IC. First, the mice had to work for access 
to water while they had access to a bitter-tasting liquid in the 
free corner. This run served as training for the operant task 
(for more information on pre-tests see supplements) and pro-
vided data for the first pair of liquids at the same time. The 

number of required nosepokes to obtain access to the liquid 
in the working corner was increased daily by one, starting 
with one nosepoke at day one. For individual mice, each run 
ended as soon as they did not make the required nosepoke 
number on two consecutive days. One exception was the 
WQ run, which was stopped after 64 days, although ten of 
the 12 mice still made the required number of nosepokes. 
We decided to stop this run because participation with up 
to 64 nosepokes let us conclude that the aversion to quinine 
was very strong. From one run to the next, the mice had to 
work alternately for obtaining a positive liquid or avoiding 
a negative liquid (Table 1). Between each run and for 5–8 
days on each occasion, all mice had access to water in all 
four corners by keeping all doors within the IC corners per-
manently open, therefore, the mice did not have to perform a 
nosepoke to open the doors. After the last run, the mice had 
to work one more time for access to water while access to 
quinine was free. Based on this run, we showed that all mice 
were still able to perform the operant task. Thus, the decline 
in motivation to work with rising prices across runs was not 
due to a nonspecific aging effect. In the last WQ control 
run, all seven mice that were still in the experiment made 
up to eight nosepokes for access to water. The run was then 
stopped (data not shown), because in six out of eight runs 
more than eight nosepokes were made (see Results section).

Data analysis

Data analysis and visualization was done with the open-source 
statistical software R, version 4.0.3 (R Core Team, 2020). 
Model assumptions were inspected visually by Q-Q plots and 
by visualizing variance homogeneity of the residuals versus 
the fitted values. The R package ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016) 
was used for data visualization.

The setup allowed the mice to enter the IC on their own 
and one at a time from the home-cage. All other mice had to 
wait until the IC was free again. The IC occupancy was ana-
lyzed based on the time duration during which each mouse 
was in the IC on each day. For this, the runs WW, WQ, and 
AW were considered. Runs WQ and AW were chosen to 
evaluate the influence on IC time of an aversive liquid (qui-
nine) and a preferred liquid (almond milk). Run WW was 
chosen as a reference because water is a necessary good but 
should also be neutral compared to quinine and almond milk. 
The time spent in the IC was used as the outcome in a linear 
mixed-effects model (R package lme4; Bates et al., 2015). 
The experimental days were used as a continuous fixed effect 
(The data for days 53 and 54 of run WQ are missing due to 
technical problems with the AnimalGate.). The runs (fac-
tor reflected by sum-contrast with three levels: WW, WQ, 
AW) and the interaction of the runs and days were used as 
additional fixed effects. For the model, the variable day was 
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“centered”. Day seven was chosen as the “middle” of all 
daily values for centering since observations for all three 
runs were still made on this day. The runs nested in animals 
were set as random effects. In addition, the individuality 
of the daily duration in the IC was evaluated. For this, we 
calculated the proportion of between-individual variance per 
total unexplained variance (between- plus within-individual 
variance) based on the estimated variance components in the 
model described so far. A confidence interval of this value 
was calculated using a parametric bootstrap approach with 
1000 repetitions (R package lmerTest (Kuznetsova, Brock-
hoff, & Christensen, 2017) in combination with R package 
boot (Canty & Ripley, 2021; Davison & Hinkley, 1997)).

In addition to time spent in the IC, we analyzed the num-
ber of visits to the IC (IC entries). Since the run WQ ran 
the longest (with the highest price reached), this run was 
used for the evaluation. For each day, the sum of IC entries 
for both the light phase and the dark phase was determined 
for each mouse. Data were again missing for day 53 and 54 
due to the technical problems with the AnimalGate. The 
logarithm of IC entries was used as the outcome in a linear 
mixed-effects model (R package nlme; Pinheiro et al., 2020). 
The experimental days (i.e., price) were used as a continuous 
fixed effect. The variable phase (factor with two levels: light 
and dark phase) and the interaction of day and phase were 
used as additional fixed effects. Sum-contrasts were used for 
the variable phase. To consider a possible effect of cleaning 
the setup that was suspected due to a waveform-shape in the 
number of visits, the variable day since cleaning was added 
as an additional continuous main effect. The variables day 
and day since cleaning were normalized for statistical analy-
sis. It was added to the model as an additional fixed effect. 
The days nested in animals were set as the random effects. 
For further model assumption inspection, the homogene-
ity and shape of the residuals versus the variable day since 
cleaning were visually inspected.

The price paid for access to the liquids were nosepokes 
which the mice had to make inside the IC working corner. 
We assumed that as the number of nosepokes increased, 
the mice had to spend more time (visit duration) within the 
working corner. Run WQ was selected for analysis because 
in this run the mice made up to 64 nosepokes for access 
to water. Only visits in which the required nosepoke num-
ber and at least one lick was made, were considered. For 
the analysis, the visit duration was first determined for 
each price (required nosepoke number), each visit within 
the working corner, and each mouse. The logarithm of the 
visit duration was used as the outcome in a linear mixed-
effects model, the price was used as a single fixed effect. 
Price (is equivalent to the individual test days) nested within 
the animal was used as the random effects. With this log-
transformation, no serious deviations from the assumption 
could be detected.

The run WW can serve as a kind of control because in 
both, the working and the free corner, the same liquid was 
offered. Accordingly, we used the run WW as a reference 
for further evaluation and we compared the number of 
drinking events for water in the working corner and water 
in the free corner specifically in this run. The run WW 
ran for 9 days. Drinking events were defined as visits in 
which the mice made the required nosepoke number and 
drank. The number of these events were used as the out-
come in a linear mixed-effects model (R package nlme). 
In this model, the nine experimental days were defined as 
days and used as a fixed effect (factor with nine levels). In 
addition, the type of corner (factor with two levels: work-
ing corner versus free corner) and the interaction of type 
of corner and day were used also as fixed effects. Again, 
sum-contrasts were used for day and type of corner. The 
test days nested in animals were set as the random effects.

We examined the maximum price paid by the mice for 
each liquid in the working corner of each liquid pair. For 
this, the maximum number of nosepokes they were will-
ing to invest for gaining access was determined for each 
mouse and for each liquid within the working corner. A 
survival analysis was used to determine whether the maxi-
mum price paid depended on the liquids. This approach 
allowed for the correct handling of the censored data in 
the QW trial, i.e., the fact that the mice were still willing 
to continue working at even higher prices. We calculated 
this model with the R package survminer (Kassambara, 
Kosinski, & Biecek, 2020), which implements the cox 
proportional-hazard model (Coxph) and allowed to reflect 
the repeated measurement of the mice by defining animal 
as a “cluster”. The maximum number of nosepokes was 
evaluated in dependence of the different runs (factor vari-
able with eight levels) as a fixed effect.

Finally, we assessed the elasticity of demand. To do so, 
we analyzed the slopes of the consumer demand curves 
defined by the number of drinking events versus price for 
all liquids within the working corner. For this analysis, a 
linear mixed-effects model was used again. The log of the 
number of drinking events (plus 0.5 to allow the inclu-
sion of zeros) was used as the outcome variable. The price 
(logarithm of the required number of nosepokes), the type 
of run, and their interaction was used as the fixed effects 
(using sum-contrasts) and run nested in animal as the ran-
dom effects. With these log-transformations, we obtained 
normally distributed residuals. Based on this model, a sin-
gle demand curve for the liquid in the working corners of 
each run could be estimated as follows: Y = (I+R) + (SNN 
+ IRNN) * NN, where Y is the estimated (average loga-
rithm of the) number of drinking events, I the intercept, 
R the main effect of the run, SNN the main effect of the 
price, IRNN the interaction of the run and the price and 
NN the price (number of nosepokes).
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Results

IntelliCage occupancy

Mice spent the most time in the IC during the run WW 
(main effect run: F2,12.01 = 16.73, p < 0.0001; Fig. 2) 
and least during the run WQ. The IC time was not vis-
ibly influenced by day (and thus the price to be paid for a 
liquid; F1,1011 = 0.03; p = 0.85). Moreover, the interaction 
between day and run had no effect on the time spent in the 
IC (F2,985.73 = 0.003; p = 1). The proportion of between-
animal variability was low at 13.92 % [3.84–25.64 CI] 
compared to the overall unexplained variability.

On average, the mice visited the IC around 11 times per 
day (Fig. 3). The mice entered the IC more often during 
the dark phase than during the light phase (F1,11 = 34.58; p 
< 0.001). The experimental days and the interaction of day 
and phase had no influence on the IC entries (day: F1,1452 
= 2.71; p = 0.1; day:phase: F1,1452 = 1.14; p = 0.29). The 
wave-like pattern can be explained by the variable day 
since cleaning. According to this, the number of entries 
seemed to decrease after cleaning the setup, especially 
when comparing the cleaning day to the one that followed 
(F1,1452 = 28.51; p < 0.001, not shown).

With increasing price (required nosepoke number) the 
mice spent more time (visit duration) within the working 

corner to gain access (effect of price: F63,686 = 110.49; 
p < 0.0001; Fig. 4). From the figure it is seen that the 
mice spent around 16 s within the working corner for the 
price of one nosepoke. It was already around 38 s for the 
price of 32 nosepokes and around 64 s for the price of 64 
nosepokes.

Comparison of drinking events for run WW

The mice made up to seven nosepokes to gain access to 
water in the working corner while water was available for the 
price of one nosepoke in the free corner (Fig. 5). On average, 
there were more drinking events in the free corner than in 
the working corner during the run WW (main effect corner: 
F1,54 = 377.62; p < 0.0001). Drinking events in the work-
ing corner decreased with increasing price whereas drink-
ing events in the free corner increased (interaction: F8,54 = 
11.2; p < 0.0001). In addition, drinking events appeared to 
decrease slightly with increasing days (main effect day: F8,48 
= 2.07; p = 0.058).

Maximum price paid

The maximum price paid depended on the liquids (Coxph: 
p < 0.0001, Fig. 6). The mice paid the highest price (per-
formed the highest number of required nosepokes) in run 
WQ. After 64 days, the run was stopped. Ten out of twelve 

Fig. 2  Time the mice spent within the IntelliCage for the runs WW, 
WQ, and AW (W = water, Q = quinine, A = almond milk). The data 
for days 53 and 54 of run WQ are missing due to technical problems 
with the AnimalGate. On the y-axis, time spent in the IC by the mice 

is shown in minutes. The x-axis shows the experimental days, which 
can be equated with the price (number of nosepokes) for the liquids 
within the working corner
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Fig. 3  Number of entries the mice made during the run WQ. The data 
for days 53 and 54 of run WQ are missing due to technical problems 
with the AnimalGate. On the y-axis, the IC entries are shown. The 
x-axis shows the experimental days, which can be equated with the 

price for the liquids within the working corner. The number of IC 
entries are shown on a logarithmic scale, while the labels are retained 
on the original scale. The dashed lines mark the days on which the 
setup was cleaned

Fig. 4  Visit duration in working corner for run WQ (W = water, Q = 
quinine). On the y-axis, the time the mice spent within the working 
corner is shown. The x-axis shows the price the mice had to pay for 

the access to water. The price can be equated with the experimental 
days. The visit duration is shown on a logarithmic scale, while the 
original scale is retained for the axis labels
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mice made up to 64 nosepokes to gain access to the tap 
water in the working corner when quinine water was pro-
vided in the free corner. To see if this overall influence 
was caused mainly by run WQ, the data of run WQ were 
removed for an additional analysis. The influence of the 

liquid combinations on participation could still be supported 
(Coxph: p < 0.0001).

In run WW and WN (W = water, N = NaCl), the mice 
paid the lowest maximum price with up to seven nosepokes 
to gain access to the liquid in the working corner. Mice paid 

Fig. 5  Comparison of drinking events for water in run WW (W = 
water). The y-axis shows the drinking events which the mice made 
within the working corner and the free corner. The x-axis shows the 

experimental day. The day can be equated with the price the mice had 
to pay for access to water in the working corner while water within 
the free corner was available for the price of one nosepoke for all days

Fig. 6  Proportion of mice with specific maximum price paid in the 
different runs. The highlighted areas are the confidence intervals. The 
y-axis shows the animals which paid the required price. The x-axis 
shows the price the mice had to pay for the access to the liquids. The 

price is to be equated with the experimental days. W = water, A = 
almond milk, Q = quinine, N = NaCl, S = sucrose, H = HCl, J = 
apple juice. For order of runs and sample sizes, see Table 1
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an equally low price for access to a 0.2 mM sucrose solution. 
For access to a higher concentrated sugar solution (0.4 mM), 
the mice made up to 13 nosepokes. Up to 18 nosepokes 
were paid for access to almond milk. In run JW and WH (J 
= apple juice, W = water, H = HCl), the mice made up to 
22 nosepokes to gain access to the liquids in the working 
corner.

Consumer demand curve analysis

To investigate the willingness of the mice to work for 
different liquids the slopes of the demand curves were 
analyzed (Fig. 7, Table 2). The demand curves show the 
consumed amount (drinking events) on the y-axis in rela-
tion to the necessary price (required nosepoke number) 
on the x-axis. A more negative slope indicates a lower 

motivation of the mice to work for the access to the liq-
uids. The comparison of the slopes of all demand curves 
showed differences compared to the slope of run WW 
except for run S0.2W. The demand curve of run WQ had 
the flattest slope. The slopes of run S0.4W, run WH, run 
JW, and run AW were steeper compared to run WW. The 
demand curve of run WN had the steepest slope.

In addition, the liquid amount consumed for the price 
of one single nosepoke can be analyzed. The comparison 
of the amount of drinking events for the price of one nose-
poke showed that except for run WN, all runs differed from 
run WW (Fig. 7, Table 2: Intercept). The smallest amount 
was consumed in run WW and WN. The largest amount of 
drinking events was in run JW. The amounts of drinking 
events of the runs WQ, S0.2W, S0.4W, WH, and run AW 
were in between of run WW and run JW.

Fig. 7  Consumer demand curves. The data are plotted logarithmi-
cally. On the x-axis are the required nosepoke numbers for the access 
to the different liquids (price). On the y-axis are the values for the 
number of drinking events for each liquid. The curves end at the max-

imum number of nosepokes that was reached by any of the mice (A = 
almond milk, W = water, Q = quinine, N = NaCl, S = sucrose, H = 
HCl, J = apple juice)

Table 2  Results of the consumer demand analysis

Run WW served as reference. W = water, Q = quinine, A = almond milk, N = NaCl, S = sucrose, H = HCl, J = apple juice, df = degrees of 
freedom

Run Slopes Intercept p slopes df t p intercept df t

WN – 1.75 2.78 0.00 1634 – 4.27 0.24 59 1.19
AW – 1.62 4.67 0.00 1634 – 4.42 0.00 59 5.75
JW – 1.52 4.77 < 0.001 1634 – 3.89 0.00 59 5.91
WH – 1.35 4.43 < 0.01 1634 – 3.01 0.00 59 5.01
S0.4W – 1.29 3.89 0.01 1634 – 2.56 < 0.01 59 3.36
S0.2W – 1.09 3.65 0.21 1634 – 1.25 0.02 59 2.34
WW – 0.79 2.74 reference 1634 – 4.55 reference 1634 9.66
WQ – 0.23 3.47 < 0.01 1634 3.20 0.02 59 2.32
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Discussion

The aim of the present study was to develop an automated 
and home-cage based test to determine the strength of 
preferences. For this purpose, we developed a test based 
on consumer demand theory and determined the strength 
of preference of mice for different liquids. Our test is using 
the RFID-based IC system, which makes it possible to 
test up to 12 mice in one social group over several months 
while obtaining individual data.

In our setup, the mice were able to independently enter 
the test-cage (IC) from the home-cage through a gate (Ani-
malGate). This allowed the mice to work undisturbed by 
other group members in order to gain access to the liquids. 
This was necessary because otherwise it would have been 
possible for group members to gain access to the corner 
by pulling, pushing, or biting the mouse that was "work-
ing". Anecdotally, we can report such behavior in experi-
ments where multiple mice were housed within the IC. It 
is important to note, however, that the approach of indi-
vidually channeling mice out of the cage can also result 
in "wait times" for the other mice in the home-cage. Other 
studies in which animals were allowed to enter the experi-
mental cage individually have already examined how well 
individual entry worked, how long this entry lasted, how 
long habituation took, and how well animals performed 
in the actual test within the connected test-cage (Kaupert 
et al., 2017; Mei et al., 2020; Rivalan et al., 2017; Winter 
& Schaefers, 2011). Since the occupancy of the experi-
mental cage could have an impact on the performance of 
the other animals, we are also interested in the occupancy 
of the test-cage. It was found that the time spent in the IC 
depended on the liquids offered. One might expect that 
the mice would spend more time in the IC if something 
positive, such as almond milk, was offered in addition to 
water. Interestingly, however, the mice spent more time in 
the IC when water was offered in both, the working and the 
free corner. The question arose whether some individuals 
occupied the IC more frequently than others, which would 
mean that access to the IC would be strongly influenced 
by these individuals. However, our analysis shows that 
this does not seem to be the case as we did not detect 
strong individual variation regarding the overall duration 
of IC time. This suggests that no single mouse consistently 
prevented other mice from accessing the liquids by pri-
marily occupying the IC. With increasing required work-
load, the time spent in the working corner within the IC 
increased, however, the time spent in the IC per entry was 
not affected by the price. This suggests that above getting 
access to the liquids, the stay in the IC is perceived as an 
opportunity to explore additional space. This is consistent 
with the results of Sherwin (Sherwin, 2004), who showed 

that even with increasing price, mice continued to work for 
access to additional space (although the number of visits 
and time decreased with increasing price).

On average, the mice spent about 70 min in the IC dur-
ing the run WW (W = water), which means that the IC is 
highly used when seven animals are present. Nevertheless, 
all mice were able to enter the IC and drink. Otherwise, we 
would have had to offer water separately to the mice that 
did not drink within 24 h as the IC system automatically 
warns if a mouse did not drink within 24 h. This was not 
the case during the entire consumer demand experiment. 
Through the IC entries, we were also able to show that the 
mice entered the IC primarily during the dark phase, which 
is the active phase of laboratory mice. This is in agreement 
with results of previous home-cage based experiments (Mei 
et al., 2020; Winter & Schaefers, 2011). However, our mice 
entered the test-cage more frequently on average (about 11 
entries in our study compared to 5.5 entries per day in Win-
ter & Schaefers, 2011). This may be due to the fact that in 
our study, any liquids were only offered in the test-cage and 
thereby forcing the mice to enter the test-cage whenever they 
felt thirsty.

Weekly cleaning of the cages affected the activity in terms 
of the number of entries made to the IC. The influence of 
cage changes on activity has already been shown using home-
cage based activity measurement (Pernold et al., 2019). How-
ever, since all runs lasted for several weeks, we believe it is 
reasonable to assume that weekly cleaning of the cages did 
not influence the price the mice were willing to pay. Moreo-
ver, in all cases, the mice had two days to rejoin a run if they 
did not work for 1 day to access the offered liquid. Only after 
the mice had not worked for the access for two consecutive 
days, was the run ended for them. For differently structured 
experiments, however, the changes in daily activity related 
to cage cleaning may be of importance. Therefore, we rec-
ommend for home-cage based experimental designs to cau-
tiously consider effects of intervention by the experimenter 
(i.e., cage cleaning, health inspections).

To assess the price paid by the mice, the amount of time 
the mice spent in the working corner was examined for the 
run WQ (W = water, Q = quinine). As the price increased, 
the mice also spent more time in the working corner. This 
shows that in addition to the movement expended to execute 
the nosepokes, work time can also be considered as another 
price component. To our knowledge, it had not been con-
sidered in recent consumer demand experiments how much 
time the animals had to spend on the work. In our experiment, 
this factor was of additional importance, as it possibly affects 
separating/singulating the mice into the test-cage, since only 
one mouse can be in the IC at a time. Nevertheless, as stated 
above, the overall occupation time of the IC was not affected 
by the increased amount of time spent in the corner.
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Regarding home-cage based testing, it can be summa-
rized that it is a well-functioning system for female mice to 
obtain individual data despite group housing. It should be 
noted, however, that male mice show much more conspicu-
ous dominance behavior (Van Loo et al., 2004). However, 
we have recently shown that groups of 12 male mice of the 
strain C57Bl/6J can be housed without notable aggressive 
behavior in the IC for a very long time (Kahnau et al., 2021). 
To validate the suitability of our proposed home-cage based 
system for male mice, the same experimental design should 
be performed with males in a future study.

For the evaluation of motivation (the strength of prefer-
ence) for or against a certain good, the maximum price the 
animals are willing to pay can be taken into account and 
compared for different goods (Kirkden et al., 2003). It has 
been stated that in order to compare the demand of different 
goods with each other, a benchmark value with a neces-
sary good such as food should be generated (Cooper, 2004; 
Dawkins, 1983). We believe that our dataset indeed can be 
used as such a benchmark as it provides information how 
water as a necessity relates to different liquids either tasting 
better or worse. However, it should be noted that different 
wants for goods can interact with each other. Therefore, it 
is important to compare different motivations for wants in a 
meaningful way (Gygax, 2017) in order to obtain a suitable 
benchmark. Since water was offered in all runs in our study, 
the run WW, in which water was offered in both the work-
ing and free corner, was chosen as a reference. Although the 
drinking events in the free corner were higher than in the 
working corner, over 50% of the mice were willing to make 
seven nosepokes for getting access to water in the work-
ing corner. As the price exceeded seven nosepokes, all mice 
refused to work for water while they could have it for free in 
the other corner. The run WW was deliberately conducted 
at the end of the whole experiment because this enabled 
testing how willing the mice were to make nosepokes for 
water even after long experimental duration. However, the 
mice might have developed a habit to do nosepokes but this 
formed routine could not be related to the corner itself, as 
the position for the working and free corner within the test-
cage were changed after each run. Therefore, we assume 
that the run WW can be used as a valid benchmark in our 
consumer demand experiment.

The phenomenon to perform an operant task in order to 
receive a reward in spite of the same reward being addi-
tionally available for free, is known as "contrafreeloading" 
(Jensen,  1963). Past studies showed that different spe-
cies worked for access to food even while food was freely 
available. There seem to be individual differences as well 
as genetic influences (Jensen, Schütz, & Lindqvist, 2002; 
Lindqvist & Jensen, 2009). The willingness to work volun-
tarily despite not being obliged to do so, can be seen as an 
indication that work in itself has rewarding properties. This 

is especially true for laboratory animals, which usually live 
under conditions that limit their experience (Lewejohann 
et al., 2020). While wild mice spend time for foraging behav-
ior, nest building or breeding, laboratory mice have a lot of 
time on their hands as there is not much else to do while 
they are “waiting" for the next experiment. Consequently, 
the determined boundary of seven nosepokes, which were 
performed as contrafreeloading, might serve as a benchmark 
in our artificial economy. This benchmark would indicate the 
maximum number of nosepokes mice are willing to perform 
due to their lack of alternative activities. This is also sup-
ported by the finding that the mice drank less water overall 
from the seventh day onwards during the run WW. If the 
"work" becomes too "expensive", a smaller amount of water 
is drunk, i.e., the water intake in the working corner is added 
to the basic requirement during contrafreeloading.

In the analysis of the maximum paid price, liquids for 
which the mice performed more than these seven nosepokes 
might be considered as having a higher priority than work 
in itself. In our study, this is true for all liquid combinations 
except water compared with NaCl, because the mice made 
only up to seven nosepokes in the run WN. The aversion 
to a NaCl concentration of 10 mM did not seem to be very 
strong, because the mice were not willing to work more not 
to drink this. The run S0.2W (0.2 mM sucrose concentra-
tion) also did only differ by one additional nosepoke with 
regard to the maximum paid price compared to working for 
water in both corners. Refusing to work more than eight 
nosepokes for a 0.2 mM sucrose concentration indicates a 
low strength of preference for mildly sweetened water.

To determine which goods are necessities or luxuries, 
a consumer demand curve can be plotted on logarithmic 
scales depicting the relation of the quantity consumed and 
the increase in price. A demand curve with low elasticity 
(the slope is hardly influenced by price) indicates neces-
sary goods. However, a demand curve with high elasticity 
(slope strongly influenced by price) indicates luxury goods. 
It is important to note that if the quantity of goods that can 
be acquired per "purchase" is not constant, the price itself 
changes in terms of inflation. Therefore, Kirkden and Pajor 
note that the quantity of the good to be consumed should 
remain the same at any price to avoid other factors, such 
as time, influence the animal’s motivation (Kirkden & 
Pajor, 2006). Accordingly, the price of access to the liquids 
changed in our study, but the time the mice were able to 
drink remained constant (10 s). In our study, all consumer 
demand curves of the different runs were compared to the 
run in which water was offered in the working and free cor-
ner (run WW). The slope of the consumer demand curve 
of run S0.2W (S 0.2 = 0.2 mM sucrose) did not differ from 
the slope of the consumer demand curve of run WW. The 
slope of the consumer demand curve of run WN (N = NaCl) 
was even greater than the slope of run WW. This indicated 
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that the demand curve of WN was more influenced by the 
price (high price elasticity) and indicated a low motivation 
to work for access to water while access to 10 mM NaCl con-
centration was available for the price of only one nosepoke. 
In contrast to this, the motivation to work for water while 
access to quinine was available for the price of one nosepoke 
seemed to be very high. Accordingly, the price elasticity in 
the run WQ is the lowest.

In human microeconomics, consumer demand theory is 
based upon the amount of disposable income that can be 
spent on different goods in the market. In our experimental 
setup, however, there is only one good that a mouse can 
work for at a time. As a consequence, the value of the liquids 
might be overrated due to this methodological constraint. 
However, our approach allows us to directly relate the worth 
of the goods on the market to the workload the mice are will-
ing to pay for access. Nevertheless, in our consumer demand 
test, all curves, except run WQ, seem to show a high price 
elasticity. This could be due to the fact that in all runs an 
alternative was offered in the free corner and thus the need 
to work was less strong. Therefore, it is appropriate to deter-
mine the motivation for getting different liquids, additionally 
by analyzing the maximum price paid.

To evaluate the motivation to obtain goods it is essential 
to ensure that the animals have indeed learned the operant 
task in order to exclude misinterpretation (Dawkins, 1990; 
Rutter & Duncan, 1992), which was also shown by our 
results of the pre-test (data shown in the supplements). In 
addition, the time point when the test is performed should 
be considered. Acosta and colleagues showed that for mice, 
which are nocturnal, the motivation to work for food is 
higher at night than during the day (Acosta et al., 2020). 
Also in our study, mice entered the test-cage more frequently 
in the dark phase than in the light phase. Thus, considering 
the time point of performance is crucial for avoiding mis-
interpretation of the demand curve or maximum paid price. 
Basically, the maximum amount of work the mice paid for 
the access to the different liquids tested can serve as a simple 
benchmark for future studies.

Home-cage based test setups have proven to be useful 
tools to overcome issues such as day/night rhythm or experi-
menter influence (reviewed in Richardson, 2012 and Voikar 
& Gaburro, 2020). In some experiments, it is necessary to 
keep the animals separately to obtain individual data. How-
ever, as mice are social animals, single-housing should be 
avoided if possible. So far, there are not many systems that 
allow testing mice in groups while obtaining individual data 
(some examples reviewed in Voikar & Gaburro, 2020). For 
the development of such automated and home-cage based 
systems, it is possible to use a gate to connect the home-cage 
to the test-cage (Winter & Schaefers, 2011). For example, 
Mei and colleagues used such a gate to connect a home-
cage to an eight-arm radial maze (Mei et al., 2020). We also 

demonstrated that the mice were able to independently enter 
the IC several times a day to access the obtained liquids in 
the IC.

In our study, we developed an automated and home-
cage based test setup by using the IC system, in which the 
mice were tested over several months, in their social group, 
familiar environment and during their active phase. As a 
result, influences such as the day/night rhythm or the experi-
menter could be minimized. In addition, each mouse could 
work undisturbed by cage mates for access to the liquids. 
This had the benefit that individual mice took the time they 
needed to pay the required price. Especially in run WQ, 
in which the mice made up to 64 nosepokes, the execution 
of the required nosepoke number took some time (as the 
duration increased with increasing price), the interruption-
free environment will probably have facilitated the task. The 
mice were able to perform the operant task repeatedly, which 
reflected the motivation of the animal. By connecting the 
test-cage to the home-cage, the mice were free to choose if 
and when to do the required nosepoke number in the work-
ing corner (unless a cage mate was currently occupying the 
IC). Furthermore, by having the mice work again for access 
to water while they had free access to a bitter-tasting liquid 
in the free corner after the last run, we were able to show 
that even in old age the learning task was successfully per-
formed by the mice (see supplement S1).

The consumer demand curves and number of animals 
that paid the corresponding price showed that the motiva-
tion was different and depended on the liquid. A previously 
conducted preference test already showed that almond milk 
and apple juice were preferred and the sour- and bitter-tast-
ing liquids were least preferred. With the consumer demand 
test, these preferences were confirmed. Furthermore, we can 
show that the aversion to the bitter-tasting liquid is markedly 
stronger compared to the sour solution but also compared 
to the preference to almond milk or apple juice. The results 
may be used to select suitable stimuli for operant tasks in 
order to optimize learning behavior. We also found that oper-
ant conditioning was highly facilitated when the mice had 
to work for water to avoid drinking a bitter-tasting solution. 
The experience gained in that trial could then easily be trans-
ferred to working for rewarding liquids in consecutive trials. 
In addition, the data might be of interest for the husbandry 
of laboratory mice where acidified water is quite common 
due to the fact that acidification is used to keep water as 
pathogen-free as possible. Our data indicate a relatively 
strong aversion to a 10 mM HCl solution (pH = 2.5). This 
could serve as a reference for acidifying water to facilitate 
fluid intake by the animals.

With our test setup, it is currently only possible to exam-
ine different liquids. However, this setup is a proof of con-
cept for future studies for example in order to optimize hous-
ing conditions. For example, when letting the animals choose 
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between different enrichment items, it would be important 
to also know how strong their preference is. Therefore, we 
are in the process of developing an automated and home-
cage based test setup, combining the mouse positioning sur-
veillance system (MoPSS, Habedank et al., 2021) with the 
knowledge gained from this study. In our view, one major 
lesson learned is to let the mice enter the test-cage inde-
pendently and thus work undisturbed in it. We showed that 
this experiment could be carried out without a large amount 
of personnel time (approx. 30–40 min daily (checking the 
animals and their drinking behavior, preparing and chang-
ing liquids, checking the apparatus, approx. 1.5 h weekly 
cleaning of the setup). In addition, a certain basic techni-
cal understanding is advantageous as well as a daily control 
of the data to check whether the setup is running properly. 
This knowledge will give us the opportunity to integrate the 
animals' point of view in the husbandry as well as the experi-
ments themselves and a more comprehensive understanding 
of the needs and wants of our laboratory mice.

Supplementary Information The online version contains supplemen-
tary material available at https:// doi. org/ 10. 3758/ s13428- 022- 01813-
8. The raw data of the experiment can be found under: https:// zenodo. 
org/ record/ 63252 38#. Yih7F XyZNPY.
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Abstract 
The cognitive bias test is used to measure the emotional state of 
animals with regard to future expectations. Thus, the test offers a 
unique possibility to assess animal welfare with regard to housing and 
testing conditions of laboratory animals. So far, however, performing 
such a test is time-consuming and requires the presence of an 
experimenter. Therefore, we developed an automated and home-cage 
based cognitive bias test based on the IntelliCage system. We present 
several developmental steps to improve the experimental design 
leading to a successful measurement of cognitive bias in group-
housed female C57BL/6J mice. The automated and home-cage based 
test design allows to obtain individual data from group-housed mice, 
to test the mice in their familiar environment, and during their active 
phase. By connecting the test-cage to the home-cage via a gating 
system, the mice participated in the test on a self-chosen schedule, 
indicating high motivation to actively participate in the experiment. 
We propose that this should have a positive effect on the animals 
themselves as well as on the data. Unexpectedly, the mice showed an 
optimistic cognitive bias after enrichment was removed and additional 
restraining. An optimistic expectation of the future as a consequence 
of worsening environmental conditions, however, can also be 
interpreted as an active coping strategy in which a potential profit is 
sought to be maximized through a higher willingness to take risks.

Keywords 
cognitive bias, judgment bias, home-cage based, IntelliCage, 
conditioning, learning behavior, mice
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Introduction
It has been shown that in both humans and animals, past expe-
riences influence future expectations (Harding et al., 2004;  
Mendl et al., 2009; Paul et al., 2005). Individuals with nega-
tive experiences or in a bad mood are more likely to be “pessi-
mistic” about future events and, vice versa, individuals with 
positive experiences or in a good mood are more likely to be  
“optimistic”. In the past, many tests for various species have 
been developed to investigate the emotional state of animals  
(Jirkof et al., 2019). To examine the influence of emotional or 
affective states on expectations of future events, a number of 
cognitive bias tests have been developed (Boleij et al., 2012; 
Harding et al., 2004; Hintze et al., 2018; Schlüns et al., 2017;  
Verbeek et al., 2014).

The common feature of these tests is the need for condition-
ing the subjects to scalable stimuli, e.g., odors, tones, or spa-
tial positions. The animals learn that they will receive a reward  
for the stimulus at one end of the scale and a punishment for 
the second stimulus at the other end of the scale. After suc-
cessful conditioning, the actual test follows, in which ambigu-
ous stimuli are presented to the animals. These ambiguous  
stimuli are located on the scale between the already known 
stimuli. The reaction towards these ambiguous stimuli is then 
measured and analyzed: It is assumed that if the response 
to the ambiguous stimulus is similar to the positively  
conditioned stimulus, the animals seem to expect a reward. 
In this case, they had a positive expectation of the future event, 
or in other words, they appear to be “optimistic”. However, if 
the response resembles the response of the negatively condi-
tioned stimulus, the animals seem to have a negative expectation  
or seem to be “pessimistic”.

The first cognitive bias test was developed by Harding and col-
leagues in 2004 (Harding et al., 2004). Rats were conditioned 
to press a lever in response to hearing the positively-associated  
tone-frequency to receive a reward or not to press a lever to 
avoid a punishment after hearing the negatively-associated  
tone-frequency. The cognitive bias test revealed that rats kept 
under unpredictable housing conditions were less likely to press 
the lever for a reward in response to ambiguous tone-frequencies  
than rats kept under normal housing conditions. It was 
thus concluded that the negative experience rendered them  
‘pessimistic’.

Although mice are the most commonly used experimental ani-
mals (Lewejohann et al., 2020), it took eight years before the 
first results of a cognitive bias test for mice were published  
(Boleij et al., 2012). Boleij and colleagues conditioned mice 
to various odor stimuli, which predicted either a palatable or an 
unpalatable food reward. First, it was shown that BALB/cJ mice 
were able to discriminate between odor stimuli, whereas 129P3/J  
mice were not. Second, it was shown that BALB/cJ mice 
tested under more aversive white light conditions had a higher 
latency in response to the ambiguous stimulus than mice tested  
under less aversive red-light conditions. 

Further cognitive bias test methods followed in which mice  
were conditioned to spatial positions (Bailoo et al., 2018; Kloke  
et al., 2014; Novak et al., 2015; Verjat et al., 2021), to tactile  

stimuli (Novak et al., 2016), to different tunnel lengths  
(Krakenberg et al., 2019), to auditory stimuli (Jones et al., 
2017), to olfactory stimuli (Resasco et al., 2021), or in an  
automated touchscreen-based set-up presenting different pat-
terns on a screen (Krakenberg et al., 2019). These studies 
showed that mice could be conditioned to the different stimuli  
and that the data plotted on the axis of stimuli increasing  
from negative to positive result in a sigmoidal curve (increasing  
s-shape slopes from the negative to the positive stimulus). 
These sigmoidal curves indicate that ambiguous stimuli are 
perceived differently compared to the conditioned stimuli, 
which is an important criterion for the validity of cognitive bias  
tests (Gygax, 2014; Hintze et al., 2018; Krakenberg et al., 2019).

So far, in all set-ups it is necessary for both the condition-
ing and the test itself to remove the mice from their home-cages 
and manually place them in the respective test set-ups. As a  
consequence, the animals have to be handled, taken out of 
their familiar environment, separated from their group mem-
bers (if kept in groups) and forced to participate in the test irre-
spective of their current state of motivation. In fact, this may  
have a negative effect on the animals’ state of mind during 
the conditioning phase and as a result the cognitive bias test 
might also be influenced. This implies that in order to mini-
mize external influence on the cognitive bias, the best handling  
method has to be chosen (e.g., known influence of tail handling 
compared to cup and tunnel handling on anxiety-like behav-
ior (Hurst & West, 2010) and that the animals have to be very  
well-habituated to the test set-ups. Nevertheless, even with the 
best handling and habituation, a possibly negative influence of 
the separation from the home-cage and/or the group (Krohn  
et al., 2006; Manouze et al., 2019) as well as the experiment-
er’s immediate influence on the mice, and thereby the test 
results, must be taken into account. To overcome this short-
coming, we have developed a home-cage based cognitive bias 
test for mice utilizing the IntelliCage system (TSE-Systems,  
Germany).

The IntelliCage is a home-cage based test system that allows 
automated data acquisition, which can improve the repro-
ducibility of the data (reviewed in Voikar & Gaburro, 2020).  
Depending on size and weight of the animals, it is possible 
to keep up to 16 mice in the IntelliCage as one social group. 
Through radio frequency identification (RFID) technology and 
four conditioning corners, it is possible to study activity and 
learning behavior in social groups (Endo et al., 2011; Kahnau  
et al., 2021; Krackow et al., 2010; Voikar et al., 2018). 

Our test set-up consisted of a home-cage, a gate (Animal-
Gate, TSE-Systems, Germany) and an IntelliCage (test-cage). 
Through the gate, it is possible to separate the mice and let  
them individually enter the test-cage. This is especially impor-
tant to allow all individuals within the group to be conditioned 
and tested without disturbance by group members. Another 
advantage is that the mice can individually decide when to 
enter the test-cage and participate in the experiment, rather than  
being coerced by an experimenter-imposed schedule. As a 
result, the influence of the experimenter and the influence on the  
wake/sleep rhythm is reduced to a minimum, except for daily 
visual inspection and weekly cleaning of the set-up. It has 
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already been shown that rats and mice can independently trans-
fer themselves from their home-cages to test-cages individu-
ally to perform tasks within test-cages (Kahnau et al., 2022A;  
Kaupert et al., 2017; Mei et al., 2020; Rivalan et al., 2017; 
Winter & Schaefers, 2011). A slight disadvantage is that since 
only one mouse can be within the test-cage at a time and 
other motivated mice have to wait until this mouse has left the  
test-cage. However, we could show in a recent experiment 
with a comparable set-up that no single mouse was constantly  
blocking others from getting access (Kahnau et al., 2022A).

Within our automated and home-cage based test set-up, we con-
ditioned female C57BL/6J mice to different tones. De Hoz 
and Nelken as well as Francis and colleagues already showed 
that mice were able to differentiate between different tones  
(De Hoz & Nelken, 2014; Francis & Kanold, 2017). Here, 
we present our different developmental steps and results of 
the cognitive bias tests. Our first hypothesis was that it is pos-
sible to condition mice within the IntelliCage based set-up 
and that the cognitive bias is influenced by the removal of  
enrichment and by repeated restraining. Here we present the 
individual developmental steps of our automated and home-cage  
based cognitive bias test, which were based on each other and 
the optimizations we implemented through previous experi-
ence. We show that it is possible to successfully condition mice 
in a relatively short time and measure the cognitive bias of 
mice, with minimal intervention and time investment by the  
experimenter.

Methods
Animals and housing conditions
In this study, three developmental steps with three differ-
ent mouse groups (one developmental step per group) are pre-
sented in which different conditioning methods are described  
(Table 1). All three groups served as their own controls as before 
and after comparisons were made. All 36 female C57BL/6J 
mice were purchased from Charles River Sulzfeld, Germany. 
For each developmental step, the three groups consisted of  
12 mice. This group size was chosen due to the size of the entire 
IC based set-up. All mice were four weeks old upon arrival but 
were bought at different time points. All efforts were under-
taken to minimize animal suffering. No medical treatment was 
required at any time for the mice due to pain, suffering, or harm. 

Further details on the mouse groups are given at the respective  
developmental steps.

For the establishment of the home-cage based cognitive bias 
test, females were used exclusively since they can be kept in 
groups without complications due to little agonistic behav-
ior. In addition, females do not show territorial behavior that  
excludes others (Mieske et al., 2021) and at the beginning of the 
development of the set-up there was a concern that individual  
males could occupy the gate, and thus the test-cage.

We deliberately used an inbred strain to minimize genetic 
variability. However, despite all efforts of standardization,  
minimal genetic drift and varying epigenetic influences can 
occur during breeding. In order to randomize the factors that 
could not be controlled for, all mice in each experiment were 
born and raised by different mothers and foster mothers to ensure  
maximum genetic and epigenetic independence between indi-
viduals. Immediately after arrival a health inspection was 
performed and the mice were weighed and color-marked 
(edding 750, colors: black, white, red, yellow, silver) on the 
tail for visual identification. The mice were housed within the  
home-cage based set-up, and no data was recorded for the 
first two weeks. The day after arrival, tunnel handling train-
ing to reduce handling stress (Gouveia & Hurst, 2013; Hurst 
& West, 2010) was started and conducted for three weeks (see  
video tutorial). 

One week after arrival, all mice received RFID transpond-
ers (Euro ID, FDX-B, ISO 11784/85). The evening before the 
transponder transplantation, an analgesic (meloxicam 1mg/kg,  
Meloxidyl by CEVA) was given orally by fixing the mice in the 
experimenter’s hand, to reduce possible pain caused by implan-
tation. The transponders were implanted under isoflurane 
anesthesia (induction of anesthesia: 4l/min 4%; maintenance 
of anesthesia: 1l/min 1-2%) subcutaneously in the neck region  
about 1cm behind the ears. Out of 36 mice, two mice lost their 
transponders by the morning after transponder implantation and 
the procedure had to be repeated. None of the 36 mice needed  
medical treatment after transponder implantation. 

One week after transponder implantation, the mice moved to 
the housing room where also the home-cage based experiments 

Table 1. Experimental procedure. IC = IntelliCage.

Group one Group two Group three

Developmental step 1 2 3

Year 2019 2019 2020

Conditioning 
protocol

Gate: 
passing the gate 

Corner: 
visiting the IC corner

Corner: 
visiting the IC corner

Tone Sequences Frequencies Frequencies

Tone length 6.6 sec. 0.5 and 1 sec. 2 sec.

Airpuff length 1 sec. 1 sec. 2 sec.
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were conducted. The room temperature and humidity were  
22°C +/- 3°C and 55% +/- 15%. The light/dark cycle was set 
to 12/12 hours with light off at 7 pm in winter months and at 8 
pm in summer because of the switch from winter to summer-
time. The sunrise was simulated with a wake-up light (Philips 
HF 3510, 100-240 vac, 50-60 Hz, Philips Consumer Lifestyle  
B.V. Netherlands) half an hour before the room-light was 
switched on. The wake-up light was placed on the ground in a 
corner of the housing room with the light directed towards the 
animals. The light intensity increased gradually and reached the 
full intensity at 7/8 am (depending on season). The daily vis-
ual health inspection was performed between 7/8 am to 10 am  
(depending on season). The home-cage set-up was cleaned once 
a week. Bedding, nesting material, and enrichment items were 
replaced. A small handful of old bedding was transferred to 
the new home-cage. On the same day, the mice were weighed  
and re-color-marked.

Home-cage based set-up
In all developmental steps, the same home-cage based set-up was 
used. This set-up (Figure 1) consisted of three compartments: a 
home-cage, a gate (AnimalGate), and a test-cage (IntelliCage,  

IC). As the gate had doors, an RFID reader, and infrared bar-
riers, it was possible to allow only one mouse at a time to pass 
through the gate from the home-cage into the IC. All other 
mice of the social group had to wait until the one mouse  
within the IC moved back through the gate into the home-cage.

The home-cage was a Makrolon type IV cage (floor space  
2065 cm2) with a filtertop equipped with 3-4 cm bedding (Poplar 
Granulate 2-3 mm, Altromin, Germany), two red triangle-shaped  
houses (“TheMouseHouse”, Tecniplast, Italy), nesting mate-
rial (eight papers, six paper nesting stripes and six cotton rolls), 
four wooden bars to chew on, and food ad libitum (autoclaved 
pellet diet, LAS QCDiet, Rod 16, Lasvendi, Germany). Within 
the home-cage was also an acrylic tube (4 cm diameter, 17.5 cm  
long), which was used for tunnel handling to reduce handling 
stress. Mouse group three additionally received nesting mate-
rials upon weekly changing: folded paper stripes, mid coarse 
wood wool and square hemp pads. Also, one resting platform 
and a running disk (InnoDome with InnoWheel, Bio-Serv) was 
placed within the home-cage and the mice received weekly 
changing toys filled with millet (organic peeled golden millet,  
Bohlsener Mühle) once per week.

Figure 1. Home-cage based set-up based on the IntelliCage system. A: The set-up consisted of the IntelliCage used as the test-cage, 
which is connected through the AnimalGate to the home-cage. The IntelliCage was equipped with four conditioning corners and bedding. 
The home-cage was equipped with bedding, nesting, enrichment and food ad libitum (not shown here). The AnimalGate had three doors, 
one radio frequency identification (RFID) antenna. B: In addition, the AnimalGate had eight infrared barriers and one scale to measure the 
animal’s weight during each gate passage. C: Within the IntelliCage corners, water could be provided. In addition, each corner had one radio 
frequency identification antenna, one presence-sensor, one airpuff-valve, two water dispensers and two doors.
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The IC is a computer and RFID technology-based test system 
with four conditioning corners. Each corner contained an RFID 
antenna at the corner entrance, a presence sensor, which detected 
differences in temperature, two nosepoke infrared sensors,  
two doors through which the water access can be regulated, 
two water dispensers, and an airpuff valve for the possibility 
of a mild punishment (0.5 bar). Depending on the conditioning 
method, one or four IC corners were active, in which water was  
provided. The IC contained only bedding material. 

In order to perform experiments within the IC system, it is nec-
essary to habituate the mice to the system first. The mice had 
to learn how to pass through the AnimalGate and where to 
access water within the IC. For this purpose, the mice were  
habituated gradually to the AnimalGate and IC doors. Ini-
tially, all AnimalGate and IC doors were permanently open 
(phase: ‘all doors open’). Thus, it was possible for all mice to 
move freely within the system. As a next step, the doors of the  
AnimalGate were closed, and opened only when a mouse 
entered the AnimalGate, which is similar to the next IC  
habituation step when the corner doors were closed and 
opened due to a visit (phase: ‘visit open doors’). In the final 
phase of habituation, only one mouse could stay in the IC, and  
the IC doors could only be opened with a nosepoke.

Conditioning protocol
The basic requirement for performing a cognitive bias test is 
to condition the animals to scalable stimuli. In our study, the 
mice were conditioned to auditory stimuli. Three different  
conditioning protocols were performed with each of the differ-
ent mouse groups. Common to all protocols was that the mice 
had to learn that for one presented tone (positive tone); they 
received water as a reward; if they made a nosepoke within the  
IC corner (correct behavior). For another tone (negative tone), 
they received an airpuff as a punishment, if they made a nose-
poke (incorrect behavior). If the mice did not make a nose-
poke after hearing the positive tone (incorrect behavior), they  
received no water. If the mice did not make a nosepoke after 
hearing the negative tone (correct behavior), they did not  
receive an airpuff (Table 2). All tones were created by 
using the online tool onlinetonegenerator.com and Audacity  
(AudacityCross-Platform Sound Editor). 

Since the mice only had the opportunity to drink water in 
the IC, it was necessary to monitor whether all mice drank 
daily. If a mouse did not drink for 24 h, the mouse was offered  
water in a separate cage for 15 minutes. After these 15 minutes, 
they were placed back in the home-cage. If drinking did not 

occur in the IC for three consecutive days, these mice were 
taken out of the experiment by allowing them access to water 
within the IC corner without tones. These mice were no longer 
participating in the conditioning phase and cognitive bias test, 
but were still left in the group, leaving the social structure  
unchanged throughout the experiment.

For more clarity, the individual development steps are described 
individually below. The respective results and conclusions fol-
low the method description of the individual development  
steps.

Analysis
Data analysis was done with the open-source statistical soft-
ware R (version 4.0.3, RCoreTeam, 2020). For data visualiza-
tion the R package ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016) was used. Model  
assumptions were inspected visually first by Q-Q plots, and 
secondly by visualizing variance homogeneity of the residu-
als versus fitted values. Individual animals served as the experi-
mental unit, as only one mouse was in the test cage at a time. A 
total of 36 mice were used, which were divided into three groups 
(12 mice per group and developmental step). Since data were  
collected automatically, blinding was not necessary.

Analysis of data from gate conditioning protocol. For the gate 
conditioning protocol (detailed description below), the mice 
first had to learn which corner was the active corner. There-
fore, the visit number of the active corner was compared to  
the visit number of the inactive corners for each mouse per day 
during the first 14 days (when only the positive tone was pre-
sented). A visit was recorded by the IC-system each time a 
mouse entered a corner, and both the RFID transponder number 
was detected and the presence-sensor was activated. The visit 
number was used as the outcome in a linear mixed-effects  
model (R package nlme [Pinheiro et al., 2020]). The experi-
mental days were used as a fixed effect (factor with 14 levels). 
The type of visit (factor with two levels: visits in active cor-
ners versus visits in inactive corners) and the interaction of type 
of visits and day were used also as fixed effects. The variable 
‘days nested in animals’ (n = 12) were set as a random effect.  
Sum-contrasts were used for days and type of visits.

For the evaluation of the two gate conditioning runs (run 1 n 
= 11, run 2 n = 12), the frequency with which the mice passed 
the AnimalGate was first determined for each mouse for each  
day, i.e., how often mice were presented with tone-sequences. 
The duration from entering to leaving the IC was defined as IC-
session. From this, we determined how often the positive and  
negative tone-sequences were played (per animal, per day).  
Next, we determined how often the mice visited the active cor-
ner and made nosepokes on the nosepoke-sensor during the 
positive and negative tone-sequence IC-sessions. The number 
of nosepokes was used as the outcome in a linear mixed-effects  
model (R package nlme). In this model, the experimental days 
were defined as days and used as a fixed effect (factor with nine 
levels in AnimalGate conditioning run 1, factor with 14 levels in 
AnimalGate conditioning run 2). Within the statistical model, 
the type of tone-sequence (two-level factor: positive versus  

Table 2. Description of the possible 
events during the conditioning within the 
IntelliCage corner.

Nosepoke Positive Tone Negative Tone

Yes water airpuff

No nothing nothing
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negative tone-sequence) and the interaction of type of tone-
sequence and day were also used as fixed effects. Sum-contrasts 
were used for day and type of tone-sequence. The variable  
‘experimental days nested in animals’ was set as a random  
effect.

Analysis of data from corner conditioning protocol. For the 
evaluation of the corner conditioning protocol (detailed descrip-
tion below), the frequency with which the mice (group 2  
n = 12, group 3 n = 12) visited the active corner within the IC 
was first determined for each mouse for each day, i.e., how 
often mice were presented with tone-frequencies (inactive cor-
ners were blocked with a plug). From this, we determined how 
often the positive and negative tones were played (per animal,  
per day). Next, we determined how often the mice visited the 
active corner and made nosepokes at the nosepoke-sensor  
during the positive and negative tone. The number of nosepokes 
was used as the outcome in a linear mixed-effects model (R  
package nlme). In this model, the experimental days were defined 
as days and used as a fixed effect (factor with 48 levels). Within 
the statistical model, the type of tone-frequency (two level  
factor: positive tone-frequency versus negative tone-frequency) 
and the interaction of type of tone-frequency and day were  
also used as fixed effects. Sum-contrasts were used for day 
and type of tone-frequency. The variable ‘experimental days 
nested in animals’ was set as a random effect. To test for effects 
of interaction of day and tone-frequency, post hoc comparison  
was conducted (R package emmeans [Lenth, 2020]).

Learning success for visit conditioning. Descriptive statistics 
were used to assess individual learning success by observing 
correct nosepoke behavior. Correct nosepoke behavior at the  
positive tone was defined as a corner visit during which at least 
one nosepoke was made. Correct nosepoke behavior for the  
negative tone was defined as a corner visit without a nose-
poke. For each mouse, we first determined how many positive 
tone trials and negative tone trials had occurred. Then, the  
numbers of positive tone trials with nosepokes and the number 
of negative tone trials without nosepokes were determined. 
Since the probabilities for the positive and negative tone trials 
were different, percentage values were calculated. From this, 
the corrected nosepoke behavior was plotted for each animal 
individually. The learning criterion was set as follows: First,  
we checked whether the values for the positive and nega-
tive tone were above the 50% chance level. Then, on 75% of 
the conditioning days, the correct nosepoke behavior had to be  
above the chance level in order to reach the learning criterion.

Cognitive bias test. All mice reaching the learning criterion 
were used in the cognitive bias test (test 1 and 2 n = 9). All  
other mice remained in the group, but no tones were presented 
when they entered the IC corner. For the cognitive bias test, the 
mice were presented with three additional (ambiguous) tones.  
First, for each mouse we determined how many nosepokes 
they made in response to the five different tones. The number 
of nosepokes was used as the outcome in a linear mixed-effects 
model (R package nlme). In this model, the tones (factor with 
five levels) and measurement (cognitive bias test 1: factor with  

three levels (baseline measurement 1, negative conditions and 
baseline measurement 2), cognitive bias test 2: factor with four 
levels (baseline measurement 1 and 2, negative conditions and 
baseline measurement 3) and the interaction were used as fixed 
effects. The variable ‘treatment nested in animals’ was set as 
a random effect. If the model indicated a significant effect of 
treatment or tone, we conducted a pairwise post hoc analysis  
(R package emmeans).

Body weight and IntelliCage behavior. For the evaluation 
of body weight, number of nosepokes and visits, the corre-
sponding values were determined for each animal for each day  
(group 2 n = 12, group 3 n = 12). These three variables were 
used as the outcome in three different linear mixed-effects mod-
els (R package nlme). Treatment (group two: factor with eight 
levels (0%, 5%, 10%, 16%, 20%, 33% and 50% probability of 
negative tone and visit open doors), group three: factor with  
seven levels (0%, 20% and 50% probability of negative tone, 
nosepoke open doors, baseline measurement and negative con-
ditions)), day (group two: factor with 75 levels, group three:  
factor with 100 levels) and the interaction of treatment and day 
was used as a fixed effect. The variable ‘experimental days  
nested in animals’ were set as a random effect.

Developmental Step 1
Methods
Animals. The 12 female mice of group one arrived at the insti-
tute in February 2019. At the start of the first developmen-
tal step, the mice were seven weeks old. After the experiment  
presented here, the mice were 18 weeks old and used in home-
cage based learning tasks (data not published) and in a consumer 
demand test, which was also performed within the home-cage  
based set-up presented here (Kahnau et al., 2022A). The mice 
started barbering behavior at the age of 18 weeks and imme-
diately following the experiment presented here. Barbering 
behavior is commonly found in C57BL/6J mice (Kahnau et al., 
2022B; Sarna et al., 2000). The reason for this behavior is not yet  
understood.

Gate conditioning protocol. The gate conditioning protocol 
was pre-registered in the Animal Study Registry (doi: 10.17590/
asr.0000121). The mice were conditioned to tone-sequences.  
These sequences had a play time of 6.6 seconds at a frequency 
of 8 kHz and comprised either short tone-sequences with long  
breaks or long tone-sequences with short breaks (Figure 2).

Each mouse was randomly assigned one of two tone-sequences; 
thus six out of twelve mice had tone-sequence A and the other 
six had tone-sequence B as the positive tone stimulus. The other 
tone-sequence was consequently the negative stimulus. One 
loudspeaker was placed on top of the IC (on the grid) facing 
in the direction of the IC inside, allowing the mice to hear 
the tone-sequences. The tone-sequences were played when  
entering the IC after passing through the gate.

Within the IC, each mouse was randomly assigned one active 
corner (three mice per corner), in which the mice received 
either the water reward or an airpuff punishment depending 
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on the tone-sequence. Visiting the other three corners had no  
consequences.

The mice had to learn first which corner their active corner 
was (one out of four) and second that a tone was played every 
time they entered the IC through the gate. This corner and  
positive tone conditioning ran for 14 days. When visiting the 
active corner and activating the nosepoke-sensor, the doors 
were opened for five seconds. To prevent the mice from staying 
too long inside the corner, an airpuff was released after another 
five seconds. To open the doors within the IC corner again, 
the IC had to be left through the gate (end of IC-Session). By  
re-entering the IC, a new trial was initiated. 

After corner and positive tone conditioning, the negative 
tone-sequence was added. To prevent the mice from hav-
ing too many negative experiences directly at the beginning 
of the conditioning phase, the probability of the negative tone 
being played was increased successively. Therefore, two runs  
were carried out. For gate conditioning run 1, the probabil-
ity of playing the negative tone was 33%. For gate conditioning 
run 2, the probability of playing the negative tone was 50%. To  
initiate a new trial, the IC had to be re-entered through the gate, 
i.e., mice that could not drink after a negative tone-sequence  
or did not drink after a positive tone-sequence had to leave and  
re-enter the IC for the next chance to drink.

Results
Corner and positive tone-sequence conditioning. The mice 
first had to learn which corner was the assigned active corner. 
Over a period of 14 days, the animals were successfully con-
ditioned to the active corner (main effect visits: F

1,154 
= 225.44, 

p < 0.0001). The overall number of visits decreased over the 
experimental days (interaction: F

13,154 
= 6.63, p < 0.0001,  

Figure 3).

Gate conditioning protocol. The mice had to learn to make 
nosepokes after hearing positive tone-sequences and refrain 

from making nosepokes after hearing negative tone-sequences.  
In gate conditioning run 1 with 33% chance of hearing a nega-
tive tone sequence (Figure 4), the mice did not make more or 
less nosepokes after hearing positive or negative tone-sequences 
on average (main effect tone-sequence: F

1,90 
= 0.22; p = 0.64).  

The mice did not learn to differentiate between tone-sequences 
over time (interaction: F

8,90
 = 0.82; p = 0.59). However, the 

mice made fewer nosepokes regardless of tone-sequences over  
time (main effect day: F

8,80
 = 4.58; p = 0.0001).

In gate conditioning run 2 with the chance of hearing a negative  
tone sequence increase to 50% (Figure 5), the mice made, on 
average, more nosepokes for the positive tone-sequence (main 
effect tone-sequence: F

1,77
 = 18.9; p < 0.0001) but did not 

learn to differentiate between the tone-sequences (interaction:  
F

6,77
 = 0.62; p = 0.71). During run 2 the mice made more  

nosepokes over time regardless of tone-sequences (main effect  
day: F

6,66
 = 2.45; p = 0.03).

Discussion
The first developmental step was described as ‘gate condition-
ing protocol’, where tone-sequences were played whenever 
a mouse passed the gate and entered the IC. The initial idea 
of using tone-sequences was to easily create ambiguous  
sequences once the positive and negative sequences were suc-
cessfully conditioned. Although it was possible to condition 
the mice to their respective randomly assigned IC corner, the 
mice were not able to distinguish between two tone-sequences. 
The mice were unable to associate a water reward with one  
tone-sequence and a mild airpuff punishment with another 
tone-sequence. The unsuccessful conditioning could have  
different reasons.

First, mouse-specific ultrasonic vocalization series can have a 
length of two seconds. They are variable in their sequence but 
are released at a more or less constant frequency. There are 
also short sequences (a few milliseconds long) that vary in both  
sequence and frequency (Ehret, 2018). Our artificially created, 

Figure 2. Tone-sequences used for AnimalGate conditioning.
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Figure 3. Comparison of visit numbers in active and inactive corners. The y-axis shows the number of visits which were made within 
the active and inactive corners. The x-axis shows the experimental days. n = 12.

Figure 4. Gate conditioning run 1. The y-axis shows the number of nosepokes which were made in response to the presented tone-
frequencies. Number of nosepokes are given in percent since the probability of the two tone-frequencies being played was different 
(positive = 67%, negative = 33%). After hearing a positive tone-frequency, a nosepoke had to be made, but not after hearing a negative 
tone-frequency. The x-axis shows the experimental days. n = 11.
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very static tone sequences at constant frequency had a length 
of 6.6 seconds, which may be too long to be perceived as  
relevant for the mice. The tone-sequences might have shown 
better results if shortened. To the best of our knowledge,  
there have been no experiments to condition mice to artificially 
created tone-sequences like the ones we used during develop-
mental step 1. However, past studies showed the possibility to 
condition mice to tones, namely tone-frequencies (De Hoz & 
Nelken, 2014; Jones et al., 2017). Therefore, we decided to use  
tone-frequencies instead for the next developmental step.

Second, the timing at which the tone-sequences during gate 
conditioning were presented was not optimal. Tones were  
initiated by each pass through the gate and played when the  
IC was entered. Whether the mouse then also directly visited 
the IC corner was probably dependent on how strong the moti-
vation to drink was. Therefore, it might be possible that too 
much time passed between the tone and the actual corner visit, 
and thus, no association was established between these two 
events. The timing between stimulus presentation and event 
onset is important for successful conditioning, as shown, for  
example, by clicker training (Lattal, 2010).

Therefore, we decided to change the time point of tone pres-
entation and relocated the conditioning completely to the IC 
corner. From then on, the sound was played when the mouse  
entered the IC corner. This improvement reduced the time span 
from the presentation of the stimulus to the corresponding nose-
poke behavior to a minimum. To prevent a possible overlap effect 

of the unsuccessful conditioning on the next developmental  
step, we continued to work with a naïve mouse group.

Developmental Step 2
Methods
Animals. The twelve female mice of group two arrived at the 
institute in October 2019. At the start of the second devel-
opmental step presented here, the mice were 14 weeks old. 
The mice started barbering behavior at an age of 20 weeks,  
during the conditioning phase. At the end of the experiment, 
the mice were 26 weeks old and used in another experiment to 
develop a conditioned place preference test to assess severity  
of experimental procedures (publication in preparation).

Corner conditioning protocol. Since the gate conditioning 
protocol was not successful in group one, we improved the 
conditioning protocol and decided to no longer condition to  
tone-sequences but to tone-frequencies.

The hearing range of mice is between 2 kHz and 70 kHz  
(Heffner & Heffner, 2007). To find different frequencies with 
equal sound pressure levels (SPL) in the corner, a measuring  
microphone (miniDSP Umik-1 calibrated USB microphone) 
and the software Room EQ Wizard were used. In a study by de 
Hoz and Nelken, mice were successfully conditioned to tone-
frequencies between 6 kHz and 13 kHz (De Hoz & Nelken,  
2014). The same frequency range was used for our study. With 
a digital signal processor (miniDSP 2x4 ), the SPL of the played 
tone was optimized, to ensure that all tones were played at the 

Figure 5. Gate conditioning run 2. The y-axis shows the number of nosepokes which were made in response to the presented tone-
frequencies. The probability of the two tone-frequencies being played was 50:50. After hearing a positive tone-frequency, a nosepoke had 
to be made, but not after hearing a negative tone-frequency. The x-axis shows the experimental days. n = 12.
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same volume within the corner. This was done to ensure that 
variations in SPL stemming from the speaker and confined 
space in which they are played were as small as possible.  
However, it must be emphasized that the perception of mice dif-
fers from that of humans and that there possibly are influences,  
which we are unable to detect and/or assess.

In addition to different tones, we decided to change the time 
when the tones were played. For the corner conditioning pro-
tocol, tone-frequencies (positive or negative tone) were played  
when entering an IC corner instead of when leaving the gate 
and entering the IC. One single corner within the IC was chosen 
as the active corner for all mice to set the focus of the mice to 
this corner and to ensure that the tone quality was the same 
for all mice. All other corners were made unreachable by  
3D printed plugs made from gray polylactic acid (PLA). In  
order to initiate a new trial, the mice had to re-enter the active 
corner. During one IC session, multiple trials could be initi-
ated by the mouse re-entering the active corner without having 
to leave the IC again (as it was the case for gate condition-
ing protocol). Within the active corner and after hearing the 
positive tone-frequency, the IC doors could be opened by  
a nosepoke for seven seconds.

To play the tone-frequencies, one loudspeaker was placed 
on top of the active corner directed towards the inside of the  
corner, so the mice were able to hear the tones. In order to be 

able to position the loudspeaker, it was integrated into a black 3D  
printed box (Figure 1C).

The tone-frequency at one end of the scale was 6.814 kHz at 
70 decibel (dB), the other tone-frequency on the other end of  
the scale was 13.629 kHz at 70 dB. At the beginning of the  
conditioning phase, only the positive tone frequency was played 
during a visit in the active IC corner. The probability of the  
negative tone-frequency was increased progressively to 
avoid too many negative experiences at the beginning of the  
experiment (Extended data [Kahnau et al., 2022C]).

The tone-frequencies had at first a length of 0.5 seconds. The 
tone length was extended to one second on experimental day 
20. During the experimental phase, there were several technical  
problems and therefore, data for some days were lost. On  
several occasions, the body weight of the animals could not 
be recorded due to the AnimalGate being blocked by bedding 
material. Removing the bedding from the AnimalGate solved 
this problem. An unexpected failure of the control unit led to 
missing data recording on days 23, 99, 104, 105. The whole  
IC system had to be restarted to resolve these failures.

Results
Corner conditioning protocol. After visiting the active corner, 
one out of two tone-frequencies was randomly presented. In 
total (Figure 6), the mice made more nosepokes at the positive  

Figure 6. Corner conditioning group two. Number of nosepokes in percent made in response to two different tone-frequencies. The 
data for experimental day 23, 99, 104, 105 is missing due to technical problems with the IntelliCage system. No data from day 49 to 84 is 
available, because the mice were not in the home-cage based set-up as the set-up had to be maintained. From experimental day 85 the 
mice were kept in the set-up again. In order to habituate the mice to the set-up again, no sounds were played on days 85 to 98. On the 
y-axis, the number of nosepokes in percent is shown. The x-axis shows the experimental days. The dashed line marks the time point when 
the tone length was increased to one second. 0% = no negative tone, 5% = 5% negative tone probability, 10% = 10 percent negative tone 
probability, 16% = 16% negative tone probability, 20% = 20% negative tone probability, 33% = 33% negative tone probability, 50% = 50% 
negative tone probability.
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tone compared to the number of nosepokes made at the nega-
tive tone-frequency (main effect tone: F

1,452 
= 795, p < 0.0001). 

The mice differentiated between the two-tone frequencies after 
the tone length was increased to 1 second on experimental day 
20 (interaction: F

47,452 
= 9.51, p < 0.0001, table S3 Extended data  

[Kahnau et al., 2022C]). In addition, the mice made less nose-
pokes in total after day 20 (main effect experimental day:  
F

47,473 
= 5.39, p < 0.0001).

Individual learning success. Since the results are considered 
for each mouse, the results are evaluated descriptively. The indi-
vidual learning success was considered during the time period 
when the negative tone was played with a probability of 33%  
(Figure 7) and 50% (Figure 8). These were chosen because the 
negative tone was played enough times to allow a meaningful  
comparison of the nosepoke behavior.

At the time when the negative tone was played with a probabil-
ity of 33%, seven mice (ro_si_2, ro_sw_2, sw_ge_2, sw_si_2, 
we_ro_2, we_si_2, and we_sw_2) out of 12 mice reached the 
learning criterion. Mouse ro_ge-2 stopped to drink before the  
negative tone was played with a probability of 33%. 

Increasing the probability of the negative tone to 50% resulted 
in more incorrect nosepoke behavior in response to the nega-
tive tone. Only four mice (ro_sw_2, sw_si_2, we_ro_2 and 
we_si_2) out of 12 mice reached the learning criterion (75% 
of correct nosepoke behavior over 50%). The mice ro_ge_2  
and ro_si_2 did not drink and were taken out of the experiment.

Body weight and IntelliCage behavior. Body weight, number 
of licks, and number of visits were recorded throughout the 
experimental period (Figure 9). Body weight was influenced 
by the treatment (F

7,803 
= 2.33, p = 0.02) as well as by the  

experimental day (F
1,803 

= 211, p < 0.0001). Also, the interaction 
treatment and day had an influence on body weight (F

7,803 
= 2,36,  

p = 0.02). In addition, the number of licks over time was  
influenced by treatment (F

7,813 
= 20.71, p < 0.0001) as well as 

experimental day (F
1,813 

= 14,3, p > 0.0001). This influence seems 
to be particularly strong on individual experimental days (inter-
action: F

17,813 
= 7,99, p < 0.0001), which is also reflected in the 

number of visits (interaction: F
7,813 

= 22.31, p < 0.0001). These were 
also influenced by the treatment (F

7,814 
= 47, p < 0.0001) but not  

influenced by the experimental day (F
1,815 

= 0.05, p = 0.83). 

Discussion
The second developmental step was described as ‘corner  
conditioning protocol’, where tone-sequences were played  
whenever a mouse visited the active IC corner. With this pro-
tocol, it was possible for the first time for single mice to distin-
guish between two different tone-frequencies within the set-up 
presented here. Two mice ceased drinking in the IC during the 
conditioning phase. Therefore, these mice were excluded from 
the experiment, i.e., for them the tone presentation was turned 
off and they were able to open the doors by a nosepoke at each 
visit. Dropouts also occurred in other studies, where individual 
animals did not reach the learning criterion and thus the actual 
test phase (e.g., Bračić et al., 2022; Hintze et al., 2018; Kloke  
et al., 2014; Krakenberg et al., 2019).

Figure 7. Individual learning success during conditioning when the negative tone-frequency was presented with a probability 
of 33%. Mouse ro_ge_2 was taken out of the experiment. Learning criterion 75% of correct nosepoke behavior over 50%.
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Figure 8. Individual learning success during conditioning when the negative tone-frequency was presented with a probability 
of 50%. The data of day 105 is missing due to technical problems with the IntelliCage system. Ro_ge_2 and ro_si_2 did not participate any 
longer in the experiment. Learning criterion 9 trials over 50% out of 12.

Figure 9. Measurement of body weight, IntelliCage corner visits and lick number over time. The x-axis shows the experimental 
days. On the y-axis first the body weight, second the lick number and third the visit number is shown. Different tones with different playback 
probabilities were presented throughout the experimental period (treatment). The data of experimental day -1, 23, 33, 98, 100, 104 and 105 
are missing, due to technical issues. During experimental days 49 to 84 no tones were played.
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The other ten mice of the group continued to drink within the 
IC but they did not initially distinguish between the two dif-
ferent tones. After changing the tone length (from half a second  
to one second), significant differences in the nosepoke behav-
ior depending on the tone could be detected. The mice did 
more nosepokes in response to the positive tone compared 
to the nosepoke number for the negative tone. However, the 
number of nosepokes for the negative tone increased when the  
probability of it occurring was increased (up to 50%).

This was particularly evident in the examination of indi-
vidual learning performance, when nosepoking was barely 
supressed by the negative tone. Overall, mice made many correct  
responses for the positive tone, but markedly fewer correct 
responses for the negative tone. Accordingly, the mice seemed 
to have a high motivation to perform nosepokes regardless of the  
outcome.

There was also an increase in the number of visits over the 
course of the experiment. However, the number of licks per day 
hardly changed. The explanation might be that the possibility  
to drink was reduced by increasing the number of trials with 
the negative tone. Thus, to get the same amount of liquid, more 
visits had to be made. It may be that the motivation to inter-
act with the nosepoke sensor was so strong that the risk of  
punishment was accepted. This would be in line with litera-
ture data showing that mice continue to operate a lever although 
it was associated with a stimulation of ‘aversive brain regions’  
(Cazala, 1986).

By giving many incorrect responses to the negative tone, the 
mice also received a correspondingly high number of air-
puffs, which in turn could have led to habituation to the airpuff.  
The punishment would therefore no longer be perceived as a  
valid punishment (Kahnau et al., 2021). Another explanation  
could be that the permanent presentation of the tones caused 
them to no longer be perceived as relevant but rather as a kind 
of background noise, and nosepokes were made independently  
of the tones.

In conventional tests, mice were placed in a designed test appa-
ratus for a defined test period and were exposed to the stimuli 
for that defined time (e.g., Bailoo et al., 2018; Boleij et al.,  
2012; Kloke et al., 2014; Krakenberg et al., 2019; Richter  
et al., 2012). After the test phase, the mice were transferred back 
to their home-cages, where they spent their time undisturbed 
until the next test phase. On the contrary, in our system, which 
also served as the home-cage, no such breaks occurred. Thus,  
the stimulus might have had none or little relevance and the 
focus might be on opening the doors, driven by the motivation  
to drink.

Our results suggest that rest periods should be included in 
order to maintain the concentration and/or motivation of the 
mice. Therefore, for the next developmental step, we decided to  
schedule breaks, while the mice had access to the water with-
out presentation of the tones, between the individual condition-
ing and testing phases. To exclude possible influences from 

previous conditioning phases, we again worked with another  
naïve mouse group in the next developmental step.

Developmental Step 3
Methods
Animals. The twelve female mice of group three arrived at the 
institute in September 2020. At the start of the third developmen-
tal step, the mice were six weeks old. At the end of this experi-
ment, the mice were 21 weeks and used in various cognitive  
experiments (data not published) and in an experiment to 
develop a home-cage based consumer demand test based on 
the mouse positioning surveillance system (data not pub-
lished yet). The mice started barbering behavior at the age of  
31 weeks, 10 weeks after the experiment presented here.

Corner conditioning protocol. In order to successfully condi-
tion the mice of group three to tone-frequencies, further modifi-
cations were made to the corner conditioning protocol described 
earlier. This experiment was pre-registered in the Animal  
Study Registry (doi: 10.17590/asr.0000228). In the active cor-
ner and after hearing the positive tone-frequency, the IC doors 
could be opened by a nosepoke for ten seconds. In addition, the 
tone length as well as the airpuff length was extended to two sec-
onds. The tone-frequencies for the first conditioning phase of 
group three were the same as for group two (6.814 kHz at 70 dB  
and 13.629 kHz at 70 dB). For the second conditioning 
phase, tone-frequencies between 6.814 kHz at 70 dB and 
9.636 kHz at 70 dB were used. Also, for group three, the 
probability of the negative tone was increased step by step  
(Extended data).

Cognitive bias test. After the conditioning phase, the cognitive 
bias test followed. This was done by adding ambiguous tone-
frequencies, which were calibrated between the positive and  
negative tone-frequencies (first cognitive bias test: 8.103 kHz, 
9.636 kHz, 11.459 Hz, second cognitive bias test: 7.431 kHz, 
8.103 kHz, 8.836 kHz). For the determination of these ambigu-
ous tones, the geometric mean, which is the perceived middle 
between two tones, was used. To determine the geometric mean 
(GM), the square of the product of the two chosen tone frequencies  
is calculated.

1 2GM f f= ⋅

The tritone of the original low and high frequency is then used 
as the respective high and low frequency to calculate two addi-
tional tritones, generating a scale of five tones, each percep-
tibly equidistant to their neighbors. The SPL was checked 
with a measuring microphone and the Room Acoustics  
Software.

The probability for each of the three ambiguous tone frequen-
cies to be played was 5%. By entering the active corner, one of 
the five different tone-frequencies was randomly presented.  
The mice received water by performing a nosepoke at the posi-
tive tone, and received an airpuff by performing a nosepoke 
at the negative tone. The mice received neither a reward nor a 
punishment for the ambiguous tones. For data evaluation, the  
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nosepoke behavior toward the ambiguous tone-frequencies was  
measured.

During baseline measurement, the housing conditions were as 
described in section “Home-cage based set-up”. To manipulate 
the cognitive bias, the housing conditions were changed. The 
mice had less bedding (2cm high), less nesting material (four 
papers), less housing (one mouse house), no running disk, one 
handling tube, two wooden gnawing sticks, no active enrich-
ment and no resting platform. For further treatment effect, the 
mice were additionally restrained. For this purpose, the mice 
were handled by tail and placed in a tube. In the tube, the mice  
were unable to move and had to remain in the tube for three 
minutes. This procedure was performed on four consecutive 
days at 08:00 to 9:30 o’clock during the cognitive bias meas-
urement. The order in which the mice were restrained was  
randomized for each day using the R statistical program.

Results
Corner conditioning protocol. From day 57 (Figure 10), the  
tone-frequencies were changed. In total, the mice made 
more nosepokes in response to the positive tone compared to 
the number of nosepokes made in response to the negative  
tone-frequency (F

1,429 
= 3578, p < 0.0001). The experimental 

days also seem to have an influence on the nosepoke number 
(main effect experimental day: F

48,418 
= 4.77, p < 0.0001) as well  

as the interaction of day and tone (F
48,429 

= 6.13, p < 0.0001).

Individual learning success conditioning phase 1. Condi-
tioning phase 1 run for 11 days (Figure 11). Experimental day 
16 was quite noticeable, where all mice performed worse. It 
was found that a technical problem occurred during the tone 
playback. Therefore, for learning success evaluation only  
10 days were used.

Nine mice (ro_ge_3, ro_sw_3, ro_we_3, sw_ge_3,sw_si_3, sw_
we_3, we_ge_3 we_ro_3 and we_si_3) out of 12 mice reached 
the learning criterion (75% of correct nosepoke behavior over 
50%). The mice ro_si_3, sw_ro_3 and we_sw_3 stopped to  
drink and were taken out of the experiment at day 18.

Cognitive bias test 1. During the first CB test (Figure 12), the 
tone-frequencies influenced the number of nosepokes, which 
were made after hearing the tone-frequencies (F

4,96 
= 28.55,  

p < 0.0001). A post hoc comparison showed that, except for the 
negative and near-negative tone (tone-frequency which is close 
to the negative tone-frequency), the mice discriminated between 
the different frequencies (Table 3). Also, the treatment (base-
line measurement and negative treatment (less bedding and 
nesting, no enrichment and daily restraining) had an influence 
on the nosepoke behavior of the mice (F

2,16 
= 5.08, p = 0.02).  

A post hoc comparison showed that the mice made less nose-
pokes during baseline 1 measurement compared to baseline 2 
measurement and negative treatment (Table 4). The interac-
tion of tone-frequency and treatment had no influence on the  
nosepoke behavior (F

8,96
= 1.05, p = 0.4).

Figure 10. Corner conditioning group three. Number of nosepokes in percent made in response to two tone-frequencies. The data for 
experimental day 32 and 59 are missing due to technical problems with the IntelliCage system. There was an experimental break between 
day 47 and 56. After each treatment, no tones were presented. On the y-axis, the number of nosepokes in percent are shown. The x-axis 
shows the experimental days. During the experimental time period, the tones were presented with different probabilities. 0% = no negative 
tone, 20% = 20% negative tone probability, 50% = 50% negative tone probability, CBT b = cognitive bias measurement baseline, CBT n = 
cognitive bias measurement under negative conditions with less bedding and nesting, no enrichment and daily restraining.
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Figure 11. Individual learning success during conditioning phase 1 of mouse group three. On day 16, due to technical problems, 
the tones were not played correctly The mice ro_si_3, sw_ro_3 and we_sw_3 were excluded from the experiment from day 18 onwards. 
Learning criterion: 75% of correct nosepoke behavior over 50%.

Figure 12. Cognitive bias test 1. The x-axis shows the tone-frequencies with n = negative tone, nn = near-negative tone, m = middle 
tone, np = near-positive tone and p = positive tone. The y-axis shows the number of nosepokes in percent made in response to the  
tone-frequencies. During negative measurement the housing conditions were changed compared (less bedding and nesting and  
no enrichment) to baseline measurement and the mice were restrained daily. n = 9.
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Individual learning success conditioning phase 2. Due to tech-
nical issues, the data of day 59 are missing and was excluded 
for learning success evaluation. During conditioning phase 2  
(Figure 13) 8 (ro_sw_3, ro_we_3, sw_ge_3, sw_si_3, sw_we_3, 
we_ge_3, we_ro_3 and we_si_3) out of 12 mice reached the 
learning criterion. The mice ro_si_3 and we_sw_3 stopped 
to drink and were taken out of the experiment at day 59. The 
mouse sw_ro_3 stopped to drink, too, and was taken out of the  
experiment at day 65.

Also, during the second CB test (Figure 14), the tone- 
frequencies influenced the number of nosepokes (F

4,112 
= 27.27,  

p < 0.0001). Again, the mice did not differentiate between 
the negative and near-negative tone but between all other  
tone-frequencies (Table 5). The measurement and the interac-
tion of tone-frequency and treatment had no influence on the 
nosepoke number (main effect treatment: F

3,21 
= 1.67, p = 0.2,  

interaction: F
13,112 

= 0.62, p = 0.8).

Table 4. Results of the post hoc comparison of the 
performed nosepokes during baseline measurement 
and negative treatment in response to the tone-
frequencies. b = baseline, n = negative treatment (less 
bedding and nesting, no enrichment and daily restraining)

Comparison Estimate SE df t.Ratio p-Value

b1 – b2 11.917 3 16 -3.979 <0.01

b1 – n -11.345 3 16 -3.788 <0.01

b2 – n 0.573 3 16 0.191 0.85

Table 3. Results of the post hoc comparison of the 
performed nosepokes in response to the tone-
frequencies for the first cognitive bias test. n = negative 
tone, nn = near-negative tone, m = middle tone, np = near-
positive tone and p = positive tone.

Comparison Estimate SE df t.Ratio p-Value

m – n 12.52 3.87 96 3.24 <0.001

m – nn 15.79 3.87 96 4.08 <0.001

m – np -23.41 3.87 96 -6.06 <0.0001

m – p -48.27 3.87 96 -12.48 <0.0001

n – nn 3.27 3.87 96 0.85 0.4

n – np -35.93 3.87 96 -9.29 <0.0001

n – p -60.79 3.87 96 -15.72 <0.0001

nn – np -39.2 3.87 96 -10.14 <0.0001

nn – p -64.06 3.87 96 -16.57 <0.0001

np – p -24.86 3.87 96 -6.43 <0.0001

Body weight and IntelliCage behavior. Body weight  
(Figure 15) was influenced by the treatment (F

5,963 
= 17.4, p 

< 0.0001) as well as by the experimental day (F
1,963 

= 196,  
p < 0.0001). Over time, body weight increased continuously. 
Also, the interaction of experimental day and treatment influ-
enced body weight (F

5,963 
= 12.52, p < 0.0001). The number 

of licks (Figure 15) over time were influenced by treatment  
(F

5,963 
= 30.79, p < 0.0001) but not by experimental day  

(F
1,963 

= 0.03, p = 0.9) or the interaction of experimental day 
and treatment (F

 5,963
= 1.8, p = 0.1). The number of visits  

(Figure 15) were influenced by treatment (F
5,963 

= 50.29,  
p < 0.0001). The analysis showed a tendency towards influ-
ence of the experimental day on the visit numbers (F

1,963 
= 3.5,  

p = 0.06). However, the interaction of experimental day and 
treatment had an influence on the visit number (F

5,963 
= 6.8,  

p < 0.0001).

Discussion
The third developmental step was also described as ‘corner con-
ditioning protocol’, where tone-frequencies were played when-
ever a mouse visited the active IC corner. The tone length 
was changed again (from one to two seconds) compared to  
developmental step two. The assumption was that this change 
would allow the mice to discriminate the tone-frequencies more 
easily. In the study by de Hoz and Nelken, the tone-frequencies  
were played throughout the complete time of a corner visit. 
The playing of the tone was stopped only after the mouse left 
the corner and was re-initiated by a new corner visit (De Hoz  
& Nelken, 2014). This extreme adjustment of playback length 
was not considered for our experiment, since it is not known 
how the individual tone presentation length influences the 
nosepoke behavior, and thus, the cognitive bias of the mice.  
There was a potential for individual visit durations to have an 
influence on the individual mouse assessment of ambiguous 
tone, making the results difficult to interpret and thus reducing  
the validity of the data. 

Like in developmental step two, some mice in group three 
could not be conditioned to the tone-frequencies. However, the 
remaining mice learned effectively and made more nosepokes 
in response to the positive tone compared to the negative tone.  
In addition, the mice seemed to be more hesitant in nose-
poke behavior compared to the mice in developmental step 
two. This becomes evident when examining individual learn-
ing performance: There were slightly fewer correct responses 
for the positive tone and more correct responses for the negative  
tone. This implies that they performed less nosepokes overall,  
which has a positive effect on the number of correct answers 
for the negative tone but a negative effect on the answers for 
the positive tone. The airpuff seems to be perceived as negative. 
However, since some mice had to be excluded in this and in the 
previous developmental step because they stopped drinking, it 
should be considered whether the airpuff of 0.5 bar is too intense  
and might be reduced which could reduce the drop-out rate.

In other studies, punishment is not used at all (Graulich et al., 
2016; Hintze et al., 2018; Novak et al., 2016; Verjat et al., 2021), 
as it is discussed that punishment during conditioning and in the 
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Figure 13. Individual learning success during conditioning phase 2 of mouse group three. Data of day 59 is missing due to technical 
problems.

Figure 14. Cognitive bias test 2. The x-axis shows the tone-frequencies with n = negative tone, nn = near-negative tone, m = middle 
tone, np = near-positive tone and p = positive tone. The y-axis shows the number of nosepokes in percent made in response to the tone-
frequencies. During negative treatment the housing conditions were changed compared to baseline measurement and the mice were 
restrained daily. n = 9
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test itself may already have an influence on the cognitive bias  
(Roelofs et al., 2016). However, conditioning with punishment 
seems to be easier to learn and thus seems to succeed faster  

(Lagisz et al., 2020). In our system, we chose to use a punishment 
because the behavior of the mice can be interpreted clearly.  
The mice want to avoid the airpuff and therefore do not poke 

Figure 15. Measurement of body weight, IntelliCage corner visits and lick number over time. The x-axis shows the experimental 
days. On the y-axis, first the body weight, second the lick number and third the visit number is shown. Different tones with different playback 
probabilities were presented throughout the experimental period (treatment). The data of experimental day 32, 59 and 92 is missing, due 
to technical issues.

Table 5. Results of the post hoc comparison of the 
performed nosepokes in response to the tone-
frequencies for the first cognitive bias test. n = negative 
tone, nn = near-negative tone, m = middle tone, np = near-
positive tone and p = positive tone.

Comparison Estimate SE df t.Ratio p-Value

m – n 24.72 4.42 112 5.59 <0.0001

m – nn 21.92 4.42 112 5.0 <0.0001

m – np -32.89 4.42 112 -7.44 <0.0001

m – p -44.87 4.42 112 -10.15 <0.0001

n – nn -2.79 4.42 112 -0.63 0.53

n – np -57.61 4.42 112 -13.03 <0.0001

n – p -69.59 4.42 112 -15.74 <0.0001

nn – np -54.82 4.42 112 -12.4 <0.0001

nn – p -66.80 4.42 112 -15.1 <0.0001

np – p -11.98 4.42 112 -2.71 <0.001
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when the negative tone is presented. We come to this conclusion 
based on our experience of mice immediately performing nose-
pokes upon entering the IC corners if no airpuffs are included  
in an experimental design.

Lagisz and colleagues identified in their systematic review 
and meta-analysis that a go/go active choice paradigm (go to 
receive a reward and go to avoid a punishment) leads to the most  
sensitive set-up (Lagisz et al., 2020). It is discussed wheather 
in a go/no-go paradigm the no-go behavior could be related to 
reduced activity or motivation and not to negative expectation 
of the future event (Enkel et al., 2010; Matheson et al., 2008).  
Nevertheless, we chose in our system a go/no-go paradigm. 
The mice had to nosepoke (go) to receive the reward (water) 
and not to nosepoke (no-go) to avoid the punishment (airpuff). 
In addition, the mice had to leave the IC corner and re-enter  
it (go) to initiate a new trial. We chose a go/no-go paradigm 
for the same reason that we used the airpuff as a punishment. 
The behavior in response to the tones is more easily distin-
guished and interpreted. In addition, by self-initiating the trial, 
there are no waiting times and the mice have the possibility 
to complete the trial in a self-determined manner (Hintze et al.,  
2018; Krakenberg et al., 2019). This choice of experimental 
design allows us to assume that the mice are highly motivated 
and facilitates the derivation of a conclusive interpretation  
of the mice’s behavior.

In the third development step we also analyzed the visit and 
lick behavior. Both seem to be influenced by the treatment 
(breaks, conditioning or cognitive bias measurement). By start-
ing conditioning, fewer visits and licks were made. It can  
be assumed that the lick number is also influenced by the  
circumstance that the IC doors were permanently open dur-
ing the breaks. This allowed the mice to drink more per visit  
during the breaks, which consequently reduced the number of 
visits and increased the number of licks. The data suggest that 
the mice need more time to drink, as weight was also affected 
by the treatment. It would therefore be reasonable to increase 
IC open-door-time. However, the open-door-time should not be 
so long that the number of visits is reduced because more licks 
might be made per visit and thus fewer visits are needed and 
made overall. This in turn would lead to a reduced number of  
trials for evaluation.

All three groups of mice showed barbering behavior over 
their lifespan. This behavior occurred at different ages in the  
respective groups. Group one showed barbering behavior imme-
diately after the experiments presented here, group two during  
the experiments and group three a few weeks after the experi-
ments presented here. However, it is likely that the behavior 
was present earlier, as it was only visible through fur lesions. 
Barbering is a common behavior in female C57 mice (Garner,  
2005; Kahnau et al., 2022B). The reasons for the occurrence 
of this behavior are still unknown. To gain a better understand-
ing of the behavioral course of barbering, we have developed 
a score sheet (Kahnau et al., 2022B). Whether and what influ-
ence barbering has on the mice and thus on the experimental  
data is unclear. We assume that the influence on the data  

presented here is rather low, as we were able to condition mice 
and measure the cognitive bias. Nevertheless, it is necessary to  
investigate this behavior further and to report it if it occurs.

Because we assumed successful conditioning in developmental 
step three, the cognitive bias test followed. With the automated 
and home-cage based set-up presented here, it was possible  
to measure the cognitive bias of female C57BL/6J mice. Our 
data showed a sigmoidal curve of data points decreasing 
from positive tone-frequency to negative tone-frequency. Our 
result suggests that the ambiguous tone-frequencies are per-
ceived and interpreted differently with respect to the previously  
conditioned tone-frequencies, which is a basic requirement 
of a valid cognitive bias test (Gygax, 2014; Hintze et al., 2018;  
Krakenberg et al., 2019). 

We hypothesized that mice living in enriched housing  
conditions (from 28 days of age) would be affected in their  
emotional state by removal of enrichment and additional 
restraining. In fact, we were able to detect a change in the cog-
nitive bias. The mice showed more nosepoke behavior while  
kept under negative conditions compared to the time of the first 
baseline measurement, indicating a positive, optimistic cognitive 
bias. This increased nosepoke behavior was still evident during 
the second baseline measurement, when the negative conditions 
had been eliminated. This result is surprising because studies in 
rats showed that rats housed under negative housing conditions 
showed a negative cognitive bias (Burman et al., 2009; Harding  
et al., 2004) and a transfer from standard to enriched housing 
conditions led to a shift from pessimistic to optimistic cogni-
tive bias (Brydges et al., 2011; Richter et al., 2012). So far, only 
Resasco and colleagues were able to measure an influence of 
housing conditions on cognitive bias in mice. Unlike to our study, 
enriched housed mice seemed to have a positive expectancy related 
to the ambiguous stimulus compared to standard housed mice  
(Resasco et al., 2021).

The question arises why the mice in our experiment seem to 
have a more optimistic cognitive bias after removing enrichment 
and with restraining. One explanation might be that the mice  
experienced boredom due to the removal of enrichment, since 
most stimulating objects had been removed. According to opti-
mal arousal theory, individuals strive for an optimal arousal state. 
If an individual does not have this arousal state and/or experi-
ences boredom, it would seek something arousing/stimulating. 
However, if the arousal state is too strong, the individual would  
seek less arousing stimuli (Mitchell et al., 1984).

In our experiment, this could indicate that the mice did not have 
an optimal arousal state due to the removal of enrichment and 
that this is targeted by an increased willingness to take risks to 
receive an airpuff. However, the mice were also additionally  
restrained. Thus, it is not possible to identify which factor 
(removal of enrichment or restraining) or both factors had an 
influence on the cognitive bias. The influence also seems to be 
so strong that an increased nosepoke behavior (compared to the 
first baseline measurement) could also be detected for the second  
baseline measurement. This raised the question of whether the 
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mice really had a more optimistic cognitive bias or whether the 
tones were too “easy” to distinguish. Therefore, we decided  
to reduce the tone scalar.

The mice also learned to discriminate between tones which 
were closer to each other, and learned when they received 
water and when they received an airpuff. Therefore, another  
cognitive bias test was performed.

During the second test phase, we again observed a sigmoidal 
curve in the data, but no change in cognitive bias. This result 
is consistent with other studies (Bailoo et al., 2018; Bračić  
et al., 2022). It should be noted that during the second test 
phase, the period of negative conditions was significantly  
lower. It is possible that one week has no influence on the cog-
nitive bias of mice or that the experiences already made have 
led to a kind of habituation. It is also possible that the test  
systems developed so far, including the system presented here, 
were not sensitive enough. In addition, the possible change 
in cognitive bias might not last long enough to be measured  
or is covered by positive stimulation due to cognition training  
(Krakenberg et al., 2019). Another reason why we could not 
measure a change could be that a group of mice serving as  
their own control is not informative enough, as we cannot rule 
out a temporal carrying over effect for the second baseline.  
However, the study of Bracic and colleagues showed that the 
cognitive bias was repeatable over multiple measurements  
(Bračić et al., 2022). Further experiments are necessary to  
better interpret the results presented here. For example, it is 
necessary to test whether a mouse group can serve as its own  
control group.

It should be noted that a too-frequent repetition of presenting 
the ambiguous stimuli could also lead to mice learning that nei-
ther reward nor punishment occurs with ambiguous stimuli  
(Roelofs et al., 2016). Therefore, it is necessary to ensure that 
the ambiguous stimuli are distributed in an appropriately high 
trial number of positive and negative stimuli (Krakenberg et al.,  
2019).

In some mouse test systems, the trial number per session is rel-
atively low, i.e.1-32 trials (Boleij et al., 2012; Kloke et al., 
2014; Novak et al., 2016). In contrast, in the set-up of Hintze 
and colleagues and in the automated touch-screen system  
of Krakenberg and colleagues, up to 54 trials per day could be 
performed. However, it was always necessary to remove the 
mice from their familiar environment, thus separating them from 
their group members (with the exception of individual hous-
ing) and determining the time of the test, which could have an  
influence on the motivation to participate in the test.

In our set-up, the number of trials varied depending on how  
frequently the IC corners were visited (group three: 4 - 214 visits 
= trials), but were distributed over the entire day. The animals 
decided independently from the experimenter when to enter  
the IC (if the IC was not already occupied by another mouse), 
which makes a high motivation to participate in the test  
plausible. Even though only one mouse could be in the IC at 
a time, it was possible for all mice to enter the IC several times 
a day, and thus, initiate trials in the IC itself. This was also 

shown in an automated and home-cage based consumer demand 
test, for which a similar test setup was used as described here  
(Kahnau et al., 2022A). It is also not necessary to manipulate 
the night/day rhythm (as e.g., in Krakenberg et al., 2019), as in 
experiments in which the presence of an experimenter dur-
ing data acquisition is required. This, in turn, drastically reduces 
the time required (daily control of animals and set-up of about  
30 minutes).

Conclusions
The cognitive bias test seems to be a suitable test method to  
measure the affective state of animals (Lagisz et al., 2020). So 
far, however, these tests are very labor intensive and require  
animals to be tested outside of their home cages, which has 
implications for the animals and thus the data. (e.g., Bračić  
et al., 2022; Hintze et al., 2018; Kloke et al., 2014; Krakenberg  
et al., 2019). Therefore, we aimed to develop an automated  
and home-cage based cognitive bias test for mice.

In the study presented here, we describe the developmental 
steps for such a test concluding in a method that allows meas-
uring the cognitive bias in mice. By presenting the various  
stages of development, we intended to provide a better under-
standing of the structure of the test method. We also contribute 
to providing comprehensive information to the scientific com-
munity that can be used to develop further automated and  
home-cage based systems.

Automation and home-cage based testing offers the advantages 
of testing the mice in their familiar environment and dur-
ing their active phase. The influence of the animals on each  
other is reduced, as only one mouse can be in the test-cage at a 
time. Also, the influence of the experimenter is reduced to a  
minimum. The fact that the mice can choose the time of the 
experiment and initiate trials themselves gives them control over 
what occurs and suggests that the mice are highly motivated. 
All this, in turn, might have a positive impact on the validity of  
the data.

We were able to measure and manipulate the cognitive bias of 
the mice although further research is needed for a better under-
standing of the mice’s cognitive bias. We will continue to  
develop our test system and use it to assess the burden of  
commonly used behavioral tests such as the Water Maze Test,  
and to include the perspective of the mouse in this assessment.

Ethical approval
All experiments were approved by the Berlin state author-
ity, Landesamt für Gesundheit und Soziales (LAGeSo), under 
license No. G 0182/17 and were in accordance with the German  
Animal Protection Law (TierSchG, TierSchVersV).

Data availability
Underlying data
Zenodo: Data and supplementary material for the paper  
“Development of an IntelliCage based Cognitive Bias Test for 
Mice.”, https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7310180 (Kahnau et al., 
2022C)
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Extended data
Zenodo: Data and supplementary material for the paper  
“Development of an IntelliCage based Cognitive Bias Test for 
Mice.”, https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7310180 (Kahnau et al., 
2022C)

One .pdf file contains supplementary material, the other .pdf 
file the ARRIVE checklist. In addition, there is one .xlsx file for 
each developmental step that contains all the data for that step. 
Each of these three .xlsx files contains a ReadMe sheet describ-
ing all variables. The different .txt files contain the R scripts that  
were used to analyze the data.

Data are available under the terms of the Creative Commons  
Attribution 4.0 International license (CC-BY 4.0).
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Chapter 3 

Discussion 

The objective of my dissertation was to develop and perform automated and home-cage based 

experiments for mice. The used set-up is based on the IntelliCage (IC) system. The IC was 

initially used in its conventional manner for repetitive cognitive stimulation, with the IC itself 

being the home-cage. For following experiments, additional components were added to the IC. 

Thus, the IC was part of the home-cage based set-up and served as the test-cage. By using a 

gate (AnimalGate, AG), another cage was connected, which served as the home-cage. This 

extended set-up was used to establish and conduct a Consumer Demand (CD) and a Cognitive 

Bias (CB) test. The studies presented here demonstrate the use of automated and home-cage 

based experiments with its multiple advantages but also indicate aspects that need to be con-

sidered. With the development of home-cage based experiments, the experimental conditions 

for laboratory mice could be improved and the experiments themselves allow to study the 

mouse's point of view. Thus, it is possible to optimize the experimental conditions in order to 

minimize the burden on the animals. This in turn will provide valid data that will ultimately be 

more transferable to humans. 

3.1 Development challenges 

The first challenge was to reduce the very high transponder loss rate of 50% to 60% within 24 

hours after injection. However, the transponders are mandatory when using RFID-based sys-

tems and the transponder injection had to be repeated if transponders were lost. Repeated 

anesthesia may affect the well-being of the mice (Hohlbaum et al. 2017) and an optimization 

of the procedure was necessary (mentioned in the supplements of chapter 4). The main 

change was the time point of analgesia administration. The analgesia was no longer adminis-

tered two hours before implantation, but the evening before. This change resulted in a tran-

sponder loss rate reduction to 6%. Transponder loss rates are often not reported in scientific 

publications, possibly because none are lost. However, it is more likely that this is considered 

to be of little relevance and is therefore not mentioned. By not only mentioning the loss rate 

but also describing the improvement of the method, it is possible for other scientists to adapt 

their transponder injection procedure so that the welfare of the animals is not compromised by 

repeated transponder implantations. 

After injecting all mice with transponders, the habituation to the set-up began. While habitua-

tion to the IC when used as a home-cage (chapter 3) lasted only a few days, habituation to the 
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expanded set-up required significantly more time. But first, a technical problem with the AG 

had to be solved. Immediately at the start of the AG use, it turned out that the door manage-

ment was not properly adjusted. Individual doors opened and closed too quickly, and it was 

not possible for the mice to pass through the gate without physical contact with the doors. The 

AG settings had to be adjusted, which could not be done by myself and required an update 

from the supplier.  

Second, the protocol of habituation to the set-up had to be established. At the beginning, the 

mice were kept in a type IV cage during the two-week institute quarantine/acclimatization 

phase. Later, the mice were transferred to the automated and home-cage based set-up. The 

mice had to be habituated to the AG and the IC. Initially, all doors were open and all mice were 

able to explore the set-up without restriction and learn that water is exclusively offered in the 

IC. Step by step, the AG doors and IC doors within the IC corners were closed. Thus, the mice 

were adapted to the movements of the doors as well as to the separation within the IC. At the 

beginning, the set-up habituation took four weeks. By keeping mice groups within the IC based 

set-up immediately after arrival at the institute (with all doors open) and experiences with the 

functioning of the AG as well as the behavior of the mice, the set-up habituation was reduced 

to 16 days. 

After set-up habituation only one (out of 12 mice) mouse could stay in the IC at a time. At the 

beginning there was concern that not all mice would be able to enter the IC with sufficient 

frequency within 24 hours. Since water was only offered in the IC, it could have resulted in not 

all mice having access to water sufficiently frequently. However, it turned out that all mice 

entered the IC several times and especially during the dark phase (chapter 4). Nevertheless, 

it occurred sometimes that individual mice entered the IC several times within 24 hours but 

even without drinking. The reason for not drinking could be no learning but was not always 

apparent, as it happened that the mice entered the IC corners and performed nosepokes but 

did not drink. However, if mice did not drink, they were given water for 15 minutes in a separate 

type III cage. On repeated failure to drink, other corners were released or the tones in the CB 

test were turned off (described in chapters 3 and 4). Not drinking occurred relatively rarely and 

we were able to show that when water was offered only in the IC, the mice drank. It has also 

been shown that laboratory animals enter a test-cage independently from the home-cage (Mei 

et al. 2020; Kaupert et al. 2017; Rivalan et al. 2017; Winter & Schaefers 2011). The unique 

feature in the studies presented here, however, is that not only 4-6 mice were housed as one 

group, but 12. Our results show that even in large group sizes, all mice were able to enter the 

test-cage several times per 24 hours. 

Another more extensive issue was that individual ICs turned off for no identifiable reason. This 

led to data losses on individual days during the experiments (chapter 4 and 5). Again, I had to 

rely on the supplier's support.  
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These technical issues highlight a disadvantage of using commercial systems: It relies on the 

supplier’s support. Even though the communication with the supplier was positive, it took some 

time until the appropriate updates could be delivered. In self-developed systems it is possible 

to react faster to technical problems, but the development of own systems requires also a lot 

of time and especially expertise (Habedank et al. 2022).  

An important factor for the development and establishment of experiments is to determine the 

optimal methodology. In the experiments presented here, the mice had to complete different 

learning tasks. During the long-term study (chapter 3), it was shown that the mice reached the 

learning criterion only during the first IC phase. As discussed in the publication, the later learn-

ing tasks might have been too complex. The mice chose a different strategy to access water 

than we expected. They simply endured the airpuff or it was not aversive enough and did not 

provide an obstacle to find the correct corner to drink without receiving an airpuff. Therefore, it 

is important to be able to monitor the success of an experiment while it is running in order to 

identify the use of alternative strategies by the animals. 

Even during the pre-test of the CD experiment, it became rapidly obvious that it was not feasi-

ble to determine whether the mice had learned the operant task or whether the motivation to 

work for access to almond milk was low (discussed in chapter 4). Only the adaptation of the 

method to work not for almond milk but for water instead of drinking a bitter tasting liquid al-

lowed a conclusion about the learning success of the mice. 

The development of a suitable conditioning method for the CB test was particularly complex 

and time-consuming. As described in chapter 5, different methods were tested. At each step 

of the development important knowledge was gained, which finally led to a successful condi-

tioning method. In my opinion, the description of individual development steps and pre-tests 

are very valuable. This offers the possibility to get an understanding of the applied method. It 

also offers the possibility to use this knowledge to develop other experiments. All the failed 

experiments and the finally successful experiment help to get a better understanding of the 

behavior of the experimental mice.  

3.2 Advantages of the automated and home-cage based system 

The first presented study (chapter 3) demonstrated the usability of the IC for cognitively stim-

ulation over a long period of time. Even though the IC can be used as a home-cage based 

system, there is a possibility that individual mice influence each other. It was observed that 

individual mice pulled each other out of the IC corners. This influence was eliminated by ex-

tending the IC with a gate and another cage, allowing only one mouse to be within the IC to 

solve the task undisturbed. 
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Expanding the set-up, the test-cage became part of the home-cage. This has the advantage 

that the mice can be tested in their familiar environment. For the experiments presented here, 

the mice were not removed from their home-cage and not actively separated from their group 

members. Past studies showed that the handling method, the separation and testing within an 

unknown environment may influence the well-being of the animals (Manouze et al. 2019; 

Gouveia & Hurst 2013; Hurst & West 2010; Krohn et al. 2006; Chesler et al. 2002; Crabbe et 

al. 1999). To reduce stress, the mice were well habituated to the home-cage based set-up and 

a tunnel handling method was used. In order to promote this method, we (members of the 

working group Laboratory Animal Science at the German Federal Institute for Risk Assess-

ment) established our own tube-handling protocol with a short video (

 

The attached test-cage allowed the mice to determine when to enter the test-cage and thus 

determine the timing of the experiment. Moreover, the mice had an influence on their daily 

routine and were not externally determined by the experimenter at which time of day/night the 

experiment is carried out. Also, the self-initiation of the single trials (by entering the IC corners 

independently and repeatedly) contributes to more self-determination which may lead to a re-

duction of frustration (Krakenberg et al. 2019; Hintze et al. 2018). Through self-determined 

participation, a high motivation to solve the tasks may be assumed and contribute to the pro-

duction of valid data.  

Laboratory mice are nocturnal animals, nevertheless certain experiments are performed during 

the light phase (Habedank et al. 2021) or the day/night rhythm is reversed (Krakenberg et al. 

2019), which in turn requires time and a habituation phase. In the experiments presented here 

none of this was necessary. The mice were tested during their active phase with no influence 

on their natural diurnal rhythm. Therefore, it is likely that the motivation to participate in the 

experiment is high. 

By automatizing the experiments, data were recorded without the presence of the experi-

menter, eliminating observer bias and increasing reproducibility (Voikar & Gaburro 2020;  

Pernold et al. 2019; Krackow et al. 2010). This advantage is particularly important when mul-

tiple experimenters are involved, as in the long-term study presented in chapter 3. 

A further major advantage of the automated and home-cage based set-up is the significantly 

reduced daily time requirement. While conventional methods require the experimenter to be 

permanently present during the experiment, the daily time required was about 20 to 60 

minutes, depending on the experiment (and without technical problems). 

 

https://wiki.nore-

copa.no/index.php/Mouse_handling). 
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3.3 Limitations 

In 2020, mice were used most frequently for scientific research in Germany (Bundesinstitut für 

Risikobewertung 2021). Therefore, improvements in husbandry and experimental conditions 

could have an impact on a large number of laboratory animals. In the studies presented here, 

mice of strain C57BL/6J were used which is the most commonly used strain (van de Lagemaat 

et al. 2017). However, it should be noted that there are differences in behavior between differ-

ent strains (Pitzer et al. 2021; König et al. 2020; O’Leary et al. 2013; Podhorna & Brown 2002; 

Connolly & Lynch 1981). Therefore, the results presented here cannot have general validity. 

Consequently, the experiments should be repeated with mice from other strains as well. How-

ever, it should be considered whether it is possible to transfer the results of strains that behave 

very similarly in order to avoid unnecessary animal experiments. Through systematic analyses, 

it is possible to compare the results of different experiments. Some results also suggest that 

similar interventions are even likely to lead to comparable results in different species (Mieske 

et al., 2022). However, to improve husbandry and experimental conditions, a comprehensive 

understanding of the behavior of our laboratory mice is required.  

In the studies presented here, both male and female mice were used, but only one sex per 

study. In the long-term study, four social groups with 12 males were kept and, as discussed 

earlier, no agonistic behaviors requiring intervention occurred. Nevertheless, it would be useful 

to repeat the study with females, as there are also sex-specific behavioral differences (Tucker 

& McCabe 2017; Van Den Berg et al. 2015). For example, males take higher risks than females 

(Gomes et al. 2022). This could mean that females would have reached the learning criterion 

during IC learning phase two or three because they would have avoided the airpuff. This in 

turn could have been reflected on physiological parameters such as resting metabolic rate or 

body weight. 

For the other two studies, only females were used. As described above, there was initial con-

cern that not all mice would have adequate access to water, as water was only offered in the 

IC. We assume that individual males claim access to the gate, and thus to the IC and water, 

through increased territorial behavior (Kappel et al. 2017). As a result, water would have to be 

offered separately to the mice frequently and frequent intervention would have a negative in-

fluence on the mice and thus on the data.  

Nevertheless, it is necessary to test the automated and home-cage based set-up also with 

male mice. Only in this way we can find out which preferences or aversions the males have or 

in which emotional state they are. And only in this way can the laboratory conditions also for 

male mice be improved. 
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A major limitation of the experiments presented here is that only liquids could be used in the 

IC system. Nevertheless, the results are important because they show that water can be used 

as a reward without limiting the access to water in time. The results of the CD experiment may 

also serve in the choice of appropriate rewards or punishments in future experiments. Never-

theless, it is necessary to be able to test the preference or aversion for other goods such as 

bedding or nesting material and enrichment items. This allows to study the wants and needs 

of the mice and to improve the laboratory conditions.   

The original aim was to use the experiments presented here to evaluate the burden of com-

monly performed behavioral tests with the inclusion of the mice's perspective. Due to the long 

development time of the CB Test in particular, the burden of the behavioral tests could not be 

performed. Nevertheless, we now have experiments that allow us to measure the wants and 

needs as well as the emotional state of the mice in an automated and home-cage based man-

ner. 

3.4 Conclusion and outlook 

The aim of this dissertation was to improve the test conditions for mice in experiments and to 

reduce the burden. To achieve these aims, the IC system was used to develop and perform 

automated and home cage-based experiments. In the experiments presented here, mice suc-

cessfully completed different learning tasks. It was possible to better understand the influence 

of cognitive stimulation, to investigate the motivation to access certain liquids for work, and to 

measure the emotional state of the mice. Furthermore, an experimental set-up was designed 

that allows individual data collection without being disturbed/influenced by group members 

while solving different tasks. 

Through this dissertation, it was demonstrated that the development of automated and home-

cage based experiments requires a great amount of time and patience, as well as flexibility. 

Nevertheless, the development of such experiments and set-ups is important and working sys-

tems offer many advantages with them.  

A follow-up experiment will use the CB test presented here to evaluate the burden of a Water 

Maze experiment from the mice's perspective. For this purpose, mice will experience a water 

maze experiment and the CB will be measured. The CB will then be compared to the CB of 

mice that will not have had this experience. This should make it possible to elucidate the bur-

den in a Water Maze test. 

In a further project, the experience gained here will be used to advance the Mouse Position 

Surveillance System (MoPSS) we have already developed (Habedank et al., 2022). The aim 

is to develop a modular system in which a home-cage is connected to a test-cage by a gate. 
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Further test-boxes with nosepoke-sensors will be connected to the test-cage. Thus, it will be 

possible to let mice work in a CD experiment, beside liquids, also for e.g. nest material or 

enrichment items. 

As a result, it will be possible to better understand the wants and needs of mice and to design 

their environment in such a way to accommodate as many natural behaviors as possible. This 

will lead to the generation of valid data, which in turn will have a positive effect on the transfer-

ability to humans.  

Especially because animal testing cannot be completely eliminated in the near future, it is our 

responsibility to study and understand our laboratory animals as best we can. Only in this way 

are we able to make everyday laboratory life as comfortable as possible for the laboratory mice 

entrusted to us. 
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Chapter 4 

Summary 

The use of an automated and home-cage based test system to improve behavioral 
experiments for group housed mice 

One possibility to improve laboratory conditions for animals is to conduct the experiments in a 

home-cages manner. For the experiments presented here, the RFID (radio frequency identifi-

cation)-based IntelliCage (IC) served as an automated and home-cage-based test system. 

Chapter 2 describes behavioral methods that are available to assess the burden on laboratory 

animals in animal studies. It describes the importance of examining animal behavior in order 

to conclude about burden, for example, by assessing activity. By using preference tests, the 

perspective of the animals can be included, since the animals are (indirectly) asked what they 

want or do not want. The Consumer Demand test then offers the possibility to determine the 

strength of the preference or aversion. Through the Cognitive Bias test, it is also possible to 

measure the emotional state of the animals.   

In chapter 3, the IC was used in a long-term study to cognitively stimulate mice in the IC re-

peatedly, while at the same time another subset of mice was never cognitively stimulated. 

However, the study showed treatment effects only in the early life phase of the mice. Young 

mice that were cognitively stimulated showed higher activity, lower growth and a lower resting 

metabolic rate. They were also less attractive to female mice. However, these results were not 

evident at later life stages. Furthermore, no effect of cognitive stimulation on dominance or 

longevity could be detected.  

In chapter 4, an extended IC based set-up (IC and home-cage connected by a gate) was used 

to investigate the strength of preference/aversion for different liquids in a Consumer Demand 

test. For this, the mice had to make more nosepokes daily to gain access to different liquids. 

The data show that the number of nosepokes was dependent on the liquids offered. The mice 

made many nosepokes to avoid drinking a bitter-tasting liquid, while they made significantly 

fewer nosepokes to gain access to sweet-tasting liquids.  

In chapter 5, the extended IC based setup was used to develop a home-cage based Cognitive 

Bias test. In this study, the focus was on three developmental steps leading to a functional 

testing protocol. We showed successful conditioning, as well as measurement of cognitive bias 

in female mice.  
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In chapter 6, the main developmental challenges and advantages of using the home-cage 

based system but also limitations are summarized. For instance, the method of RFID tran-

sponder implantation had to be improved, or various technical problems had to be solved. 

Chapter 6 also describes the advantages of using home-cage based systems. We were able 

to successfully record the behavior of mice over several months. We obtained individual data, 

the mice were tested in their familiar environment and during their natural active phase. The 

influence of the experimenter was reduced to a minimum, as well as the influence of the mice 

on each other, when only one mouse could stay in the IC at a time and thus solved the tasks 

undisturbed by group members.  

In conclusion, performing home-cage based experiments offered the possibility to refine the 

laboratory conditions for laboratory animals. This will again help to obtain valid data, which will 

be beneficial for humans. 
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Chapter 5 

Zusammenfassung 

Die Verwendung eines automatisierten und heimatkäfigbasierten Testsystems zur 
Verbesserung von Verhaltensexperimenten für Mäuse 

Eine Möglichkeit, die Laborbedingungen für Tiere zu verbessern, ist die Versuche innerhalb 

des Heimatkäfigs durchzuführen. Bei den hier vorgestellten Experimenten diente das RFID 

(Radio Frequency Identification) -basierte IntelliCage System (IC) als automatisiertes und hei-

matkäfigbasierendes Testsystem. 

Kapitel 2 beschreibt die Verhaltensmethoden, die zur Bewertung der Belastung von Labortie-

ren in Tierversuchen zur Verfügung stehen. Es wird beschrieben, wie wichtig es ist, das Ver-

halten der Tiere zu untersuchen, um Rückschlüsse auf die Belastung zu ziehen, zum Beispiel 

durch die Bewertung der Aktivität. Durch die Verwendung von Präferenztests kann die Per-

spektive der Tiere einbezogen werden, da die Tiere (indirekt) gefragt werden, was sie wollen 

oder nicht wollen. Der Consumer Demand Test bietet dann die Möglichkeit, die Stärke der 

Präferenz oder Abneigung zu bestimmen. Durch den Cognitive Bias Test ist es außerdem 

möglich, den emotionalen Zustand der Tiere zu messen. 

In Kapitel 3 wurde der IC in einer Langzeitstudie eingesetzt, um Mäuse im IC wiederholt kog-

nitiv zu stimulieren, während gleichzeitig eine weitere Gruppe von Mäusen nie kognitiv stimu-

liert wurde. Die Studie zeigte jedoch nur in der frühen Lebensphase der Mäuse Unterschiede 

zwischen den Gruppen. Junge Mäuse, die kognitiv stimuliert wurden, zeigten eine höhere Ak-

tivität, ein geringere Körpergewichtsentwicklung und einen niedrigeren Ruhestoffwechsel. Sie 

waren auch weniger attraktiv für weibliche Mäuse. Diese Unterschiede waren jedoch nicht 

mehr in späteren Lebensphasen auszumachen. Es konnten außerdem keine Auswirkung der 

kognitiven Stimulation auf Dominanz oder Langlebigkeit festgestellt werden.  

In Kapitel 4 wurde ein erweiterter IC-basierter Aufbau (IC und Heimkäfig, verbunden durch 

eine Schleuse) verwendet, um die Stärke der Präferenz/Abneigung für verschiedene Flüssig-

keiten in einem Consumer Demand Versuch zu untersuchen. Für den Zugang zu unterschied-

lichen Flüssigkeiten, mussten die Mäuse täglich mehr Nosepokes machen. Die Daten zeigen, 

dass die Anzahl der Nosepokes von den angebotenen Flüssigkeiten abhing. Die Mäuse mach-

ten viele Nosepokes, um eine bitter schmeckende Flüssigkeit nicht trinken zu müssen, wäh-

rend sie deutlich weniger Nosepokes machten, um Zugang zu süß schmeckenden Flüssigkei-

ten zu erhalten. 
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In Kapitel 5 wurde die erweiterte Testapparatur eingesetzt, um einen heimatkäfigbasierten 

Cognitive Bias Test zu entwickeln. In dieser Studie lag der Schwerpunkt auf den drei Entwick-

lungsschritten, die zu einem funktionalen Testprotokoll führten. Wir zeigten die erfolgreiche 

Konditionierung sowie die Messung der Erwartungsvalenz (Cognitive Bias) bei weiblichen 

Mäusen.  

In Kapitel 6 wurden die wichtigsten Herausforderungen bei der Entwicklung und die Vorteile 

der Verwendung des Heimkäfigsystems, aber auch die Einschränkungen zusammengefasst. 

So musste beispielsweise die Methode der RFID-Transponder-Implantation verbessert wer-

den, oder es mussten verschiedene technische Probleme gelöst werden. In Kapitel 6 wurden 

außerdem die Vorteile der Verwendung von Heimkäfigsystemen beschrieben. Wir konnten das 

Verhalten von Mäusen über mehrere Monate hinweg erfolgreich aufzeichnen. Wir erhielten 

individuelle Daten, die Mäuse wurden in ihrer gewohnten Umgebung und während ihrer natür-

lichen aktiven Phase getestet. Der Einfluss der Experimentatorin wurde auf ein Minimum re-

duziert, ebenso wie der Einfluss der Mäuse untereinander, da sich jeweils nur eine Maus im 

IC aufhalten konnte und somit die Versuche ungestört von Gruppenmitgliedern absolvieren 

konnte.  

Zusammenfassend lässt sich sagen, dass die Durchführung von Experimenten in Heimkäfigen 

die Möglichkeit bietet, die Laborbedingungen für Labortiere zu verbessern. Dies wird wiederum 

dazu beitragen, valide Daten zu erhalten, die für den Menschen von Nutzen sein werden. 
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